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Abstract 
In this thesis my emphasis is on the resolution of the singularities of fibre products 
of Arithmetic Surfaces. 
In chapter one as an introduction to my thesis some elementary concepts re-
lated to regular and singular points are reviewed and the concept of tangent cone 
is defined for schemes over a discrete valuation ring. The concept of arithmetic 
surfaces is introduced briefly in the end of this chapter. 
In chapter 2 my new procedures namely the procedure of Mojgan1 and the 
procedure of Mahtab2 and a new operator called Moje are introduced. Also the 
concept of tangent space is defined for schemes over a discrete valuation ring. 
In chapter 3 the singularities of schemes which are the fibre products of some 
surfaces with ordinary double points are resolved. It is done in two different 
methods. The results from both methods are consistent. 
In chapter 4, I have tried to resolve the singularities of a special class of 
arithmetic three-folds, namely those which are the fibre product of two arithmetic 
surfaces, which were very helpful to achieve my final results about the resolution 
of singularities of fibre products of the minimal regular models of Tate. 
Chapter 5 includes my final results which are about the resolution of singu-
larities of the fibre product of two minimal regular models of Tate. 
^n the Persian Language Moje means eyelash and Mojgan is its plural. 
2 In the Persian Language Mahtab means moonlight. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The basis of this thesis is the resolution of singularities of the fibre product of 
Arithmetic Surfaces. The blowing-up of a point of a variety or a subvariety of a 
variety is discussed before, see for example [11], [4], [9], [10] and [20]. We can find 
about the blowing-up of a noetherian scheme with respect to a coherent sheaf of 
ideals in [11]. Some discussions about the blowing-up are purely algebraic, see for 
example [14], [28] and [11]. My research work started with proposition 2.0.2 and 
remark 2.1.2 in Scholl's paper (see [21]), and lemma 5.5 in Deligne's paper (see 
[7]) and I tried to find a resolution for the singularities of a fibre product of the 
arithmetic surfaces with ordinary double points and could find the answer when 
our surfaces are over SpecA;[£], where k is an algebraically closed field. Later on, 
I realized that the results carry through without change if k is replaced by an 
arbitrary regular ring R. Then there was an attempt for the substitution of R[t] 
by a discrete valuation ring R with an algebraically closed residue field k = R/(TT) 
and it was possible. These results are collected in chapter 3. The rest of my thesis 
is mainly about the resolution of singularities of the fibre product of arithmetic 
surfaces of genus one. 
Before introducing more details about the research work, let's have a quick 
review on the history of the resolution of singularities, the question which has 
always been interesting to mathematicians. 
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The resolution of curves was known earlier. Walker proved it for surfaces 
over C in 1935. The first algebraic proof for resolution of surfaces and then 
the embedded resolution for surfaces and resolution for three-folds over a field k 
(Char. k=Q) was given by Zariski, 1939 and 1944 respectively, see [28] for the 
first one. 
Hironaka proved the resolution and embedded resolution in all dimensions in 
characteristic 0, see [12]. 
In 1966 Abhyankar proved resolution of three-folds in characteristic p > 7. 
The resolution of singularities of arithmetic schemes (eg of schemes of finite 
type over Z or a dvr) is in general unknown. But it is known for arithmetic 
surfaces (see [23]). For arithmetic surfaces of genus one there is a nice algorithm 
to obtain the minimal regular model (due to Tate), see [25] for details. 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the case of those Arithmetic 3-folds 
which are fibre products of two arithmetic surfaces. The simplest case is when 
the singularities in the fibres of the surfaces are ordinary double points, so locally 
for the etale topology isomorphic to Spec /?[#, y]/(xy — TT). In this case we can 
find an explicit desingularisation for the fibre products of an arbitrary number 
of surfaces. The existence of such a desingularisation (at least in the geometric 
case) has been known for a long time. In 1969 Deligne gave a sheaf of ideals 
which under blowing-up, would resolve such a singularity. In chapter 3, Deligne's 
method is reproduced with details. We also give another method to desingularise 
a product of double points, following Scholl's remark (see [21]) and prove that 
these two methods give the same answer. 
In the last section of chapter 3 we imitate the methods of Deligne and Scholl 
in the arithmetic case, and prove that they give a (common) desingularisation 
over a dvr. 
The final results in this thesis are in chapters 4 and 5, where we show that 
(under certain hypothesis) the fibre product of two arithmetic surfaces of genus 
one has a regular model, by taking the product of two Tate models and applying 
birational transformations. 
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l o l Definitions + Conventions 
Recall that a noetherian local ring A of dimension d and with maximal ideal m 
and residue field k = A/m is regular if dimfcin/m2 = d (see [3]), or equivalently 
the maximal ideal of A is generated by d elements, which also means that the 
associated graded ring Gm = 0 n > o m n / m n + 1 is a polynomial ring in d variables 
over the field A/m, see [27]. 
Also recall that for a commutative ring A with identity and a prime ideal P 
of A, the localization of A at P is called the local ring of Spec A at P and the 
field Ap/PAp is said to be the residue class field of Spec A at P and is denoted 
by k(P) which is actually the field of fractions of A/P, see [13] and [11]. 
When A is a commutative ring with identity and has the spectrum (Spec A, O), 
the stalk Op of the sheaf O is isomorphic to the local ring Ap , see [11]. A scheme 
X is regular if all of its local rings are regular local rings. If for P € X, Op is 
not regular we say that P is a singular point of X. 
Recall that for a scheme X the Zariski tangent space to X at P 6 X is 
the dual of the A;(P)-vector space mp/rrip, ie, H o m ^ f m p / m p , ^ ? ) ) which is 
described completely in [17]. If k is an algebraically closed field and X is a scheme 
of finite type over k and P is a closed point of X and U C X is an affine open 
neighbourhood of P, a closed immersion i:U —>• A£ makes U isomorphic with 
a subscheme Spec ( k [ x \ , x n ) / A ) of A£. Then by using suitable translation 
we can assume that Xi,...,xn 6 /(P) or equivalently i(P) = P0 the origin in 
A£. For each / 6 k [ x i , x n ] we use /* to denote the leading form of / , ie, if 
/ = S"_ r/i, where /,- is homogeneous of degree i (and fr ^ 0), then /* = fr and 
we use A" for the ideal of k [ x t , x n ] generated by all polynomials /* (for / G A) 
and call Spec ( f c [ x j , x n ] / A * ) the tangent cone of X at P. It is the same as 
Spec(Gr(Cp)), see [17], page 216. Recall that a point P £ X is a regular point 
if the tangent cone and the Zariski tangent space at P are the same. 
For example if k is an algebraically closed field of Char. 0 and X =Spec k[x, y}/ 
(y 2 — x2(x + 1)), then at Po=(0,0) the tangent cone consists of the line pair 
Spec k[x, y ] / ( y 2 — x2) and the tangent space is A 2.. So P0 is a singular point. 
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Remark 1.1 In the above discussion we cannot substitute k by an arbitrary 
ring, but if R is a discrete valuation ring with algebraically closed residue field 
k = R/(TT) we can define the tangent cone at P G X in a similar way. 
Here a closed point on the special fibre A£ of say P = (ai,...,a n) cor-
responds to the maximal ideal M.p = (x\ — a . \ , x n — an, n) of R[xi, x%,xn] 
where a; 6 R and di = a,, ie, a; is the reduction of a, (mod IT). 
Now let X be a scheme of finite type over R and P be a closed point of X 
and U C X be an affine open neighbourhood of P and i : U —>• A^ be a closed 
immersion making U isomorphic with the subscheme V =Spec ( R [ x i , x n ] / A ) 
of A^ and use suitable translation such that i(P) = PQ, where P0 is the origin of 
the special fibre of A^, ie, A£. 
Let / be a non-zero polynomial in A. Since i(P) = Po € V, we have / = 
O(modM) (ie, PQ € A£ lies on / = 0), where M - ( T T , X I , . . . ,x n ) . So there exists 
r > 0 such that / € M r and f 0 A r + 1 . Suppose that / = (£-=1flO + h where g{ is 
a monomial in R[xi,...,xn] and g{ € M r \ M r + 1 and / i € M r + 1 . 
If gi = it,-7ra ,ox"'1 (where it,- € then a,0 + a n + ... + a,„ = r and 
u, is well-defined (mod7r) as g, is well-defined (modM r + 1 ) . Now replace 7r by an 
indeterminate say XQ. Let gt* = UiXQ°x"\..x^n G A : [ x o , x n ] and /* = H^g*. 
Then /* is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r in k[x0, x\,x„] which is 
determined uniquely by / . Let A* be the ideal of k[xo, x\,xn] generated by all 
f*'s (for f € A). Now we define the tangent cone at P e X as follows: 
Definition 1.2 With the above notation 
Tangent cone of X at P =Spec/c[xo,x1, ...,xn]/A* 
Remark 1.3 In definition (2.5) of chapter 2 we introduce the concept of tangent 
space and then we give an example about tangent cone and tangent space. 
Convention 1.4 In this thesis valuation ring means a discrete valuation ring 
with uniformisor 7r and algebraically closed residue field k = R/(TT). 
Remark 1.5 In [23] the concept of arithmetic surfaces is defined over a Dedekind 
domain, but since singularity is a local property and the localization of a Dedekind 
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domain at any of its non-zero primes is a discrete valuation ring, we study our 
arithmetic surfaces over a discrete valuation ring. 
Convention 1.6 Let R be a discrete valuation ring. By an arithmetic surface 
we mean a regular scheme V purely of dimension 2, which is flat over R. 
Remark 1.7 Let X —> Spec R be a separated integral scheme which is flat 
and of finite type. By a desingularisation of X we mean a birational, proper 
morphism X' —> X such that X' is flat over Spec R and is a regular scheme. 
Remark 1.8 For more details and several examples of arithmetic surfaces see pp 
311-318 in [23]. The blowing-up of an arithmetic surface over a discrete valuation 
ring is discussed in remark 7.7, pp 345-347 in [23]. 
The theorem related to the resolution of singularities of arithmetic surfaces 
and also existence of minimal proper regular models for arithmetic surfaces is 
discussed in theorem 4.5, page 317 in [23]. For nice examples over a discrete 
valuation ring see Tate's algorithm in [25]. 
All schemes which I have used in this thesis as components in the fibre prod-
ucts, are examples for arithmetic surfaces. 
Chapter 2 
Procedure 
2c 1 Introduct ion 
To determine the singular points of a geometric scheme, one uses the Jacobian 
criterion. In the arithmetic case there is no Jacobian criterion, but we find an 
analogous procedure to determine the singular points, which we call the procedure 
of Mojgan (§2.2 and §2.3). For resolution of singularities we mainly use a sequence 
of blowings-up. To do these with a tidy method, we employ a procedure which 
we call Mahtab (§2.4). 
2«.2 The Procedure of Mojgan 
As it was mentioned in chapter one, the tangent cones and tangent spaces are 
helpful for the determination of singular points. Here we try for another method. 
We start with another interpretation of Jacobian which would be generalized 
later on. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field and X = Spec k \ x \ , x n ] / 
), . . . , f m ( x u ...,x„)) and P — (a 1 ?...,a n) £ X. Then define Moje(P, /,•) 
as follows: 
9 
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Moje(P, /,)=Linear form of fi(T\ + a t , T n + a„), 
say 
Moje(P, /,-) = ClXTx + Ci2T2 + ... + CtnTn and let C = {C{j) where 
1 < i < m and 1 < j < rc, and P corresponds to the maximal ideal 
MP = ( X i - a i , x 2 - a 2 , . . . , x „ - a n ) / ( / i , . . . , / T O ) (2.1) 
of T(X,Ox) and 
- V ( P / M ^ = ( z \ , r B ) / ( ( r X l T n f + sPan(Moj e(p, /OWJ. (2.2) 
Let r — rank(CV,). Then dimAip/\M2P — n — r. If n — r=dimX, then by Jacobian 
criterion P is a regular point, otherwise it is singular, see [11]. 
Remark 2.1 For the calculation of singular points of schemes over a field of 
characteristic zero, or determination of singular points of the special fibre (when 
our schemes are over a dvr) and also for solving the system of equations, I have 
used WMAPLE53. 
Example 2.2 Let X = Spec k[xu 2 / i , x2,2/2, x3,3/3]/(^iyi - x2y2,xxyx - x3y3). Then 
h(xuyi,x2,y2,x3,y3) = xxyx - x2y2 
and 
/ 2 ( ^ i , 2 / i , x 2 , J/2, 2:3,2/3) = Z i 2 / i - x 3 y 3 . 
If P = (ai, 61, a 2 ,62, «3, ^3) € X, then it corresponds to 
MP (xi - auyi - b1,...,x3- a3,y3 - 6 3 ) / ( / i , / 2 ) 
(TuSi,...,T3,S3)/(fi(Ti +a1,Sl + bu...,T3 + a3,S3 + b3), 
/ 2 (T i + a i , Sl + bu T 3 + a3, S3 + 63)) (2.3) 
but 
/ i (Ti + ax, 5i + 6 1 , T 3 + a3, 5 3 + b3) = 
T1S1 - T2S2 + (aiSi + biT\ - a2S2 - b2T2), (2.4) 
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le, 
Moje(P, /O = b,T, + a,Sy - b2T2 - a2S2. 
Similarly we can check that 
Moje(P, f 2 ) = bxTt + a,Sx - b3T3 - a3S3, 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
so 
C(P) = 
bi a\ —b2 —a2 0 0 
(2.7) 
K a t 0 0 —63 —a3, 
If we equate the minor determinants to zero and use them as the equations of a 
system, we see that P is singular if at least two pairs (a,-,6,) are zero (1 < 1 < 3). 
Example 2.3 Let 
X = SpecA;[xi,y 1,...,x n,y n]/(xij/i - ar t-y,-) 2< i < n , (2.8) 
and P = (oi, 6 1 , a „ , bn) G X. Consider /, = xiyi — x,?/, where 2 < i < n. Then 
Moje(P, /,•) = biTi + aiSi - 6,T, - a.-S,-, (2.9) 
ze, 
/ 6 1 ai - 6 2 - a 2 0 0 
61 ai 0 0 —63 —03 0 
C(P) 
.. 0 0 \ 
U i ai 0 0 0 0 — 6„ - a „ / 
(2.10) 
This matrix shows us that if at least two pairs (a,-, &,) are zero where 2 < i < n, 
then P is a singular point. 
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2„S Generalization 
Let R be a discrete valuation ring with algebraically closed residue field k = ^ 
and 
X = Speci?[rc 1 , . . . ,x n]/(/ 1(a; 1 , . . . ,a;„),. . . , /m(x 1 , . . . ,x n)). (2.11) 
Then the closed points of X are on the special fibre of X, ie, on the scheme 
Xn = SpecA;[x 1,...,x n]/(/i(a;i,...,x n),...,/m(a; 1,...,x n)), (2.12) 
where /, denotes the reduction of / , (mod7r ) . Let P = ( a i , . . . , a n ) € X* be a 
closed point of X and choose a i , . . . , a n E Pt such that d, = a,(mod7r). Then 
as a point of X, P corresponds to the maximal ideal of T(X, Ox) generated by 
Xi — OJI, xn — ctn and 7r, ie, 
MP = (xx - a 1 ,x 2 - Q !2 , . . . ,^n - a „ , 7 r ) / 
( / 1 (x i , . . . ,x n ) , . . . , / T O (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) ) . (2.13) 
By using the translation T, = x, — a,-, we get 
A4p = (TuT2,...,Tn,v)l 
+ a l 7 T n + a n ) , / m ( T x + au Tn + an)). (2.14) 
So 
MPIM2P = (Ti,T 2 , ...,Tn,n)/ 
({TuT2,...,Tt)2 + (TuT2,...,Tn,n)n 
(f^Ty + a i , T n + a n ) , / m ( 7 \ + a x , T „ + a n))), (2.15) 
ie, 
M P / M P = {TuT2,...,Tn,v)l 
((TUT2, ...,Tn, TT)2 + {(Moje(P,/ 1 )}i< ! < m )), (2.16) 
where Moje(P, / , ) is the linear part in T i , T n and 7r of /,-(7\ + a i , + a n ) , 
say 
Moje( P, /,•) = dt0n + diiTi + dl2T2 + ... + d f n T n , (2.17) 
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where 1 < i < m and d,j £ R, ie, Moje(P,/,) - /,-(7\ + ai,...,Tn + an) 
mod(r!, ...,Tn,ir)2. 
Now consider the matrix 
/ dio dn di2 
d2o di\ d<ii 
D(P) = 
d2n 
(2.18) 
\dmQ dmi dm2 d m n / 
where d,j is the reduction of d{j (mod7r). If r = rank D(P), then 
d\mMP/Mp = n + 1 - r. (2.19) 
Thus we obtain: 
Proposition 2.4 (Procedure of Mojgan) 
P is a regular point o f X i f r z + l — r — dimX, otherwise it is singular. 
Definition 2.5 By using the same notation as above we consider 
moje(P, / , ) = di0T0 + dixTi + ... + dinTn, 
corresponding to Moje(P,/,) (To corresponds to 7r), and define 
Tangent space of X at P=Spec k[T0, T u T2,T„]/({moje(P, / , ) } i< i< m ) 
Example 2.6 Let X = SpecR[xi,yi,X2,y2]/(xiyi — y\ + x\,xxy\ — IT). Con-
sider / i = Xiyi-yl+x\, f 2 - X^I-TT. Then /* = x x y x - y \ and /2* = -TT := - x 0 . 
Hence 
Tangent cone of X at P0=Spec A;[xo, %i,yi, X2,1/2]/(xiVi — ylixo)= 
Speck[x1,y1,x2,y2]/(xlyi - yf). But 
moje(P 0,/i) = 0 and moje(P 0,/ 2) = - T 0 , ie, 
Tangent space of X at P0=Spec k[T0, T\,S\,T2, S2]/(0, T 0) = 
Spec k[Ti, Si, T2, S'2] = Aj[, so P0 is a singular point. 
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Lemma 2.7 Let Y be a regular scheme. Then Ay = A n x S p e c z V is regular. 
Proof : Let Y = Spec/?, where R is a regular ring. Then Ay = A n X s p e c Z 
Spec R = Spec ( Z [ x i , x n ] ® z i ? ) = Spec R[x\,xn] which is regular (see theo-
rem 40, page 126 in [15]). 
If Y is non-affine, then we consider Y as a union of affine schemes and use 
the above result for the product of A" with the affine pieces and then glue them 
together. • 
Theorem 2.8 Let / : X —> Y be etale. If Y is regular, then X is regular. 
Proof : See page 27, prop. 3.17-(c) in [16]. • 
Theorem 2.9 Let Y be a regular scheme and X be smooth over Y. Then X is 
a regular scheme. 
Proof : Let / : X —> Y be the smooth morphism. Then by definition (see 
definition (1.1), page 128 in [1]), each x € X has an open neighbourhood U such 
that U —> A y is etale and Ay —> Y is the projection on the second factor and 
the following diagram is commutative: 
U x S D e c Z * n n Z A S P 
f u 
Y 
Since Y is regular by lemma (2.7), Ay is regular. By using theorem (2.8) we 
conclude that U is regular. • 
Remark 2.10 Note that the other definition of smooth morphism as it is stated 
in page 304 of [17] or page 305 in [23] is equivalent with definition (1.1), page 128 
in [1] (for the proof see prop. 3.24, page 31 in [16]). 
Corollary 2.11 Let X and Y be schemes over S. If Y is regular and X is 
smooth over S, then XxsY is a regular scheme. 
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Proof : X —> S is smooth. After base extension we get Xx$Y —> Y. Now Y 
is regular and XxsY —> Y is smooth (see [1], page 129, prop. (1.7)-(m)). By 
using theorem (2.9) we conclude that XxsY is regular. • 
Here we will have an application of the procedure of Mojgan which is very 
useful in coming chapters. 
Lemma 2.12 Let R be a discrete valuation ring and f(xi,x2,....,xn) 
be a non-constant monomial in R[xi,X2,...,xn] such that / is not divisible by 
7T. Then X = Spec R[x\,x2,xn]/(/(xi, X 2 , x n ) — n) is a regular scheme. 
Proof: If / does not contain Xi,X2, (for / < n), then we get 
X - A^XspecflSpeci2[x/ +i,a;; +2,...,a; n]/((/(a;/ +i,a;j +2,...,a; n) - 7r). (2.20) 
So without loss of generality we can assume that / contains all x^s, say 
f(xux2,...,xn) = x™lx22...x™n. Now let g(xux2, ...,xn) = f(xi,x2,...,xn) - 7r, 
ie, g(xi, x 2 i x n ) — x™1 x™2•••X™" — re. Then the special fibre of X is 
Xn = SpecA;[a:i,X2, ...,xn]/(g(xl,x2, ...,xn)) -
Speck[xuX2,...,xn]/(x^X2n2...x™"). (2.21) 
We can find the singular points of Xw by using the Jacobian criterion. Let 
Q = (a l 5 a 2 , a n ) € Xv. Then as a point of X , Q corresponds to the ideal of 
r(X. Ox) generated by xy — « i , x2 — 0 2 , x n — an and 7r, ie, Q corresponds to 
MQ - (xi - a u x 2 - a 2 , ...,xn - an,rr)/(g(xi,x2,...,xn)), (2.22) 
n 
where a, € i? and = ai(mod7r). Since Q 6 X„, we have f ] °« = 0, which means 
1=1 
that at least one a, is zero. Without loss of generality assume a\ — 0, ie, ir\ai, 
say Qi = «i7r. According to the values of m i we consider two different cases as 
follows: 
Case one mi = 1 
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We get g(xi, x 2 , x n ) — x^x™7...x™n — n. Hence 
g(Ti + auT2-\- a2, . . . ,T n + an) = 
(7\ + M l 7 r ) ( T 2 + a 2 p . . . ( T B + a n ) m " - TT = 
( M l 7rar . . .a" n - T T ) + a^ . - . a^Tx + 
... + m n ( « , 7 r ) a r . . . % ( : r ) , , a r - 1 r „ + .... (2.23) 
Moje(Q,g) = (Ula^...a^ - 1)TT + ...a^Tx + 
m2(u1ir)a2n2-1a3n>...a™"T2 + m3(uln)a2n*a3n3-1a™\..a™"T3 + 
... + mn(uxn)a^\..a^-;)<"-lTn (mod ( 7 \ , T n , T T ) 2 ) . (2.24) 
So 
D(Q) = ( M i a ^ 2 . . . a ™ " - 1 a 2 m 2 . . < " 0 0 ... 0 0) (2.25) 
This means that Q is singular if u\a22...a™n — 1 = a™2...a™" = 0 which is 
impossible, so Q is a regular point. 
Case two mi > 1 
In this case we get 
g(Ti + Qi, T2 + Q 2 , T „ + a„) = 
(7\ + U l 7 r ) m i (T 2 + a 2 p . . . ( T n + a n ) m n ~ * = 
(u1miirmia2n'...a™n - n) + roi(u17r)mi-1a™2...cC'T1 + 
m 2 (u 1 7r) m i a^- 1 ar.. .arr 2 + m3(«i7rr ia2"2ar"1ar---«r713 + 
... + mn(u17rria2n\..a^l<n~lTn + (2.26) 
ie, 
Moje(Q, </) = ( i r m i - 1 u 1 m i a 2 2 - < n ~ V* + m 1 ( u 1 7 r ) m i - 1 a 2 " 2 . . . a ^ r 1 + 
m 2 ( u 1 7 r ) m i a 2 n 2 - 1 Q ^ . . . a ™ " T 2 + m3{Uln)m'a^a^-'a^ ...a™"T3 + 
... + mn(uln)mia^\..a^a^-lTn(mod(Tu...,Tn,nf). (2.27) 
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Hence 
D(Q) = ( - l 0 0 0 0) , (2.28) 
which has rank 1. So dimMq/Mq = (n + 1) — 1 = n = dimX, ie, Q is a regular 
point. • 
Corol lary 2.13 The scheme X = Spec R[xi, x 2 , x n _ i , x„, yn]/ 
((xlX2...xn_l)2xnyn — 7r) is a regular scheme. 
Now we generalise lemma (2.12) as follows: 
Theorem 2.14 Let < 7 i ( x i , x n ) , . . . , g m ( x i , x n ) € R[xi,xn] such that 
/ ( x i , x 2 ) - 5 i ( x i , x n ) . . . ^ m ( x i , x n ) is not divisible by TT and / ? ( x i , x n ) = 
f ( x i , x ^ ) — 7r. If for each «, the polynomial is a linear form or the k-variety 
W{ = Spec k[xi,xn]/(g~i(xi,xn)) is non-singular, then 
V = Speci?[x 1 , . . . ,x n ] / (5 ' 1 (x 1 , . . . ,x n ) . . . f l r m (xi , . . . ,x n ) - ir) (2.29) 
is a regular scheme. 
Proof: Let P = (a!,...,a n) G K- and ai, . . . ,or„ G Pc such that a; = a,(mod7r), 
(for i = 1 , n ) . Surely / ( a j , a n ) = 0(mod IT) and J ^ ( a i , a „ ) = 0(mod 7r) 
if P e y^ ' " 6 . 
Now let P € r w S i n s and T, = x, - e*t. Then 7r| J £ ( a i , a B ) and so 
an)T, = 0(mod ( 7 \ , T n , T T ) 2 ) (2.30) 
ax, 
But 
" df 
f(Ti + « x , T n + an) = / K , a n ) + £ ^ - ( a l 5 a n ) T , - + . . . . (2.31) 
i=l 
Hence 
Moje(P, h) = { { / ( a x , a n ) - T T } + £ ^ - ( a 1 ? a n ) 7 ; } ( m o d ( T l 5 T n , T T ) 2 ) 
»=i 1 
= { / ( < * ! , . . . , « „ ) - 7 r } ( m o d 7 r 2 ) . (2.32) 
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So P G Y s , n g if /(<*!,...,<*„) — 7r = 0(mod7r2) which means that 7 r | / ( a i , a n ) 
and 7T2//(Q1, . . . ,a n ) . Without loss of generality assume that Tr\gi{ax,an) and 
^ / ^ ( " l , . . . , a „ ) . . . ^ m ( a 1 , . . . ,a n ) . Note that 
dx~% = ^ 3 - ^ + ^ { ( ^ - ) ^ . . . ^ + ... + g2...gm_l(—)}. (2.33) 
So 
— ( a i , . . . , a „ ) = —(a1,...,an)g2{ai,...,an)...gm(ai,...,an)(modir). (2.34) 
If F € F S i n s , we get ^ ( a i , a n ) = 0(mod?r) which implies that $£{au an) 
= 0(mod7r) (recall that 7r /0 2 (a i , —, atn)...gm(au a n ) ) and gi(cti,an) 
= 0(mod7r), hence P e V ^ " 8 . • 
Example 2.15 Let 
Y = Spec R[xuyu x2, y2]/(x\(yl + ar| + l ) ( x 2 + y 2 ) - T T ) . (2.35) 
By using gl(xl,yl,x2,y2) = g2(xuyux2,y2) = x i and g3(xuyux2,y2) = y\ + 
^ 2 + 1 and g f 4 ( x i , 2 / 1 , 0 : 2 , 2 / 2 ) = x 2 + 2/2 and applying theorem (2.14), we conclude 
that V is a regular scheme. 
2.4 The Procedure of Mahtab 
Let X be a noetherian scheme and J be a coherent sheaf of ideals on X and 
S = ®d>oJd (where J d is the dth power of the ideal J with J° = O x ) . Then 
»S is a quasi-coherent sheaf of (^-modules which has a structure of a sheaf of 
Ox-algebras. The scheme X = Proj«S is called the blowing-up of X with respect 
to J . If Y is a closed subscheme of X corresponding to J 1 then X is called the 
blowing-up of X along Y or with centre Y. For more details see [11]. 
As a trivial example we can consider the case X = A£ and blow-up P0 — 
(0,0,...,0,0) € X. Let A = Y(X,Ox) = k[xux2, ...,xn}. Then P0 corre-
sponds to the ideal / = (x\, x 2 , x n ) of A and X is isomorphic with a closed 
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subscheme of P ro jA[ / i i , / i 2 , . . . , /x n ]=P^ ^Spec AxSpecA;Pfc 1 defined by Ker a = 
{{xiHj — XjHi})lKi -<n, where a is the following epimorphism: 
a : A\jiUn2,...,fin] — > S = @d^QId 
Hi i—> Xi. 
When we are involving with a scheme X over a field of characteristic zero and 
blow-up a suitable subscheme Y of X, by Hironaka's proof there exists a regular 
scheme X birational to X such that X — E is isomorphic to X — Y, where E is 
the exceptional divisor. 
Remark 2.16 After blowing-up a scheme X we get some open pieces for the 
covering of X and then glue them together. For more details about the gluing 
of schemes see [11], [13], [20] vol I I , and [8]. I f we continue using the process of 
blowings-up, we use Xi, X 2 , . . . , X n , for the result of gluing of the open pieces after 
first,second,...,nth blowings-up. 
Remark 2.17 Let R be a ring and M be an R- module. A sequence Xi , x 2 , x r 
of elements of R is called a regular sequence for M i f Xi is not a zero divisor in 
M , and for all i = 2, ...,r, x, is not a zero divisor in M / ( x i , . . . , x , _ 1 ) M . For more 
details see [11], page 184. 
Remark 2.18 Recall that a scheme X is normal i f all of its local rings are 
integrally closed domains. Let X be an integral scheme and for each open affine 
subset U = Spec A of X, let A be the integral closure of A in its quotient field 
and let U = Spec A. By gluing the schemes U we obtain a normal integral scheme 
X called the normalization of X , see [11] and [13]. 
If a scheme is not normal after blowing-up the singular part would be worse 
than the singular part of the original scheme. So before each blowing-up, if the 
scheme is not normal we find its normalization and then blow-up this normalized 
scheme. In some cases just after normalization we get a regular scheme. For 
instance the normalization of the singular scheme X = Spec/c[x,y]/(y2 — x 3 ) is 
isomorphic with A\. Of course I don't use it in my examples except in example 
(2.21). 
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In coming chapters we will use several times the procedure of Mahtab . Here 
we introduce this procedure. 
Let X — Spec R[x\, x 2 , X n ] / ( f i , fm) such that X is flat over Spec R, and 
Y be a subscheme of X and <?i,<72> ••• )9r be a regular sequence generating the 
ideal / = I(Y) of Y in A = T(X, Ox). Define 
Mi i — • 
Then a is an epimorphism and 
Kero = ({mgj - M ^ . ' D i ^ x r 
and A[ni,/i2, . . . ,Mr]/Kera = 5", which induces an isomorphism 
<f> :X = ?ro]S — • P ro j (A[ / i i , / i 2 , . . . , / i r ] /Ke ra ) . 
The right hand side scheme is a closed subscheme of 
P r o j ^ , ^ , . . . , ^ ] = P7l = Spec A x spec HP r f l (2.36) 
The standard open covering of P / j " 1 , ie, 
r r O C D r ^ 2 ^ 3 
Mi Mi Mi 
£/? = S p e C j R [ ^ , ^ , . . . , ^ - ] , (2.37) 
Mr Mr Mr 
induces an open covering for X, say X = Vj 0 U ... U V .^0 where 
V? = Spec ( A ® / ^ ^ 0 , 0 ) (mod Kera)) = 
Spec . . . , x n , — , — ]/(fi{xl, . . . , x n ) , f m ( x i , ...,xn), 
Mi Mi 
M _ 2 _ ^ 2 ^ 3 _ ^ 3 Mr _ 0r j _ 
Mi ffi' Mi 51' " 'Mi # i ' 
Spec R [ x u x 2 , X n , ?12, T i 3 , T l r ] / 
( / i ( x 1 , . . . , x n ) , . . . , / m ( x 1 , . . . x n ) , { T 1 J 5 ' 1 - S ' j l j ^ x r ) - ( 2 - 3 8 ) 
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Similarly for 2 < i < r we get 
i f = Spec {A®Rr{U?,0) (mod Kera)) = 
Spec R[xi, . . . , x n , —, — , — ] / ( / i ( x i , . . . , x n ) , . . . , / m ( x ! , . . . ,x„), 
Hi Hi Hi 
H± _ £i_ ^2 _ 52 I^L_9l j _ 
Hi 9iJ Hi 9i' ' Hi 9i" 
Spec /2[xi , . . . . x n , T j i , T i 2 , T - i i — X - ) Tti+l, •••5 T-ir\l 
Xl , ••• ? X n 
If all the pieces are regular, their gluing gives us the regular scheme X. I f 
any V® is singular after normalization we blow-up its singular part or a subscheme 
of its singular part and continue this process until getting all pieces regular and 
then glue them through their overlap. 
We call the above procedure, the procedure of Mahtab. 
Example 2.19 Let A; be a field and X = Speck[xi,yl,x2,y2]/{xiyi — x2y2). By 
using the Jacobian criterion we can check that P 0 = (0,0,0,0) is the only singular 
point of X and as a point of X it corresponds to the maximal ideal / of A = 
r ( X , Ox) generated by xl,yi,x2 and y2. Now consider the ring homomorphism 
a : A ^ u ^ ^ M — • S = (2.40) 
Hi — • x, 
Vi • Vi-
Then a is an epimorphism and Kera is the ideal of A f / i i , ? ^ , ^ , ^ ] generated by 
{xifij - X j f i i , XiTjj - yjfii, yirjj - 2/jr7,-}i<ij<2 (2-41) 
and we have 
A [ / i 1 , r / l , / x 2 , r / 2 ] / K e r a ^ 5 , (2.42) 
which induces an isomorphism 
X = ProjS —+ P r o j A ^ / ^ . r ^ / K e m . (2.43) 
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The right hand side scheme is a closed subscheme of 
P r o j A [ / i 1 , r / 1 , ^ 2 , ^ 2 ] = Spec AxspecfcProjfc^i, 7 7 1 , ^ 2 , ^ 2 ] 
= Spec A X spec fcPfc-
So we have the following diagram for blowing-up: 
(2.44) 
Spec A X SpecfePfc 
X = Spec A 
The standard open covering of Pf. = Projfc[//i, 771, / / 2 , ^ 2 ] , 
U? = Specfcf—, —, — ] 
Hi fix fii 
M2' M2 
{/] = SpecA;[—, —, — ] , 
m V2 m 
U{ = Spec k[—, —, —] 
*?i »7i Vi 
0j = S p . c * [ f i l , 2 L , * ] 
^2  
induces an open covering for X, say W^Vt^VKj and H^ 1 where 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
The schemes W®, W f , and W£ are all regular schemes and are pieces for the 
covering of X. • 
= Spec A;[xi, —, — ] 
X\ Xi 
= Spec%i , — , — ] 
yi yi 
/ i 2 ^ 0 , = Spec fcf—, — , x 2 ] x 2 x 2 
1 2 ^ 0 , 
y2 y2 
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Example 2.20 Let A; be a field and 
X = Speck[xi,y1:X2,y2}/{yl - y \ - y\x\ + y2x\). (2.53) 
By using the Jacobian criterion we can check that PQ = (0,0,0,0) is the only 
singular point of X which corresponds to the ideal of A = T(X,Ox) generated 
by xx,yx,x2 and y2, ie, 
I = MPQ = ( x i , yu x2, y2)/(yt - y \ - y\A + y 2a: 2). (2.54) 
Now we blow-up PQ. Consider the epimorphism 
a : A[fiurjl:fi2,r}2] —y S = @d>QId 
Hi i — y Xi 
Vi ' — • y%-
If we use the the procedure of Mahtab, we get four pieces for the covering of X , 
say V°, V / , V2° and V* as follows: 
Char t 1 
Vl = SpecA:[ir i ,—,—,—]/((—) - ( — ) -M—) + xi{~)(—) ) = 
Xi X\ X\ Xi Xi Xi X\ Xx 
s Pecfc[^ 1,y 1,x 2,r 2]/(r 1 2 - Y 2 - X X Y X + X1Y2X22). (2.55) 
Let f { X U Y u X 2 , Y 2 ) = Y 2 - Y22 - XXYX + XXY2X\. UQ = (ax,bua2,b2) e V°, 
then 
Moje(Q, / ) = {a22b2 - bx)Tx + {2b, - al)S1 + 2axa2b2T2 + [axa\ - 2b2)S2, (2.56) 
ie, 
C(Q) = ( a\b2 - bx 2bx - ax 2axa2b2 axa2 - 262 ). (2.57) 
We can check that C(Q) has rank zero if and only if ax = bx = b2 = 0. Hence 
( V ° ) S b , 8 = {(ax,bua2,b2) e (V?)Ja1=b1=b2=0} := S. (2.58) 
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Now we blow-up S. Let A=T(V°, O Y \ V ° ) a n d I D e t n e i<iea,l of A generated by 
1^,2/1,2/2 and define 
* : A \ M u r L I , M ] - + S = ® d ^ I d 
Vi1—> y% 
If we use the rest of details about the the procedure of Mahtab we get three pieces 
for the covering of V°, say V™, Vft and V$ as follows: 
Chart 1.1 
V u = Specfc[x!,—,x 2, — ] / ( ( — ) - ( — ) - (—) + x2{—)) = 
X\ X\ X\ X\ X\ X\ 
Speck[XuYuX2,Y2]/(Yl2 - Y22 - Y x - X22Y2). (2.59) 
Let Q = (ai,bt,a2, b2) € V/f and Yi, X 2 , F 2) = Y 2 - F 2 2 - Yl - X 2 2 y 2 - Then 
Moje(Q, / ) = (2&! - l ) 5 t - 2a 26 2T 2 - (a 2 + 2b2)S2, (2.60) 
so 
C(Q) = (0 2 6 ! - 1 -2a 2 6 2 - ( a l + 26 2 )) . (2.61) 
Hence C(Q) has rank zero if b\ — ^, a2 = b2 = 0 which is impossible. This means 
that Q is a regular point and consequently Vft 0 is a regular scheme. 
Chart 1.2 
Vu = SpecfcLYi, YUX2,Y2}/(1 - Y22 - X, + X,Y2X22), (2.62) 
which is a regular scheme (look at C(Q)). 
Chart 1.4 
V% = Speck[Xl:YuX2,Y2]/(Y2 - 1 - XXYX + X^X2) (2.63) 
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which is a regular scheme (look at C(Q)). The gluing of V™, Vxx and gives 
us the regular scheme V x . 
Chart 2 
Vl = S p e c A ; — — , — ] / ( l — (—) - yx — ) + yi( — ) ( — ) ) = 
yi yi yi yi yi yi yi 
s Pecfc[A: 1,y 1,x 2,y 2]/(i - y22 - n x 2 + TOX,2). (2.64) 
Let f ( X x , Y u X 2 , Y 2 ) = 1 - K 2 - ^ X 2 + Y ^ X * and Q = (a , ,6 X ,a 2 ,b 2 ) G V* 
Then 
Moje(Q, / ) = -2a 1 6 1 T 1 + (6 2a 2 - a2x)Sx + 2bxa2b2T2 + (bxa22 - 26 2)S 2, (2.65) 
so 
C(Q) = ( -2a i6 i MI - a\ 2bxa2b2 V 2 - 262 ), (2.66) 
which has rank zero if —2ai6i = b2a\ — a\ = 2bxa2b2 = 61a2, — 262 = 0. This 
system has the solution ax — bx = b2 = 0 or ai = a 2 = 62 = 0. Considering 
/ ( a i , 6i, a2, b2) = 0, we find out that none of these solutions are acceptable. 
Hence Q is a regular point and consequently Vx is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3 
V2 - Specfcf— ,— ,x 2 , — ] / ( ( — ) - ( — ) - x 2 ( — ) ( — ) + x 2 ( — ) ) = x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 
Spec k[Xu Y u X 2 , Y2]/(Y2 - Y22 - X2YXX2 + X2Y2). (2.67) 
Let f ( X u Y x , X 2 , Y 2 ) = K 2 - K 2 - X2YxXl + X2Y2 and Q = (ax, bx, a2, b2) G V2°. 
Then 
Moje(Q, / ) = (-2a 1a 26 1)r 1 + ( 26 1 - a 2 a 2 )5 1 + ( 6 2 - a 2 6 1 ) T 2 + ( a 2 - 2 6 2 ) 5 2 , (2.68) 
ie, 
C(Q) = ( -2axa2bx 2bx - a\a2 b2 - a\bx a2 - 2b2 ). (2.69) 
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So Q is singular if — 2aia 26i = 2b\ — a\a2 = 62 — a\b\ = a2 — 262 = 0. This system 
has the solution 6i = a2 = 62 = 0 (note that ai = 6i = a2 = 62 = 0 is also a 
solution for the system, but actually it is a special case of b\ = a2 = 62 = 0), ie, 
( V f f " 8 - { ( 0 1 , 6 1 , 0 3 , 6 2 ) 6 V* I 61 = a 2 = 62 = 0}. (2.70) 
Now we blow-up ( V 2 ° f n s . By using the procedure of Mahtab we get three pieces 
for the covering of V 2 , say V2X ,V22 and V22 as follows: 
Chart 3.2 
V2\l = SVeck[Xx,YuX2,Y*\l(l - Y22 - X 2 X 2 + X2Y2), (2.71) 
which is a regular scheme (just check C(Q)). 
Chart 3 .3 
V™ = Spec k[Xu Y U X 2 , Y2]/(Y12 - Y 2 - Y X X 2 + Y2). (2.72) 
Let f { X u Y u X 2 , Y2) = Y 2 - Y 2 - Y X X 2 + Y2 and Q = (aubua2, b2) £ V™. Then 
Moje(Q, / ) = -2a i6 iTi + (26 t - a 2)S x + (1 - 262)52, (2.73) 
so 
C(Q) = ( -2a i6 i 26x - a\ 0 1 - 26 2 ). (2.74) 
So Q is singular i f — 2ai6 t = 26i — a\ = 1 — 262 = 0. But this system has the 
solution a\ = 61 = 62 — I = 0 which is not acceptable. Hence Q is a regular point 
and as a result is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3.4 
= SpecA:[Xi,Fi ,X2,y2] /(n 2 - I - X2Y,X2 + X2), (2.75) 
which is a regular scheme (just check C(Q)). The gluing of V^ 1 , V^ 0 and V22 gives 
us the regular scheme V 2 . 
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C h a r t 4 
v2l = s PecA :[x 1 ,r 1 ,x 2 ,y 2]/(r 1 2 - I - Y2YXX2 + Y 2 X 2 ) , (2.76) 
which is a regular scheme (just check C{Q)). The gluing of V®, V x , V2 and V2 
gives us the regular scheme X. 
Example 2 .21 Let R be a discrete valuation ring and U = Spec R[x, y]/ 
{x2 + 7r 2y 3 - 7 T 4 ) . Since ( f ) 2 + y 3 - TT2 = 0, ( f ) is integral over T([/, £>[/). We 
get V = U™ = Spec / i ; [ f ,y ] / ( ( f ) 2 + y 3 - 7 r 2 ) = Spec R[X, Y]/(X2 + Y 3 - T T 2 ) . 
By using the Jacobian criterion we can check that 
K s i n s = {(a, b) G Vr\a = 6 = 0}. (2.77) 
Let / ( X , Y) = X2 + V 3 - 7T2 and P 0 = (0,0) G Then for u and u in R we get 
/ ( T + UTT, S + VTT) = (T + U T T ) 2 + ( 5 + U T T ) 3 - T T 2 (2.78) 
So Moje(P 0 , / ) = 0. Hence 
£>(Po) = (0 0 0) , (2.79) 
which has rank zero, ie, P0 = (0,0) € VT is the only singular point of V. 
Let A — T(V,Ov)- Then as a point of V, Po corresponds to the maximal 
ideal / = (x,y, TT) of A. Now we blow-up PQ. Consider the ring homomorphism 
</> : A \ M t f l t 0 \ - ^ S = ® d ^ I d 
\i i—> x 
77 i—>y 
9 I • TT. 
By using the rest details of the procedure of Mahtab, we get three pieces for the 
covering of V as follows: 
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Chart 1 
V? = Spec R[x I , *]/(!+X(lf - ( - ) ) = 
X X X X 
Spec R[X, Y, Z}/(1 + XY3 - Z\ XZ - ir). (2.80) 
So 
(V?\ = Spec k\X, Y, Z}/(1 + XY3 - Z\XZ). (2.81) 
By using the Jacobian criterion, we can check that 
( V ? ) ^ - 0- (2-82) 
which means that (V,°) S i n 6 = (/>, ie, V° is a regular scheme. 
Chart 2 
V? = S p e c / ? [ - , y , - ] / ( ( - ) 2 + y - ( - ) 2 ) 
y y y y 
Spec R[X, Y, Z}/(X2 + Y - Z 2 , Y Z - TT) 
Spec R[X,Z]/(Z3 - X2Z -n), (2.83) 
so 
, l\Sing 
( V 1 l r S = {(a,c)e(VlX\x = z = 0}. (2.84) 
Let g(X, Z) = Z3 - X2Z - TT. Then 
g(T + U T T , W + W T T ) = (W + wixf - (T + U T T ) 2 ( W + W T T ) - TT. (2.85) 
So Moje(<5,g) = - 7 r , ie, 
D(Q) = {-1 0 0) , (2.86) 
which has rank one. Hence Q is a regular point of V* and consequently V^1 is a 
regular scheme. 
Chart 3 
V» = S p e C j R [ - ^ ] / ( ( - ) 2 + 7 r ( ^ ) 3 - l ) = 
TT TT TT TT 
Spec J R[X,y] / (X 2 + 7 r r 3 - l ) , (2.87) 
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and we get 
( V / ) , = S p e c M * , 1 1 / ( * a - l ) . (2-88) 
By using the Jacobian criterion we can check that (Vf)* " s = </>, so ( V f f a * = 4>, 
ie, Vg is a regular scheme. The gluing of Vx°, Vx and Vee gives us the regular 
scheme V. 
Remark 2.22 In the rest of this thesis each time that we are involving with a 
scheme of the form X = Spec R[xu yu x2, y2]/{F{xu y i , x2,2/2), G{xu y x , x2, y 2 ) ) , 
we use fi and f2 rather than F and G respectively. If we have an additional 
indeterminate Z and 
X = Spec R[xi,y1,x2,y2,Z}/ 
(F(xu yux2, y2, Z), G(xuyux2, y2, Z), H(xuyux2, y2, Z)) , (2.89) 
we use /1, f2 and f3 instead of F, G and H respectively. 
For the calculation of Moje at a point P = (a 1 ? b\, a2, b2, c) G XT, we use 
Q i , a 2 , (32, 7 € R such that a,- = a, (mod7r ) and /?,• = 6, ( m o d 7 r ) and 
7 = c (mod 7r). If a,- = 0 or 6, = 0 or c — 0 we use or, = u,7r or /?,- = Uj7r or 7 = W7r. 
For new indeterminates after translation we use T,, Si and corresponding to 
Xi, y, and Z respectively. 
The lower and upper index show us the indeterminate involving with the 
blowing-up. To be more precise, we use X° to show that the involving indeter-
minate in the blowing-up is x l 7 Xl when it is y i , X% when it is x 2 , X\ when it is 
y 2 and finally Xjj when the involving indeterminate is Z. 
Chapter 3 
Product of ordinary double 
points 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter R always denotes an arbitrary regular ring (except in §3.5 where 
R denotes a dvr). We introduce Y 1 2 - n in the second section and try to resolve its 
singularities later. We find this desingularisation in two different methods. The 
results from the both methods are the same. In the last section of this chapter, 
we introduce Xl2" n and consider our schemes over Spec/? where R is a discrete 
valuation ring with algebraically closed residue field k = ^. 
3.2 Proposed schemes 
Consider the surface 
r = Spec R[t][Xi, y i } / ( x i y i - t) = A 2 . , 1 < i < n, (3.1) 
over Spec R[t]. Then Y' over Spec R[t] is smooth everywhere except at X\ — y\ — 
0, where Yx has an ordinary double point on the fibre corresponding to t = 0, 
30 
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but V is a regular scheme. The fibre product of 
Y l =Spec R[t\[xuyi}l{xm - t ) (3.2) 
and 
Y 2 = Spec R[t][x2, y2\/(x2y2 - t) (3.3) 
is 
Y u = Spec R[t][xx, y1,x2,y2]/{x1yl - x2y2, xxyi - t) 
= SpecR[xuyi,x2,y2]/B2 (3.4) 
where B2 is the ideal (x i j / i — x2y2) of A2 = R[xi,yi,x2,y2}. Inductively for each 
n € N we get 
Y n - n = S p e c i f , y i , • • • , x n , 2 / n ] / ( x i i / 1 -x2y2,xiyi - ar3y3, • • •, x i y i - xnyn) 
= Spec R[xi,yx, - • • ,xn,yn]/(xiyi - x,y,)2<»<n 
^ S p e c i ? ^ ! , ^ , • • • ,xn,yn]JBn, (3.5) 
where 
An = (xiyi - x { y i ) 2 ^ n (3.6) 
In fact in the affine space A | n , y 1 2 - n is determined by the equations 
= x2y2 = ... - xnyn. (3.7) 
Remark 3.1 In the other sections of this chapter we will try to find singular 
points and also a desingularisation of Y12""n in two different methods. These 
desingularisations would be the results of some successive blowings-up. 
3.3 First Method 
In this section we will find the singular points of the scheme y 1 2 - n and by suc-
cessive blowings-up, we will try to resolve its singularities. This is the resolution 
described (without proof) in Scholl's paper (see [21]). 
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Convention 3.2 In the rest of this section we consider Y as 
Y = Spec R[xuyu . . . ,x„,y, <n n (3.8) 
where 
Bn = (x i i / i - x 2 y 2 , xiyi - x 3 y 3 , x iy i - xnyn). (3.9) 
We also use An for the polynomial ring fc[x1? y i , x n , y„] and A1 2...„ for the 
quotient ring AnjBn = r ( y l 2 ~ n , 0 K i 2 . . . „ ) . 
Lemma 3.3 Let X and Z be schemes over 5 such that Z is fiat over 5, and V is 
a closed subscheme of X. Then the blowing-up of XxsZ at YxgZ is isomorphic 
to Xx$Z, where X is the blowing-up of X at V. 
Proof : We prove it in the affine case. Let X — Spec A, Y — Spec Aj J, 
Z = SpecJ3 and S = Speci f , ie, 
R 
I C A B 
which induces 
Y = Spec A / I ^ X = Spec A Z = Spec 5 
S - Spec i i 
The following diagram shows us the scheme of the proof. 
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XxsZ XxsZ 
XxsZ 
X 
s 
Since B is flat over R\, I <—> A implies that 1(3^13 A®R1B is an injection. 
Let J be the image of I®R^B in A®R1B. Then J = 7®/^ 5 . N O W notice that 
X x s Z = ( P r o j 0 ( i > o / r f ) x s S p e c J B a n d XTSZ= ?roj®d>0Jd = Proj®D>0(I®RLB)D 
= Proj{(QD>0I<L)®RLB) = ( P r o j e ^ o ^ X s p e c ^ S p e c B = X x S p e c R l Z . 
If X and Z are not affine, then we consider them as the union of affine schemes 
and use the above result for the affine pieces and then glue them. • 
Example 3.4 Consider the scheme Y 1 2 3 = Spec R[xi, yi,x3,2/3]//jj) where 
fi(xuyu...,x3,y3) = z j y i - x2y2 (3.10) 
and 
h(xi,yi, — , £ 3 , 2 / 3 ) = x i y i - x3y3. (3.11) 
By using the Jacobian criterion we can check that the singular points of Y 1 2 3 are 
points of the form (ai, &i, a2, ^2 ,03 ,63) such that at least two pairs (a^, 6 t ) are zero 
(see example(2.2)). In particular P0 = (0,0,0,0,0,0) is a singular point. Now we 
blow-up PQ. The following diagram is related to this blowing-up: 
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Yi 123 Spec Al23x spec RPR 
V 
1^23 Y 1 2  = Spec A 123 
By using the procedure of Mahtab we can check that the standard open cov-
ering for PR = Proj/?[/i 1 ,7/i , . . . , /i3 ,77 3], »'e, 
rrO Q orVl M2 M3 ^3, 
Ux = Spec/2 , — Mi Mi Mi Mi 
t / 3 = S p e c / ? , — J > 
•fa ??3 ^3 7?3 
induces an open covering for Y^23, say W®, Wl,...,W$,Wz, where 
Mi + 0, 
W° = A1RxSpecRSpecR[x2,y2,X3,y3\/(x2y2-x3y3) 
= Aft XSpecfl^ 2 3, 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
and Y 2 3 has P 0 = (0,0,0,0) as its only singular point. Hence {W?f'ms = 
A R X s P e c i i { / o } in Aj jXspecf lF 2 3 . According to lemma (3.3), the blowing-up of 
W® along (VFj 0 ) S i n s is isomorphic to 
A R x S p e c R Y ^ 3 * ARxSpecR(W^ u w* u u wl) = 
( A R X s p e c f l ^ 2 0 ) U (ARXspecf i^ 1 ) U ( A R X s p e c H W 3 0 ) U ( A R x S p e c R W ^ ) =* 
Spec/?[a;1]xsPec/jSpec/2[3;2, — , —] U ... U Spec /^ar^XspecftSpec/Zf—, — ,y 3 ] 
x2 x2 y3 y3 ~ c or x2 x3y3 x2 y2 y 3 . = Spec R[xi, — , U ... U Spec R[xi, —, —, — 
xi x2x2 y3 ys # r 
(3.14) 
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Using the same method for the resolution of singularities of W^, W 2 , H ^ 1 we 
get 
K ^ 3 = W™ U W% U W% U W%... U W£ U W£ U Wg U WH (3.15) 
where W ^ ' s are 24 pieces for the covering of Y2123 and 
Xi x2 x2 
W°l2l = S p e c f l L r t A - , - ] 
X l y 2 2/2 
W^ 1 = Spec tf^-A-, 2/3], (3.16) 
y2 2/2 2/3 
are all regular schemes. So after two successive blowings-up we get the regular 
scheme Y2 2 3 . 
Remark 3.5 By using the Jacobian criterion we can check that points of the 
form P = (01, b i , a n , bn) 6 y 1 2 -™ s u c n that at least two pairs (<ij,fe,) are zero, 
are singular (see example (2.3)). 
Theorem 3.6 After n — 1 successive blowings-up of y 1 2 - n we get a regular 
scheme V ^ i f " as the gluing of 2 n - 1 ( n ! ) open pieces of its covering. 
Proof : We use induction on n. For n — 2 and 3 we already have checked 
(examples 2.19 and 3.4). Suppose it is true for n < m (with m > 4) and recall 
that P0 = (0,0, ...,0) G Y u - m is a singular point of y 1 2 - m which corresponds 
to the ideal I\2...m of T(Yu-m, Oy^ .m) generated by Xi, j / i , x m , y m , ie, mp0 is 
the maximal ideal of Am generated by x i , 2 / 1 , x m , ym. We blow-up the origin in 
y 1 2 • m to obtain a scheme y 1 2 - - m . By the procedure of Mahtab, it has an open 
covering W?, J V ? , W £ where 
Mi 7^0, < = 
Spec(#[—, — ] 6?) /?[xi ,2/i , . . . , x m , y m ] / B m ) (mod Relations) 
Mi Mi Mi Mi R 
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= bpec R[—, — , — , — , £ 1 , 1 / 1 , . . . , x m , ym\ 
f*i A*i l*i Hi 
( x i j / i - x2y2,xxyx - £ 3 t / 3 , . . . , x i j / i - xmym, Relations) 
0 D,yi x2 xm ym = bpecR[—, — , — , — , x x , y x , ...,xm,ym\ xx xx xx xx 
{xxyx - x2y2,xxyx - x 3 y 3 , . . . , X ! y i - xmym) 
c D r Vi x2 y2 xm ym = spec R[xx,—, —, — , — J/ 
#1 #1 Xi X i X\ 
( ^ L _ / f i ) ( ^ i ) ^ l _ ( f i ) ( l d ) 1?L _ ( f n ) / ^ ) ) 
X x X] X i ' X i X i X i ' ' x L X i X i 
c D f 2/1 2^ J/2 xm ym 
( ( ^ ) - ( % ^ ) , ( ^ ) ( ^ ) - ( ^ ) , . . . , ( ^ ) ( ^ ) - ( ^ ) ( ^ ) ) 
X i X i X i X i X i X i X i X i X i X i X t X i 
= ^R^sPecRSpecR[Xx,Yx,...,Xm,Ym]/(X2Y2 — X 3 Y 3 , X 2 Y 2 — XmYm) 
= A^xspecflF 2 - 7 ". (3.17) 
Note that ( W ? ) S i n g = A ^ x s p e C j R ( y 2 3 - m ) S i n g and PQ = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) <E Y 2 3 " m is a 
singular point. Let 5 = AR X s p e c / j { P o } C (W^ 0) 5'" 8. I f we find the blow-up of 
at S, by lemma (3.3), the blowing-up of Wx is isomorphic to A ) j X s p e c / ? ^ 2 3 ' " m -
By using the same calculations as above we can check that 
W? = A ^ X S p e c H ^ 2 3 • m 
Wi = A R x S p e c R Y 2 3 ~ m 
W°m = A ^ X s p e c f i r 1 2 - ^ " 1 ' 
Wlm = A l R x S p e c R Y l 2 " l m - l \ (3.18) 
If we use the assumption of the induction for Y23"'m, ...,Y12"^m~l\ after m — 2 
successive blowings-up we can resolve the singularities of each piece (Note that all 
of these pieces are isomorphic) and for each of them we find 2 m _ 2 ( m — 1)! open 
pieces for the covering, so totally we get 2 m ( 2 m _ 2 ( m — 1)!) = 2 m _ 1 ( m ! ) open 
pieces for the covering of Y£L\m and their gluing through their overlap gives us 
r m - l • u 
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Remark 3.7 As we have seen in theorem (3.6), we can use successive blowings-
up for desingularisation of Y 1 2 - m and get 2 m _ 1 ( m ! ) open pieces for the covering. 
To get an explicit formula for each piece we index the open pieces as W°^'"°m-* 
where each a,- G {0,1} and n{ £ { 1 , 2 , m } ; = Im and n, ^ rij. Let n be the 
remaining element of Im and Zf = x\ if t = 0, yi if t = 1. Then 
- a 1 Q 2 . . . a m _ 1 _ q „ „ r / ? f 7 a l "2 
» in2 . . .n» - i - 5 P e C ^ l^n, » ? a x 7 a . ' y a , ' ' " ' <7<*m-2 ' 7 « m - l ' 7 « m - l 
^71] ^ T l 2 ^ n m _ ! ^ n m _ i 
We find it convenient to express i t by using the following matrix 
(3.19) 
i i | W | 0 2 . . . a m _ i , , 
" n i n 2 . . . n m _ 1 
oti a 2 ... am_x 0 1 
n\ n2 . . . rcm-i « " 
(3.20) 
For instance if e*i = « 2 = ••• = « m - i = 0 and nt = t for 1 < t < m — 1, then 
h = m and we get 
00...00 
0 0 
. (m-2)(m-l) < > 
0 0 1 
1 2 ... (m — 1) m m 
(3.21) 
and 
TI/00...00 o or X 1 3 ' 3 ^m—1 2/m 
W12...(m-2)(m-l) = b P e C " F l i ~ » ~ » » , 
X\ X2 Xm_2 X m - i X m - i 
Example 3.8 Let n = 8. Then 
(3.22) 
KK4537218 i * * 
0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
4 5 3 7 2 1 8 6 6 
(3.23) 
hence 
^4537218 = ^ P e C #1*4, — , ~ , ~ , ~ , — , — , — , — J, 
£ 4 2/5 2/3 V7 x2 Xi y8 2/8 
(3.24) 
which is one of 5160960(= 27(8!)) pieces which appears in the collection of the 
open pieces for the covering of 7th blowing-up of Y 1 2 - 8 , it, Y 7 1 2 - & . 
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3„4 Second Method 
In this section we will try to blow-up a specific ideal and show that just one 
blowing-up of this ideal gives us the same result as we got in theorem (3.6). For 
case n = 2 this method gives us the same result as we had in example (2.19). 
This ideal was given by Deligne in [7]. 
Convention 3.9 Let Jn be the ideal of r ( Y 1 2 ' , n , Oyi2...n) generated by the ele-
ments of the form Z®^Z^2y..Z™^ where means Za(t) to power t — 1 and 
Z<j(t)—X<7(t) °r y<T(t), t = 1,2, . . . ,n and a € S n . Since Z°^=l this term is not 
effective and so Jn is generated by 2 n _ 1 (n ! ) elements of this form. There are a 
lot of relations between the generators of Jn which we will use later. 
Theorem 3.10 Let F 1 2 " n =Spec R[x\, yu xn, yn]/Bn. If we blow-up the ideal 
J n , then we get the regular scheme Y 1 2 - n . 
Proof : Let N = 2 n _ 1 (n ! ) , a £ S n and i u i 2 , i n - i € {0 ,1} . We consider N 
variables / i ^ ' ' 2 ' - ' 1 " - 1 (corresponding to the generators of Jn say A'J,'2'-'tn-1,s) and 
define the ring homomorphism 
* n : A12...n[/x°° - 0 0 , S 1 2 - " = Jdn (3.25) 
, , » l . »2> — i ' n - l , i 4»'lt*2> — i « n - l 
Then ctn is an epimorphism and we have 
S l 2 - n = ® d > 0 J ' = ^ 2 - " [ C - 0 0 ' - . ^ r U ] / K e r a n , (3.26) 
where 
j z „ r r v _ /..00...00400...00 400...00..00...00 ..11...11 411...11 411...11 ..11...in R e r a n - [fi^ Aa2 - y,a% , / i ^ ^ / i ^ , - / i ^ ^ / x ^ , J, 
and an induces an isomorphism 
Y^..n = P r o j 5 1 2 * P r o j ( A 1 2 . . . „ [ / C ° 0 , . . . , ^ r u ] / K e r a n ) , (3.27) 
which, is a closed subscheme of 
P A , ; ! . b = P r o j A 1 2 . . . n [ ^ - 0 0 , . . . , ^ r u ] = Spec A12,..nxSpecRP^. (3.28) 
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The standard open covering of P f c N-l 
00...00 u 1 1 " 1 1 
00...00 / n rr00...00 _ c D l ^ ^ 1 
Ma, T U' Uai — ° P e C . 0 0 . . . 0 0 ' • " ' ,.00...00J 
AVi H-tri 
0U...UU 
t ' V O , , C " n = S p e c i ? ^ , . . . , ^ ] , (3.29) 
induces an open covering for Y l 2 - n , say 
N-l 12...n XSpecftP y i 2 n R 
0 n 
12. ..n y 
yi2.. .n = yoo...oo y _ y v;"-11, (3.30) 
where 
oo...00 n11'"11 
V ° 0 - 0 0 = S p c c / 2 [ x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x B , y n , ^ 5 5 l . . . , ^ 3 5 ] / 
M<T, MlTl 
(x iy i - x 2 y a , . . . , a : i j / i - x n y„ , 0 0 0 0(Relations)) 
Mai 
^oo.. .oo /x^ 1 " 1 1 
V^V"11 = Specfi[xi ,y! , . . . , x n , y n , ^| n , — , t ^ J / 
(x iy i - x 2 y 2 , x i y x - x„y„, l l 1 u (Relations)), (3.31) 
Van, 
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By using the relations in our calculations as it is stated in Deligne's paper (see 
lemma (5.5) in [7]), we get 
V™-00 = Spec R[^. X ^ ] . (3.32) 
1 x2 x3 Xn x2 
The regularity of V ^ 0 0 - 0 0 is also stated in lemma 5.5 in [7]. We can do the same 
calculations for the other pieces of the covering of Y 1 2 - n . • 
Remark 3.11 To get an explicit formula for pieces of the covering of Y12—n 
stated in theorem (3.10), we index the open pieces as V^f1^2 where each 
0i e {0,1} and a eSn. Then 
T/3, rpfh* rpfo* T / 3 n - l " J,?! 
y M , . . . ^ = g p e c / ? H £ i , . . . , ^ ^ ) T f " - l , ^ i ] . (3.33) 
J<r(2) J <T(3) J <X(4) 1<r(n) J<r(2) 
where 
= 1 - Pi, (3-34) 
/ V = (3.35) 
and 
x " { j ) *7 Pi = 0 
IMi) */ #/ = L 
We can use a diagram to get Vf1^'"13" as follows: 
(3.36) 
Pi Pi Pz Pn-Y 
a ( l ) <r(2) <r(3) O-(4) ( T ( n - l ) <r(n) 
Which means that we start from p\ and consider corresponding to P\ 
and cr(l) and divide it by T^2^ corresponding to the arrow between Pi and <T(2). 
Then we start with p2 and divide DY -^ <f(3) a n < ^ continue this process up-to 
PS 3 0 -
division of T T 1 - 1,, by T , ^ . Later on, we write the term T alone and finally 
we find the division of T^x) by 7 ^ . 
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For instance i f /?i = (32 — ... = fln-\ = 0 and 
1 2 3 . . . 
1 2 3 ... n, 
(3.37) 
then 
xi x 2 x 3 xn_i y{ Va = bpec.K[—,— 5 x n i J — 
X2 X 3 X 4 X n X2 
c m X n _ ! X n _ 2 X 3 X 2 X t y a Spec / f | x n , , , — , —, —, — j . (3.38) 
X n X „ _ ! X4 X3 X 2 X 2 
Lemma 3.12 By using the same notation as it was used in theorem (3.6) and 
theorem (3.10), we get 
w:;:*;;;:::; = v ^ - ^ , (3.39) 
where 
(I 2 3 ... m \ 
a = . (3.40) 
\ n n m _ i n m _ 2 ... / 
Proof : Let cr € S m , say 
<7 
1 2 3 ... m 
<r(l) n m _ ! n m _ 2 ... n r 
and 0i = « m _ , . Then 
^ « m - l " m - 2 - < ' 2 « l _ T ^ ^ l & . - . / J m - l _ 
rpP\ i~pPl r f f i l rpPm—3 rpf}m—2 rp0\* 
O p e c / l l ^ , „ , « , « m _ 2 , T / 3 m _ , ' 1 <r(m) ' T 0 i J 
J<r(2) ^ ( 3 ) i f r ( 4 ) I ( r ( m - 1 ) " ^ ( m ) "t<r(2) 
rrif3m-3 rpfo rp(3\ rp(3\ rp(3\' 
O n _ _ D\Tl3m-l 1<r{m-l) 1°(m-2) 1 g(3) J T ( 2 ) i < r ( l ) M l ) , _ 
J <r(m) " ^ ( m - l ) J<r(4) 1 <r(3) x <r(2) J <r(2) 
7 " 2 7 o 3 Z<*m-\ r . ... 
(3.41) 
y n t ^712 "11111 -2 " " m - l ^ n m _ i 
V K Q l ' Q 2 - a m - ' (3.42) 
where n - <r(l). • 
Example 3.13 Compare W = W$$™$\ftim43(l2) and V = V J U 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 \ where 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13' 
9 12 3 4 1 6 10 11 8 7 5 2 13 
(3.43) 
Solution 
We have 
W <-> < 
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
13 2 5 7 8 11 10 6 1 4 3 12 9 9 
(3.44) 
Hence 
0 n r x2 x5 y7 x$ x n x 1 0 y 6 xx y4 y3 y12 x9 y 9 W - Spec R J/13, — . , , , —, —, —, — , — , — J 
2/13 X2 X5 ?/7 X8 XU XW f/6 Xi 2/4 2/3 2/12 J/12 
and 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
10 11 8 7 9 12 
so we get 
T T c D r 2 / 9 y i 2 2/3 2/4 xi 2 / 6 a r 1 0 x n xs y7 x5 x2 x9 V - Spec R[—, — , —, —, —, — , — , — , —, —, —, — , y i 3 , — , (3.45) 
2/12 y 3 V4 x\ y e xio . T n x$ y7 x5 x2 yl3 y12 
te. 
W = V. 
3.5 Over a dvr 
Convention 3.14 In this section we will introduce X 1 2 "" " and try to resolve 
its singularities later. R always denotes a discrete valuation ring with field of 
fractions K, prime ideal (ir) and algebraically closed residue field k = -A:. 
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Now consider the arithmetic surface X* = Spec R[xi, — T T ) , 1 < 
i < n, over Spec R. Then X ' over Spec R is smooth everywhere except at 
X{ = xji — 0 where the special fibre has an ordinary double point, but X1 is 
a regular scheme. The fibre product of X1 = Spec R[xi, y\\l{x\yi — ir) and 
X2 = SpecR[x2,y2]/{x2y2-Tr) is X 1 2 = Spec R[x]_,yux2,y2)l{xlyl-x2y2,xly1~ 
7r) := Spec R[xi, y i , x2, y2}/B'2 where B'2 is the ideal (xxyi — x2y2, x\yi — TT) of 
A'2 = R[xu yux2, y2]. 
Inductively for each n £ N , n > 2 we get X 1 2 -™ = Spec R[xi,yi,xn, yn}/ 
(xiyi - x 2 y 2 ,- .- ,ar l yi - xnyn,xxyx - T T ) = Spec R[xi,yu o ; n , y n ] / (x t y i - 7 r ) 1 < i < „ 
:= Spec # [ x i , y i , . . . . xn, yn]/B'n where 5 '„ = (xyyi - x2y2. ....x^x - xnyn,xxyx -
7r) . In fact in the affine space A2Rn, X12"n is determined by the equations 
xiyi = x2y2 - ... = xnyn = 7 T . (3.46) 
Remark 3.15 In the rest of this section we will try to find the singular points 
and also a desingularisation of X l 2 "n in two different methods. These desin-
gularisations are the results of some successive blowings-up, analogous to those 
performed in the geometric case. 
Lemma 3.16 The only singular point of the scheme^ 1 2 is the point Po £ ( X l 2 ) v 
(ie, xi = yi = x2 = y 2 = IT = 0). 
Proof: Recall that X 1 2 = Spec R[xx, y i , a;2, y 2 ] / ( x i y i — x2y2,x\y\ — w). Let A = 
R[xi,yi]/(xiyi — IT). By using theorem (2.14) (or just by using Moje) we can 
check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
X 1 2 = SpecA[x 2 , y 2 ] / ( z i y i - x 2 y 2 ) . (3.47) 
Let <f>(x2,y2) = xiyx - x2y2- Then J^ - = - y 2 and §^ = -x2. The system 
§ ^ = § ^ = 0 has the solution x2 = y2 = 0. So A ' 1 2 is smooth over A everywhere 
except at those points where x2 — y2 — 0. 
Now let B = Spec i?[x 2, y 2]/(o- 2y 2 — 7 r ) . By using theorem (2.14) (or just by 
using Moje) we can check that B is a regular ring. Note that X 1 2 = Spec B[xx, y j ] / 
{xiyi - x2y2). Let ^ ( x i . y i ) = x ^ - x2y2. Then §^ = yx and g | - = i , . The 
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svstem P^- = J -^ = 0 has the solution xi = v\ = 0. So X 1 2 is smooth over B 
ax\ dy\ 1 
everywhere except at those points where X\ = yi — 0. Considering the above 
discussion we can conclude that X 1 2 is regular everywhere except possibly at 
xi = Vi — x2 — 3/2 = 0. But Moje (P 0 , / i ) = 0, so P0 is the only singular point of 
X 1 2 , ie, 
( X 1 2 ) S i n g = { P 0 } . • 
Lemma 3.17 After one blowing-up of X 1 2 at P0 we get the regular scheme X 1 2 . 
Proof: I f we do exactly the same with whatever we did in example (2.19) for the 
scheme X 2 = Spec R[x\, y i , .r2, y 2 ] / ( x i y i — X2U2) '•= Spec A 2 over SpecPifi], with 
the structure morphism induced by the ring homomorphism 
R[t) —• R[xi,yux2,y2)/{xiyi - 3 ^ 2 ) = A2 (3.48) 
t 1 — • x^i 
we get a regular scheme X 2 which is the gluing of the following open pieces of 
the covering: 
^ 0, W? = Spec R[xu —, —] 
£l Xi 
7 , ^ 0 , W\ = S p e c / 2 [ y i A - ] 
yi yi 
M 2 ^ 0 , W2° = S p e c i A A , * 2 ] 
x 2 x 2 
r / 2 ^0 , W} = SpecPAA^]- (3-49) 
y2 y2 
Now consider the ring homomorphism 
<f>: R[t] —• R 
11—• T T . 
which induces the structure morphism 
(pB : Spec R —> Spec R[t] . 
So we have 
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R\t] 
4> 
R A 
which induces 
Spec R A 2 = Spec A 
Spec R[t] 
and we get X 1 2 = X 2 x S p e c R [ t ] lj>iSpec R . 
By using the lemma (3.3), we have X\2 = X2 x S p e c f i [ t j ^jSpec R . 
To find the affine open pieces of the covering of ATj12 we can do as follows: 
Vf = JV?x S p e c f l W i 0 |Spec R = Spec R[xu ^ ] x S p e c f l [ t ] > 0 t Spec R -
S p e c i f , - , -\j{x2y2 - TT) = Spec #LYi, AT2, V ' 2 ] / ( X 2 A r 2 K 2 - T T ) , 
which is a regular scheme (by corollary 2.13). 
Using the same method, gives us 
Vl = SpecR[YuX2,Y2]l(Y?X2Y2-*) 
v2° = s P ec/^[x 1 , r 1 ,x 2 ] / (A: 2 x l r 1 -T) 
V2l = SpecR[X1,YuY2)/(Y22XlYl-n). (3.50) 
which are all regular schemes and their gluing through their overlap, gives us the 
desired regular scheme X{2. • 
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Lemma 3.18 Let P = (a l 5 6 l 5 a „ , bn) € ( X l 2 - n ) w such that between ai , 
a„ , i„ at least two pairs (a,-, 6,-) are zero. Then P is a singular point of X 1 2 - n . 
Proof : Without loss of generality let a\ = b\ = a,j = bj = 0 (for a fixed j?, 
2 < j < n ) . 
Now consider 
X - n = Spec P[x i , y i , x „ , y n ] / ( / i , / 2 , / n ) , (3.51) 
w here 
/ . ( x i . y i , . . . , x n , y n ) = x iy! - X i + i y i + l , for i = 1,2, . . . ,n - 1 (3.52) 
and / „ (x i ,y i , . . . ,x n ,y„) = x i y i - 7r. 
Note that for points of the form Q — (0 ,0,a 2 ,b 2 , . . . ,a n ,b n ) £ ( X 1 2 - n ) ^ ' n g , 
Moje(Q,/;) = - p i + l T i + 1 - a t + i 5 1 + 1 (for 1 < i < n - 1) and Moje(Q, /„ ) = - r r , 
te. 
( 0 0 0 -b2 -a2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 - 6 3 - a 3 
W ) = 
0 0 0 0 
\ - l 0 0 ... 
0 0 
0 0 \ 
0 0 
-b. n "n 
0 / 
(3.53) 
Now let Q = P, ie, a., = 6,- = 0. Then Moje(Q, f3-i) = 0. So rank D(P) < n. 
Hence P is a singular point. • 
Theorem 3.19 After n — 1 blowings-up of X12"'n starting with P 0 (ie, xx = 
yi = ... — xn — yn = TT = 0) we get 2 n _ 1 (n ! ) regular pieces such that their gluing 
through the overlap gives us the regular scheme X 1 2 - -™. 
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Proof: If we do exactly the same with whatever that we did in theorem (3.6) for 
the scheme 
Xn = Spec fi[Xi,l/i,l2, 1/2,—,^n,y n]/ 
(xiyi - x2y2,xiyi - x 3 y 3 , x x y x - xnyn) := Spec A", (3.54) 
over S p e c i f ] , with the structure morphism induced by the ring homomorphism 
R[t] —> An 
t i—> xxyu 
after n — 1 successive blowings-up we get 2 n _ 1(ra!) open pieces for the covering of 
the regular scheme Xn, say H^J^-^J -^ where a, € {0,1} and rrij G { 1 , 2 , n } . 
Consider <$ : Spec R —>• Speci?[f] as it was defined in lemma (3.17). Then we 
have 
R[t] 
4> 
A R 
which induces 
Xn = Spec A n Spec R 
Spec R[t] 
By using lemma (3.3) we have 
'12...n _ n- l " -^nX S p e c f l [ (] i 0itSpec R. (3.55) 
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The affine pieces for the covering of X„t[n are of the form 
The gluing of these open pieces together through their overlaps, gives us the 
regular scheme X^{n. • 
Example 3.20 As it is shown in example (3.8) for the case n = 8 we get 
4^537218 = ^P e C ^F4 , — ~; ~, ~, ~, ~ • (3.57) 
x4 ys ys y? x2 xi ys ys 
So 
M537218 - W4537218 XSpecR[tl,0«^PeC « -
G „r ys ys y7 X 2 Xi y 8 X 6 y 6 
Spec R[x4, —, —, —, —, —, —, —, — \/{x6y6 - TT) = 
^4 ys y3 y7 x2 xx y 8 y 8 
o D r ys ys y? x2 xx y 8 x 6 y 6 Spec R[x4, —, —, —, —, — / 
XA ys y3 y? x2 xx y 8 y 8 
X4 ys y3 y7 x2 xx y 8 y 8 
Spec R[X4, r 5 , y 3, x2, x u Y8,X6, Y6]/ 
({XiYsYzYjX^YsfXeYe - T T ) , (3.58) 
which is a regular scheme by corollary (2.13). 
Remark 3.21 Now we will try to blow-up a specific ideal and show that just 
one blowing-up of this ideal gives us the same result as we got in theorem (3.6). 
For the case n — 2 this method gives us the same result with what we had in 
example (2.19) (just by using R rather than k). 
Remark 3.22 We use Jn to show the ideal of r ( X l 2 ~ n , Ox^ ) generated by the 
elements of the form Z°^Zl^Z^3y..Z^^ with the details stated in convention 
(3.9). 
Theorem 3.23 Let /„ = (xxyx - x2y2,xxyx - x 3 y 3 , ...,xiyx - z n y n , xYyx - 7r) and 
X 1 2 - n =Spec R[xi, y i , x2, y 2 , x n , yn]/In- I f w e blow-up the ideal ./„, then we 
get 2 n _ 1 ( n ! ) open pieces of regular schemes and their gluing gives us the regular 
scheme Xn—n. 
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Proof: Let 
Xn = Spec R[xi, y i , . . . , xn,yn}/ 
{x\Vi ~ x2y2, x\V\ ~ xzVz, xm ~ xnyn) := Spec An. (3.59) 
If we do exactly the same with what we did in theorem (3.10) for the scheme 
Xn — Spec An over Speci2[<], with the structure morphism induced by the ring 
homomorphism 
R[t) — + An 
11—> x i y i 
and blow-up the ideal ( J n + Bn)/Bn of R[xi, y i , x n , yn]/Bn, we get 2 n - 1 ( n ! ) 
. . O f „ _ l > pieces for the covering of X u - n which are all regular schemes, say V ^ 1 " 2 , 
where a, € {0,1} and 07 € S n , as they were calculated in theorem (3.10). Con-
sidering <f> and 0" as in lemma (3.17), we have A ' 1 2 - " = Xn XspecH[<],0»Spec R. 
By using lemma (3.3) we have X 1 2 - n = Xn ><spec.R[t],i/>«Spec R. Note that the 
open pieces for the covering of X 1 2 - " (which are 2 n - 1 ( n ! ) pieces) are of the form 
V£a*"a»-* x S p e c R W ^ ,Spec R for i , j € {0,1} and / € { 1 , 2 , n ! } , a, € S n and 
each piece is isomorphic with one V^ , 1° 2 ';;^~J calculated in theorem (3.19). Recall 
that v r °» a a - a —«'s are calculated in theorem (3.10). • 
Example 3.24 As we have seen in example (3.13) for the given a in that example 
we get 
i / i 11010001001 or yg X 2 „. 3 : 9 l a ac\\ 
V„ = Spec ft—,——,yi3,— • 3.60) 
yn ys VA yi3 yi2 So we have 
1// o D r f 9 2/12 x 2 x 9 
V = Spec R{—, — , — , y 1 3 , —J/(x 9 y9 - TT) = 
y i 2 yz y u y n 
o or X 2 x* y™ 3 : 9 y*\i 
Spec R[yl3, —, — , — , —, — / 
yi3 x2 y 3 yi2 yi2 
/ 2 ( x 2 2 x*, * ( y u , 2 , x9 y9 
y i a — ) — ) - — ) — ) — ) - * ) = 
yis x2 y 3 yn yi2 
Spec R [ Y l 3 , X 2 , X 5 , Y l 2 , X 9 , Y9]/(Y?3X*Xl..Y?2X9Y9 - TT), (3.61) which is regular by corollary (2.13). 
Chapteir 4 
Desingularisation of a special 
class of ari thmetic three-folds 
4.1 Introduction 
As before R denotes a discrete valuation ring with field of fractions K, maximal 
ideal (IT) and algebraically closed residue field k — By an arithmetic surface 
over Spec R we mean a regular scheme V purely of dimension 2, which is flat 
over Spec R. Our aim in this chapter will be to attempt to settle the resolution 
of singularities of a certain class of arithmetic three-folds, namely those which 
are the fibre product of two Arithmetic Surfaces. Let V\ and Vi be arithmetic 
surfaces over Spec where R is a discrete valuation ring and consider the fibre 
product X — V i X s p e c H ^ 2 - This is an arithmetic three-fold. In general it will 
not be regular. It may have some singularities at points (2/1,2/2) i f / i ( j / i ) = 
hiVT) = (TT ) •"= £ (where / 1 : V\ —> Spec/?, / 2 : V? —> Spec R are the 
structural morphisms and both yy and j/2 a r e singular points of the special fibres 
(Vi)^ = / i _ 1 ( 0 and (V2)v — f?l{0- ^ n t n ^ s Chapter we mainly try to resolve the 
singularities of some three-folds of this sort which are useful in chapter 5. The 
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arithmetic surfaces which we use in this chapter have one of the following forms: 
Ii <—> Spec R[x,y]/(xy — TT) 
h > Spec R[x,y]/(y2 - x 3 — TT) 
h > Spec R[x, y]/{y{y - x2) - TT) 
I4 <—> Spec R[x,y]/(xy(x - y) - TT) 
h <—* Spec R[x, y]/(xmyn - TT) (4.1) 
We can summarize our results as follows: 
Theorem 4.1 Let R be a dvr and p = char k ^ 2,3 and V\ and V2 be arithmetic 
surfaces of the forms /, and Ij respectively, where either 1 < 1 < j < 4, (i,j) ^ 
(2,2), (3,4) or (i,j) = (1,5). Then there exists a desingularisation for X = 
V^XSpecfiV^ . 
Lemma 4.2 Let a,/? > 0 and g(x2, y 2 ) € R[x2, y2] such that irjg and 
V = SpecR[xuyi,x2,y2]/(xlyi — ^2(^2,2/2), xmx2y2 - TT). 
If A = R[x2,y2]/(x%y23g(x2, y2) ~ TT) is regular, then 
V S i n s = {(0 ,0 ,a 2 ,6 2 ) e K | ^ ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = ^ ( 0 2 , 6 2 ) = 0}, 
where g denotes the reduction of g (mod7r). 
Proof: We have 
V = Spec A[xu yi]/(a; 1j/i. - g(x2, m))- (4-2) 
Let 0 (x i , 1/1) = x i j / j — y(x 2 , y 2 )- By using the Jacobian criterion we find out that 
V is smooth over A everywhere except at those points where J^ - = J^ - = 0, ie, 
x i = J/i = 0. Considering 0 (x i , y i ) = 0, we get g(x2,y2) = 0. To have these 
points on the special fibre, we need g{x2^y2) = 0. So 
ySing g { P = ( a i , 6 l , a 2 , 6 2 ) e K r | a 1 = 6 1 = ^ ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = 0} = 
{ P = (0,0,a 2 ,62) € Vw\g(a2,b2) = 0} := S C 14. (4.3) 
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Let P = (0,0,02,62) G S and a 2 , /32 G -ft such that a 2 = a2(mod7r) and f32 = 
6 2(mod7r). Considering / i ( z i , yu x2, y2) = xxyx - g(x2, y2) and f2(xuy1,x2,y2) = 
^iViX2y2 - 7r we get 
/ i ( T i + ixi7T, 5 i 4- v i 7 r , r 2 + a 2 , 5 , 2 + (32) = fi(u1ir,viir,a2,p2) + 
~(UXTT, vlir,a2,(32)Tl + ^ - (u 1 7r ,u i7 r , a2 , / 3 2 )5 , i + ^ ( « i 7 T , Ui7r, q 2, / ? 2 ) T 2 
a x i a t / i dx 2 
-(u 1 7r,ui7r ,a 2 , /32)5'2 4- - . = (uiir)(vi7r) - g(a2,fl2) + V!irTi + u^Si -
dy2 
P~(a2l(32)T2 - ^-(a2,{32)S2 + ... (4.4) dx2 dy2 
So 
Moje(F , / 1 ) = {-g(a2,02) - p-(a2,(32)T2 - p-(a2,/32)S2} (mod (T 2 , S2, T T ) 2 ) 
dx 2 dy2 
(4.5) 
and Moje(P , / 2 ) = — IT, ie, 
/-g(a2,b2) 0 0 - g ( a 2 , 6 2 ) - i | ( a 2 , 6 2 ) \ 
£>(Q) = • ( 4 - 6 ) 
V - 1 0 0 0 0 / 
So Q is singular i f -§^(a2,b2) = J^-(a2,62) = 0 (since P is on the special fibre, 
g(a2,b2) = 0). • 
Convention 4.3 For the most cases in this chapter the second row of D(Q) 
corresponding to the point Q is (— 1 0 0 0 0). For abbreviation we use 
D{Q)ri for the first row of D(Q). In the cases that the second row is different 
from ( - 1 0 0 0 0 ) we write down D(Q). 
4c2 One component is I\ 
In this section our arithmetic three-folds are those which are the fibre products 
of two arithmetic surfaces such that one of them is of the form I\. 
Lemma 4 . 4 Let VJ = V2 = Spec R[x, y]/(xy — n). Then X = ViXspecRV2 is 
singular and just after one blowing-up we can resolve its singularity. 
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Proof: See lemma (3.17). • 
Lemma 4.5 Let p = char k ^ 2 and Vx = Spec R[x, y]/(xy — TT) and V2 = 
Spec R[x, y]/(y2 — x3 — ir). Then X = ViXspecf tV^ is singular and after one 
blowing-up we can resolve its singularity. 
Proof : In fact X - Spec R[xl,yux2,y2]/(xlyi - y\ + x32, xxyi - IT). By using 
corollary (2.11) we can show that PQ is the only singular point of X. Now we 
blow-up Po- Using the procedure of Mahtab gives us four open pieces for the 
covering of X as follows: 
Chart 1 
V? = Spec R[XU X2, Y2\/(X2Y22 - X 3 X 3 - T T ) . (4.7) 
By using the Jacobian criterion we can check that 
(^°)" inS = { K * 2 , M e (K°)J«i = Oora 2 = b2 = 0}. (4.8) 
Let Q € ( V 1 ° ) f n g . Then 
D{Q) = {-1 0 0 0 0), (4.9) 
ie, Q is a regular point. So Vx is a regular scheme. 
Chart 2 
v;1 = s p e C j R[y 1 ,x 2 ,y 2 ] / (y 1 2 y 2 2 - Y 3 X I - *) * v°. (4.10) 
Chart 3 
V2° = Spec R[XUYU X2, Y2}I{XXY\ - Y 2 + X2 , X2XXYX - TT). (4.11) 
Let A = R[X2, Y2]/(X2(Y2 - X2) - TT) and g(X2, Y2) = Y 2 - X2. Then A is a 
regular ring (by theorem (2.14) and V2° = Spec A[XU Y ^ / i X ^ - g{X2,Y2)). By 
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using lemma (4.2) we get 
(V 2 °) S i n g = {P = (0,0,a 2 ,6 2) G ( K 2 ° ) J ^ - ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = j ^ ( « 2 , & 2 ) = 0} = 
{(0,0,a 2 ,6 2 ) € (K 2°)J26 2 = - 1 } = {P = (0,0, a 2, - ± ) |$(0, - ± ) = 0} = 
{P = ( 0 , 0 , a 2 , - i ) | ( i ) 2 = 0 } = < ^ . (4.12) 
So V^0 is a regular scheme. 
Chart 4 
V* = Spec R[XUYUX2, Yi]/(X1Y1 - 1 + Y2Xl , Y ^ Y l - TT). (4.13) 
Let A = i ?LY 2 , r 2 ] / (K , 2 ( l - r 2 X | ) - TT) and 5(X 2 ,F 2 ) = 1 - Y2X^. Then A is 
regular (by theorem (2.14)) and 
V2 = S?ecA[XuY1]/(X1Y1-g(X2,Y2)). 
By using lemma (4.2) we get 
( V ? ) S i n g = {P = (0,0,a 2 ,6 2) € ( V ^ J ^ K M = ^r(a2,b2) = 0} 
{P = ( 0 , 0 , a 2 , & 2 ) e ( y ° ) > 2 = 0} = 
{P = (0,0,0, b2) e (V")J^(0,62) = 0} = </>. (4.14) 
So V^1 is a regular scheme. The gluing of V, 0, V / , V2° and V2 gives us the regular 
scheme X which is the blowing-up of X at PQ. • 
Lemma 4.6 Let p — char k ^ 2 and Vx = Spec R[x, y]/(xy — TT) and 14 = 
Spec R[x, y]/(y(y — x2) — ir). Then X = ViXspecRV2 is singular and after two 
blowings-up we can resolve its singularity. 
Proof: The fibre product of Vi and V2 is 
X = Spec R[xu yux2, y2]j{xxyx -y\ + y2x\ , xxyx - IT). (4.15) 
By using corollary (2.11) we can check that P0 is the only singular point of X. 
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Now we blow-up Po. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four open 
pieces for the covering of X as follows: 
Chart 1 
V? = Spec R[XX, X2, Y2)/(X2Y2 - X^X2Y2 - rr). (4.16) 
By using theorem (2.14) we can check that V,0 is a regular scheme. 
Chart 2 
Vi 1 = Spec R[YUX2, Y2}/(Y2Y2 - Y,3Y2X2 - TT) = V°. (4.17) 
Chart 3 
V2° = S p e c R [ X U Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 ] / ( X 1 Y 1 - Y 2 + X2Y2, X'XM - TT). (4.18) 
Let A = R[X2,Y2]/{X2Y2{Y2 - X2) - n) and g{X2,Y2) = Y2{Y2 - X2). Then A 
is regular (by using theorem (2.14)) and 
V2° = SpecAlXuYJ/iXM - g(X2,Y2)). 
By using lemma (4.2) we get 
( V ? f n s = { P = ( 0 , 0 , a 2 , 6 2 ) € ( V 2 ° ) J ^ - ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = ^ ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = 0} = 
{P = (0,0,a 2 ,6 2) e (V2)Jb2 = o 2 - 2b2 = 0} = {P0}. (4.19) 
Now we blow-up Po. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four open pieces 
for the covering of V2 as follows: 
Chart 3.1 
V™ = Spec R[XUX2, Y2}/(XtX2Y2 - X4,X3Y2 - TT). (4.20) 
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By using theorem (2.14) we can check that V^ 0 is a regular scheme. 
Char t 3.2 
K,0/ - Spec R\YUX2, Y2}I{Y?X22Y? - Y?X%Y2 - TT) * (4.21) 
Chart 3.3 
V£° = Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2]/(XlY1 - Y22 + Y2 , X*XyYx - ir). (4.22) 
Let A = R[X2, Y2]/(X$Y2{Y2 - 1) - TT) and g(X2, Y2) = Y2(Y2 - 1). Then A is 
regular (by theorem (2.14)) and 
V™ = $pecA\XuY,\{{X,Y, - g(X2,Y2)). 
By using lemma (4.2) we get 
( V ™ ) S i n g = { P = ( 0 , 0 , « 2 , 6 2 ) G ( V 2 T ) J ^ ( a 2 , ^ ) = ^ ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = 0} = 
{ P = (0,0,a 2 ,6 2) G (V2°2\\2b2 - 1 = 0 } = 
{ P = (O ,O,a 2 , i ) | 5 (a 2 , i ) = O} = 0. (4.23) 
So is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3.4 
V% = S p e c K [ X 1 , y 1 , y 2 ] / ( y 2 4 X 1 F 1 ( l + X2Y? - 2XXYX) - n). (4.24) 
By using theorem (2.14) we can check that V^ 0 is a regular scheme. The gluing 
of K,0!1, V2°2° and V% gives us the regular scheme V2°. 
Chart 4 
V^1 = Spec R[XX,YX, X2, Y2]/(XXYX - 1 + F 2 X 2 2 , Y*XXYX - TT) . (4.25) 
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Let A = R[X2,Y2]/(Y2{1 - Y 2 X 2 ) - TT) and g{X2,Y2) = 1 - Y2X2. Then A is 
regular (by theorem (2.14)) and 
V2l = SpecAiXy^KX.Yy - g(X2Y2)). 
By using lemma (4.2) we get 
{ v i f n s = { P = (0 ,0 ,^ ,6 , ) € ( V 2 1 ) J ^ ( a a , 6 a ) = ^ ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = 0} = 
{ P = (0,0,a2,62) € (V2\\a2 = 0} = <f>. (4.26) 
So V^1 is a regular scheme. The gluing of Vx y{,V2 and V^1 gives us the regular 
scheme X. • 
Lemma 4.7 Let p - char k / 2 and Vx = Spec R[x, y]/(xy — TT) and V2 = 
Speci?[x,y]/(xy(x — y) — IT). Then X — ViXgpecftV^ is singular and after three 
blowings-up we can resolve its singularity. 
Proof: In fact 
X = Spec R[xu y 1, x2,y2]/(xiyi - x\y2 + x2y\ , xxyx - w). (4.27) 
By using corollary (2.11) we can check that PQ = (0,0,0,0) € Xw is the only 
singular point of X. Now we blow-up Prj. By using the procedure of Mahtab we 
get four pieces for the covering of Xi as follows: 
Chart 1 
Vi = Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2]I{YX - XXX2Y2 + XXX2Y2 , X\YX - ix) = 
Spec R[XUX2, Y2]/(X3X22Y2 - X\X2Y2 - TT). (4.28) 
By using corollary (2.14) we can check that Vx is a regular scheme. 
Chart 2 
V} = Spec R[YUX2, Y2\I(Y3X22Y2 - Y 3 X 2 Y 2 - TT) ^ V°. (4.29) 
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Chart 3 
V2° = Spec R[Xl,Yl,X2, Y2}/(XlY1 - X2Y2 + X2Y2 , X^XlYl - TT). (4.30) 
Let A = R[X2, Y2]/(XIY2(1 - Y2) - TT) and g(X2, Y2) = X2Y2(l - Y2). Then A is 
regular (by theorem (2.14)) and 
V2° = Spec AiXuYxyiX.Y, - g(X2,Y2)). 
By using lemma (4.2) we get 
(V 2°) S i n g = {P = ( 0 , 0 , a 2 , 6 2 ) e ( y 2 ° ) J ^ - ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = ^ ( a 2 , 6 2 ) = 0} = 
{P = (0,0,a 2,£> 2) € (V2\\b2(l - b2) = a 2 ( l - 26,) = 0} = 
{(0,0,0,0) ,(0,0,0,1)}. (4.31) 
We will try to resolve the singularities of V2 later on. 
Chart 4 
V2l = Spec R[XUYX,X2, V 2 ] / (X 1 r 1 - Y2X\ + * 2 r 2 , Y22X,Y, - TT) = V?. (4.32) 
Recall that 
V2° = Spec , Y U X 2 , YMiXM - X2Y2 + X2Y22 , X 2 X ^ - TT) (4.33) 
is singular and P0 = (0,0,0,0) is a singular point of V 2 . Now we blow-up P0. 
By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for the covering of Vf as 
follows: 
Chart 3.1 
V™ = SpecR[XuYuX2, Y2\j(Yi - X2Y2 + XXX2Y2 , X\X22YX - TT) = 
Spec R[XUX2, Y2\l{X*XlY2 - X ^ Y 2 - TT). (4.34) 
By using theorem (2.14) we can check that V2° is a regular scheme. 
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Chart 3.2 
V" 1 = Spec R[XX, y , , X2, Y2}/(Xl - X2Y2 + YXX2Y2, Y4X2XX - TT) = 
Spec R[YUX2, Y2\j{Y?XlY2 - Y^X^Y2 - TT) = V™. (4.35) 
Chart 3.3 
V™ = Spec [Xu Y x , X2, Y2}/(XXYX - Y 2 + X2Y2, X4XXYX - TT). (4.36) 
Let A = i?[X2, y 2 ] / (X 2 4 V2 ( l - X 2 r 2 ) - TT) and g(X2, Y2) = Y2(l - X2Y2). Then A 
is regular (by theorem (2.14)) and 
V™ = SpecA[XuYx]/(XxYx-g(X2,Y2)). 
By using lemma (4.2) we get 
(V£>) S i B S = {P = (0,0 ,a 2 ,6 2 ) e ( V 2 ° 2 0 ) J ^ ( « 2 , 6 2 ) = J k a 2 , 6 2 ) = 0} = 
{ P = (0,0,a 2 ,6 2 ) € (V 2° 2°)J6 2 = 0 and 2a 26 2 = 1} = <f>. (4.37) 
So V^ 0 is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3.4 
K2°2X = Spec R[XU Y U X 3 , Y2]/(XXYX - X2 + X2Y2, Y24X2XXYX - TT). (4.38) 
Let A = R[X2,Y2}/{Y4X3{1 - Y2) - TT) and g{X2,Y2) = X2(l - Y2). Then A is 
regular (by theorem (2.14)) and 
V22 = Spec A [ ^ t , V J / ^ K , - g(X2, Y2)). 
By using lemma (4.2) we get 
( V ^ f 8 = {P = (0,0,a 2 ,6 2 ) € ( V 2 ° 2 \ | | | ( a 2 , & 2 ) = J|(a 2,f> 2) = 0} = 
{ P = (0,0,a 2 ,6 2) e ( V ? ) > 2 = 0 and 62 = 1} = {(0,0,0 ,1)}. (4.39) 
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Hence the only singular point of V22 is Q = (0,0,0,1). Now we blow-up Q G 
{V2°21fne. For convenience first we use the translation Y2 — y2 + 1 to get the 
scheme 
vv22 — 
S p e c y i , a ; 2 , i/ 2]/(^i?/i - x2 + x2(y2 + 1), (2/2 + ^ A X \ V \ - T ) = 
Spec/?[rEi,y1,a'2, y 2 ] / (a ; iy i+ ^ 2 ^ 2 , (3/2 + l)*x\xyyx - TT). (4.40) 
and surely 
(Wgf* D {Po G {W°22\}. (4.41) 
Now we blow-up Po. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for 
the covering of W22 as follows: 
Chart 3.4.1 
Yy22l 
Spec flan,—,—, — / ( — + ( — ) ( — ) > ) + !) ( — ) ( — ) - T ) 
X! Xi Xi Xi X\ Xi Xi Xi Xi 
= SpecR[XuX2,Y2]/(-Xt(XiY2 + l)4X%Y2 - ir) (4.42) 
which is a regular scheme (use theorem (2.14)). 
Chart 3.4.2 
W 2 2 1 = Specf l [—,y l 5 —, — / ( _ + ( — ) ( _ ) , y*(yi(—) + i) — ( — ) - 7 T 
j/i yi yi yi yi yi yi yi yi 
= Spec R[YUX2, Y2}/{-Y?{Y,Y2 + l)4X*Y2 - n) S W 2 0 2\ 0. (4.43) 
Chart 3.4.3 
vv222 — 
S p e c f l — , — , x 2 , — / ( ( — ) (—) + — » W a C — ) + 1) — ) ( — ) - T T ) x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 
= Spec R[Xl,Yl,X2]/(X*(-X1YlX2 + \)AXXYX - TT) (4.44) 
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which is a regular scheme (use theorem (2.14)). 
Chart 3.4.4 
vv222 — 
Specia l—,—,—,y 2 / ( ( —)(—) + — ,2/ 2 (2/2 + l ) (—) ( — ) ( — ) - * • ) 
2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 
= s P ec/?[x 1 ,y 1 , r 2 ] / (y 2 4 ( r 2 + lyxfY3 - n) (4.45) 
which is a regular scheme (use theorem (2.14)). The gluing of Wjaf, VK^ 1 , W ^ 0 
and gives us the the regular scheme W22. I f we glue all regular schemes 
which we have had so far, we get the desired regular scheme X. • 
4 03 One component Is I2 
In this section our arithmetic three-folds are the fibre products of two arithmetic 
surfaces such that one of them is of the form I2 and apart from the cases discussed 
in section two. When V\ and V2 are both of the form I2, the output of the 
MAPLE in calculations related to the singular points of the special fibre of X = 
ViXspecf tV^ shows us that after two blowings-up the resolution of singularities 
of the charts is much more complicated than other cases. It is part (a) of open 
problem (4.21). 
Lemma 4.8 Let p = chark ^ 2,3 and V\ = Spec R[x, y]/(y2 — x3 — n) and 
V2 = Spec R[x, y]/(y2 — yx2 — 7r). Then X = VixspecftV^ is singular and after 
some blowings-up we can resolve its singularity. 
Proof: In fact 
X = Specf l [x i ,y i ,x 2 , y2 ] / (y? - - vl + 2/2^2 > Vi ~ x i ~ 7r)- ( 4 - 4 6 ) 
By using corollary (2.11) we can check that P0 is the only singular point of X. 
Now we blow-up P0. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for 
the covering of X as follows: 
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Chart 1 
V° = Spec R[XUYU X2, Y2]/(Y2 - Xx - Y 2 + XXY2X22 , X 2 Y 2 - X\ - TT). 
(4.47) 
Let A = ft[X1,yi]/(A'2(yi2 - Xi) - TT). By using theorem (2.14) we can check 
that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V° = Spec A[X2, Y2}/(Y2 - X, - Y22 + X,Y2X2). (4.48) 
Let 4>{X2,Y2) = Y 2 - X i - Y 2 + XtY2X2. Then $L = 2XyY2X2 and | £ = 
—2K2 + A ' I A T | . Since p = ckark ^ 2, the system = = 0 can be written 
as 2 A ' 1 Y ' 2 A ' 2 = —2y2 + X1X2 = 0. So V® is smooth over A everywhere except 
at those points where 2X1^2^2 = —1Y2 + X X X 2 = 0. To have the points on the 
special fibre of V?, we need X2(Y2 - Xi) = 0. Considering cj>{X2,Y2) = ^ = 
= X2{Y2 - X^ = 0 we get (VO)5 5 1"8 C 5 C (V, 0)^ where S contains points of 
the form (a 1 ; 6X, a 2, fr2) £ (Vi0)„. satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) a i = 61 = 62 = 0; 
(2) d! - 62 = a2 = b2 = 0. 
Let Qi = (0,0,a 2 ,0) £ S. Then 
Moje (g l 7 /0 = -UITT - 7\ and Moje(Qu f 2 ) = - r r , (4.49) 
£>(Qi) P 1 = ( - « i - 1 0 0 0) . (4.50) 
So rank D(Qi) — 2. Hence Q\ is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (aubi,0,0) e 5 such that ai - b\ = 0. Then Moje(Q 2 , A) = 
- 7 \ +2ASi and 
Moje(g 2 , f 2 ) = {2avp{ - 3a 2)T! + 2/31a25'1 - TT, (4.51) 
ie, 
( 0 - 1 26i 0 0 \ 
£ ( Q 2 ) = . (4.52) 
\ - l 2 a j 6 2 - 3 a 2 2bxa\ 0 0 / 
So rank D(Q2) = 2. Hence D(Q2) is a regular point. This means that Vx° is a 
regular scheme. 
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Char t 2 
V\ = SpecR[XuYuX2, Y2)/(l - ViA? - Y 2 + Y,Y2X2 , Y 2 - Y*X\ - rr). 
(4.53) 
Now let A = R[XU V i ] / ( K 2 - Y?X? - n). By using theorem (2.14) we can check 
that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V,1 = S p e c A [ * 2 , V 2 ] / ( l - YyX* - Y22 + YyY.X2). (4.54) 
Let <f>(X2,Y2) = 1 - YiXf - Y22 + YXY2X2. Then ^ = 2YXY2X2 and § ± = 
—2Y2 + YyX2. Since p = char k ^ 2, the system J^- = = 0 can be written 
as 2YiY2X2 = —2Y2 + Y\X2 = 0. So V/ is smooth over A everywhere except 
at those points where 2Y\Y2X2 = — 2Y2 + YyX\ = 0. To have the points on the 
special fibre, we need Y2(l - Y y X f ) = 0. Considering </>(X2,Y2) = = = 
Y2{1 - Y y X f ) = 0 we get { V ^ f ^ C S C ( V / ) , where S contains points of the 
form {al,bi,a2,b2) 6 (V/ )^ satisfying the following condition: 
a2 = b2 = a\bi — 1 = 0. 
LetQ = (a!,6i,0,0) G S such that a\h - 1 = 0 . Then Moje(Q, f x ) = Sal^Ti-
a\S\ and 
Moje(g, f2) = - 3 a ^ f T x + ft(2 - 3a?A)^i - T T , (4.55) 
ie. 
I 0 -3a*6i -a\ 0 0 \ 
• (4-56) 
V - l -?>a\b\ 6 1 (2-3a?6 1 ) 0 0 / 
So Q is singular i f — "ia\bi = —= a\by — 1 = 0 which is impossible. Hence Q is 
a regular point and as a result Vxl is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3 
V2° = Spec R[XU Y U X 2 , Y2}/(Y2 - X2X* - Y 2 + X2Y2, X2Y2 - X*2X\ - T T ) . 
(4.57) 
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From the first equation we get Y 2 — X2X\ = Y2 — X 2 Y 2 . By using it in the other 
equation we can write V2 as follows: 
V2° = Spec R[X!,YU X2, Y2]/(Y2 - X2XZX - Y22 + X2Y2, X2Y2 - X32Y2 - rr). 
(4.58) 
Now suppose that A = R[X2, Y2]/(X^Y2(Y2 - X2) - T T ) . We can check that A is 
a regular ring (by using theorem (2.14)). Note that 
V2° = SpecA[Xu Yi}/{Y2 - X2X* - Y 2 + X2Y2). (4.59) 
Let <f>{XuYi) = Y 2 - X2Xf - Y 2 + X2Y2. Then ^ = -ZX2X2 and § ± = 
2Yy. Since p — char k / 2 ,3 , the system = Jpj- = 0 can be written as 
—3X2X2 = 2Yi = 0. So V2 is smooth over A everywhere except at those points 
where — 3 X 2 X 2 = 2Yi = 0. To have the points on the special fibre of V 2 , we need 
X2Y2 - X f X ? = 0. Considering <t>(XuYr) = -§±- = §- = X2Y2 - X f X ? = 0 
we get ( V 2 ° ) S ' n s C S C (Vg0)^ where S contains points of the form (01,61,02,62) € 
{V2)n satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) a i = 6i = 6 2 = 0; 
(2) ai = 61 = a2 — b2 = 0; 
(3) bx = a2 = b2 = 0. 
Let Qi = (0,0,a 2 ,0) € S. Then Moje(Qi, /1 ) = a2v2n + a2S2 and Moje (Q X ) / 2 ) = 
—7r, ie, 
D{Qx)rx={a2v2 0 0 0 o 2 ) . (4.60) 
So Q\ is singular i f a2 = 0, ie, Qi = P0-
Let Q2 = (0 ,0 ,a 2 ,6 2 ) G 5 such that a2 — b2 — 0. Then 
Moje(Q 2 , / i ) = fcT2 + (a2 - 2(32)S2 (4.61) 
and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = - T T , ie, 
W 2 ) n = ( 0 0 0 6 2 ( 0 3 - 2 6 2 ) ) . (4.62) 
So Q2 is singular if 02 = 6 2 = 0 ie Q2 = Po-
Let g 3 = (<n, 0,0,0) e 5. Then 
Moje (Q 3 , / i ) = - a > 2 7 r - a?T2 and Moje (Q 3 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.63) 
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D{Q3)ri=(-a*u2 0 0 - a ? 0 ) . (4.64) 
So Qz is singular if ax — 0, ie, Q3 = PQ. Hence 
(V 2 °) S i n B = {P0 € ( V 2 \ } . 
We will try to resolve this singular point later. 
Chart 4 
V2l = Spec R [ X U Y U X 2 , Y2]/(Y12 - Y 2 X 3 - 1 + Y 2 X 2 , Y 2 Y 2 - Y 2 3 X ? - ir). 
(4.65) 
From the first equation we get Y 2 — Y 2 X 3 = 1 — Y 2 X 2 . By using it in the other 
equation we get 
v* = S p e c , n , x 2 , Y 2 ] / ( Y 2 - v^x? - 1 + Y 2 X 2 , K 2 2 ( I - Y 2 X 2 ) -
(4.66) 
Now let A = R[X2,Y2}/(Y22(l - Y2X]) - n). Considering theorem (2.14), we can 
check that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
Vj = S p e c A ^ Y d / i Y * - Y 2 X 3 - 1 + Y 2 X \ ) . (4.67) 
Let <HXX,YX) = Y 2 - Y 2 X 3 - 1 + Y 2 X \ . Then $L = - 3 Y 2 X 2 and §fc = 2 ^ . 
Since p = c/iar A; 7 ^ 2 ,3 , the system = = 0 can be written as — 3Y2X2 = 
2Y\ = 0. So V2 is smooth over A everywhere except at those points where 
—3Y2X2 = 2Yi = 0. To have the points on the special fibre of V 2 , we need 
Y 2 Y 2 - Y 3 X 3 = 0. Considering <j*{XuYx) = $L = M. = Y 2 Y 2 - Y 3 X 3 = 0 we 
get (V 2 ) S m g C S C {V2)n where S contains points of the form (a i ,61 ,a 2 ,b 2 ) G 
(V^1)^ satisfying the following condition: 
aj = b\ = a^2 — 1 = 0. 
Let Q = (0, 0, a 2 ,6 2 ) € 5 such that a\b2 - 1 = 0. Then Moje(Q, /1) = 2a2f32T2 + 
a\S2 and Moje(<3, / 2 ) = —fl", ze, 
= ( 0 0 0 2a2fe2 a2). (4.68) 
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So Q is singular if a\ — 2a2b2 = a\b2 — 1 = 0 which is impossible. So Q is a 
regular point and as a result V£ is a regular scheme. 
Recall that 
K,0 = Spec R[XU Y u X2, K 2 ] / ( K 2 - X 2 X f - F 2 2 + X2Y2 , X 2 ^ 2 - X\X* - T T ) 
(4.69) 
is singular and PQ is its singular point. Now we blow-up P0. By using the 
procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for the covering of V® as follows: 
Chart 3.1 
T/00 _ 
Spec R[XU Y u X2, r 2 ] / ( F 2 - X\X2 - F 2 2 + X 2 F 2 , X*XlY? - X*X* - T T ) . 
(4.70) 
From the first equation we get Yx — X f X 2 — V2 2 — X2Y2. By using it in the other 
equation we can write V^ 0 as follows: 
v™ = S p e c R [ X U Y U X 2 , r 2 ] / ( r , 2 - x\x2 - r 2 2 + X 2 Y 2 , X * X Z Y 2 ( Y 2 - x2) -*). 
(4.71) 
Suppose that A = R[Xl: X2, Y2\j (X*XlY2(Y2 — X2) — n). We can use theorem 
(2.14) to check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V°° = Spec A[YX)I{Y? - X\X2 - Y22 + X2Y2). (4.72) 
Let <j>(Yi) = Y? - X\X2 - Y22 + X2Y2. Then §± = 2YX. Since p = char k^2, the 
equation J^j- = 0 can be written as 2YX = 0. So V^ 0 is etale over A everywhere 
except at those points where Yx — 0. To have the points on the special fibre of V^ 0 , 
we need X\X\Y? - X\X\ = 0. Considering (f>(Yx) = §fc = X ^ X ^ - X f X ^ = 0 
we get ( V ^ 0 ) 3 ' " 8 C S C (V^ 0 )^ where 5 contains points of the form (<Zi, bx, a2, b2) G 
(V™)^ satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) a i = 6 1 = 6 2 = 0; 
(2) ax = bi = a2 - b2 = 0; 
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(3) by = a 2 = b2 = 0. 
Let Qy = (0,0,a 2,0) € S. Then 
Moje(Q!, /x) = Q 2 u 2 7r + a25*2 and Moje(Qi, / 2 ) = - T T , (4.73) 
ie, 
Z?(Qi) r i = ( a 2 u 2 0 0 0 a2). (4.74) 
So Qi is singular if a2 = 0, ie, Qi = Po-
Let Q2 = (0,0, a2, b2) £ 5 such that a2 — b2 = 0. Then 
Moje(Q 2 , / j ) = /?2T2 + (a2 - 2(32)S2 and Moje(Q 2 , f 2 ) = - T T , (4.75) 
ie, 
£ > ( Q 2 ) r i = ( 0 0 0 62 a 2 - 2 6 2 ) . (4.76) 
So Q2 is singular if a2 = b2 = 0, ie, Q 2 = 
Let Q3 = ( d , 0,0,0) € S. Then 
Moje(Q 3 , / i ) = -a\u2K - a\T2 and Moje(Q 3 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.77) 
ie, 
£>(<53) r i = ( -a?u 2 0 0 -a? 0) . (4.78) 
So Q3 is singular if 01 = 0, ie, Q3 = ^o- This means that 
( V 2 ? ) S i n s = {Po}. 
We will try to resolve this singular point later. 
Chart 3.2 
^ 2 i 
Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2}/(1 - Y?X2Xf - Y22 + X2Y2 , Y X A X 2 - Y«X\X\ - TT). 
(4.79) 
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Let A = R[XUYUX2]I{Y?X2{\ - Y 2 X 2 X 3 ) - TT). By using theorem (2.14) we 
can check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V2T = Spec A[Y2}/(1 - Y 2 X 2 X 3 - Y22 + X2Y2). (4.80) 
Let 6{Y2) = 1 - Y 2 X 2 X 3 - Y 2 + X2Y2. Then J £ = -2Y2 + X2. Since p = 
char k ^ 2, the equation ^ = 0 can be written as — 2Y2 + X2 = 0. So V^ 1 is 
etale over A everywhere except at those points where X2 — 2Y2 = 0. To have the 
points on the special fibre of V2°i , we need Y 4 X 2 ( l — Y 2 X 2 X 3 ) = 0. Considering 
<M^) = | £ = >7% 2(1 - Y 2 X 2 X 3 ) = 0, we get ( V 2 0 / ) S i n s c S c (V£\ where S 
contains points of the form (ai, b\, a2, b2) € (V^ 1 )^ satisfying the following condi-
tion: 
bi = a2 - 2b2 = 4 + a2. = 0. 
Let Q = (ai, 0, a 2 ,6 2) € S such that a 2 - 262 = 4 + a£ = 0. Then Moje(£ , = 
foT2 + (a2 - 2(32)S2 and M o j e ( Q , / 2 ) = - T T , ie, 
D(Q)ri=(Q 0 0 b2 {a2-2b2)). (4.81) 
So Q is singular if b2 = a2 — 2b2 = 4 + a\ = 0 which is impossible. Hence $ is a 
regular point and as a result V2°i is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3.3 
V2°2° = Spec R[XUYU X2, Y2]/(Y2 - X2X3 - Y 2 + Y 2 , X4Y2 - X%X3 - TT). 
(4.82) 
From the first equation we get Y 2 — X 2 X 3 = Y2 — Y2. By using it in the other 
equation we get 
V2°2° = Spec R[XU Y U X 2 , Y2]/(Y2 - X 2 X 3 - Y 2 + Y2 , X42(Y2 - Y2) - TT). 
(4.83) 
Now let A = R[X2, Y2]/(X*(Y^ - Y2) - TT). By using theorem (2.14) we can check 
that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
V2°2° = Spec A [ X 1 , y 1 ] / ( y i 2 - X2Xf - Y 2 + Y2). (4.84) 
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Let ${XU Yx) = F 2 - X*X\ - K? + Y2. Then gfc = - 3 X 2 X 2 and §- = 2YX. 
Since p = char k ^ 2, 3, the system = = 0 can be written as — 3 X | X 2 = 
2Y\ = 0. So V22° is smooth over A everywhere except at those points where 
—3X2X2 — 2Y\ = 0. To have the points on the special fibre of V 2 2 , we need 
X*Y? - X$Xf = 0. Considering <j){Xu Y x ) = $L = §fc = X*Y? - X f X j 3 = 0, we 
get (V22)Sm& C S C (^22°)*- where S contains points of the form (01,61,02,62) £ 
(^22°)^ satisfying one of the the following conditions: 
(1) bx=a2 = b2 = 0; 
(2) bx = a2 = b2 - 1 = 0; 
(3) ax = bx=b2 = 0; 
(4) ax = bi = b2 - 1 = 0. 
Let Q i = (ai,0,0,0) € 5. Then 
Moje (Qi , / 1 ) = 5 2 + i;27r and Moje (g 1 , f 2 ) = - T T , (4.85) 
ie, 
0 ( Q i ) r i = ( « 2 0 0 0 1 ). (4.86) 
So D(Q\) has rank two. Hence Qx is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (ai , 0,0,1) € S. Then Moje(g 2 , f x ) = (1 - 2 f t ) S 2 where ft = 
l(modTr) and Moje(<3 2 , / 2) = — i e , 
D(Q2)ri=(0 0 0 0 - 1 ) . (4.87) 
So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point. 
Let Q3 = (0,0,a 2 ,0) <E S. Then 
Moje (g 3 , /1) = v2n + S2 and Moje(Q 3 , f2) = (4.88) 
ie, 
£>(Q 3 ) r i = b~2 0 0 0 1 ). (4.89) 
So D(Qz) has rank two. Hence Q3 is a regular point. 
Let Q4 = (0 ,0 ,a 2 , l ) G S. Then Moje (Q 4 , / i ) = (1 - 2ft)S*2 where ft = 
l(mod7r) and Moje($4, / 2 ) = — 7r, ie, 
£>(Q 4) r, = ( 0 0 0 0 - 1 ). (4.90) 
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So D(QA) has rank two. Hence Q4 is a regular point and as a result V^ 0 is a 
regular scheme. 
Chart 3.4 
r/01 
V 22 = 
Spec R[XUY1,X2, Y2}/(Y2 - Y*X2X* - I + X 2 , Y 2 4 X 2 Y 2 - Y 2 6 X ^ - IT). 
(4.91) 
From the first equation we get Y 2 — Y 2 X 2 X f = 1 — X2. By using it in the other 
equation we get 
V2°2l = Spec R[XU Y U X 2 , Y2}/(Y2 - Y 2 X 2 X \ - 1 + X2, Y 4 X 2 ( l - X2) - T T ) . 
(4.92) 
Now suppose that A = R[X2, Y2]/(Y2X2(1 — X2) - T T ) . We can check that A is 
a regular ring (by using theorem (2.14)). Note that 
V2°2l = Spec A[XU Y,]j{Y2 - Y 2 X 2 X \ -1 + X2). (4.93) 
Let </>(*i, Vi) = Y 2 - Y2X2X* - 1 + X2. Then = - 3 Y 2 X 2 X 2 and § ^ = 
2Y\. Since p = chark ^ 2 , 3 , the system = Jpj- = 0 can be written as 
—3Y2X2X2 = 2Yi = 0 . So V22 is smooth over A everywhere except at those 
points where — 3Y2X2X2 = 2Yi = 0. To have the points on the special fibre of 
V™, we need Y 4 X 2 Y 2 - Y«X*X* = 0. Considering cf>(Xl,Yl) = M- = §- ^ 
Y 4 X 2 Y 2 - Y2eX*Xl = 0, we get (V2°2l)Sins CSC (V2°2l)T where S contains points 
of the form (01,61,02,62) £ {V-n)* satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) 6 t = a 2 - l = 6 2 = 0; 
(2) ai = 61 = a 2 - 1 = 0. 
Let Qi = (01,0,1,0) e S. Then 
M o j e ( g 1 , / 1 ) = T2 and M o j e ( g 1 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.94) 
te, 
D ( g x ) r i = (o 0 0 1 0 ) . (4.95) 
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So Qi is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (0,0,1,62) G S. Then M o j e ( Q 2 , / i ) = T2 and M o j e ( g 2 , / 2 ) = -TT 
where ct2 = l ( m o d 7 r ) , ie, 
D(Q2)n = ( 0 0 0 1 0) . (4.96) 
So rank D(Q2) = 2. Hence Q2 is a regular point and as result V22 is a regular 
scheme. 
Recall that 
V 0 0 = 
Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2]/(Y2 - x\X2 - Y22 + X2Y2 , X*X*Y? - XfX* - T T ) 
(4.97) 
is singular and P0 is its singular point. Now we blow-up Po- By using the 
procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for the covering of V^ 0 as follows: 
Chart 3.1.1 
T/000 _ 
Spec R\Xy ,Yr,X2, Y2]/{Y? - X X X 2 - Y22 + X2Y2, X*X*Y* - XfX* - TT). 
(4.98) 
From the first equation we get Yx2 — X\X2 = Y 2 — X2Y2. By using it in the 
equation we get 
T/OOO _ 
K 2 i i — 
Spec R[XuYy,X2, Y2]/(Y2 - X X X 2 - Y 2 + X2Y2, XfX*Y2(Y2 - X2) - TT). 
(4.99) 
Assume that A = R [ X u X 2 , Y 2 ] / ( X f X 2 Y 2 ( Y 2 - X2) - TT). We can use theorem 
(2.14) to check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
C ° = Spec A[y 1 ] / (Y 1 2 - XyX2 - Y 2 + X2Y2). (4.100) 
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Let <f>(Yi) = Y 2 - XXX2 - Y22 + X2Y2. Then §^ = 2YX. Since p = char k ^ 2, the 
equation -j^L — o can be written as 2YX = 0. So V ^ 0 is etale over A everywhere 
except at those points where Y\ — 0. To have the points on the special fibre of 
V™, we need X*X2Y2 - X f X } = 0. Considering <)>{YX) = §^ = X f X 2 Y 2 -
X f X l = 0 we get ( V ^ f ) 8 1 " 8 C S C (K™0),, where 5 contains points of the form 
(01,61,02,62) £ (^0i°i0),r satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) a i = b l = b 2 = 0 . 
(2) ai = 61 = a2 — 6 2 = 0; 
(3) 61 = a2 = 6 2 = 0. 
Let Qi = (0,0,o 2 ,0) <E 5. Then 
Moje (Q 1 , / 1 ) = a 2(i> 2 - o t)7T - a 2 T i + a2S2 (4.101) 
and Moje (Qi , / 2 ) = — T T , ie, 
D{Qi)ri = ( a 2 (u 2 - u i ) - a 2 0 0 a 2 ) . 
So Qi is singular if a2 = 0, ie, Qx = io-
Let (J 2 = (0,0, a 2 ,6 2 ) G 5 such that a 2 — 62 = 0. Then 
Moje(Q 2 , /1) = -a2uxn - a 2 Ti + /?2T2 + (a 2 - 2 f t ) 5 2 
and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = —7r, ie, 
D{Q2)RX = ( - a 2 u i - a 2 0 62 a 2 - 262 ). 
So Q2 is singular if a 2 — 262 = 62 = 0, ie, Q2 = PQ. 
Finally let Q3 = (a x , 0,0,0) € S. Then 
Moje (Q 3 , / i ) = -axu2TT - and M o j e ( Q 3 , / 2 ) = - T T , 
(4.102) 
(4.103) 
(4.104) 
(4.105) 
^e. 
^ ( ^ 3 ) , , = ( - 0 ^ 2 0 0 - a , 0) . 
So is singular if ai = 0, ie, Q 3 = Po- Hence 
(4.106) 
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We will try to resolve this singularity later. 
Chart 3.1.2 
v2°1°11 = S p e c / ? [ x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ] / 
(1 - Y X X 2 X 2 - Y22 + X2Y2, Y*X*Xl - Y?X«Xl - T T ) . (4.107) 
Now assume that A = R[XU YuX2]/(Y*XtX$(l - Y X X 2 X 2 ) - T T ) . Considering 
theorem (2.14) we can check that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
K™1 = Spec A[Y2]/{1 - YtX*X2 - Y 2 + X2Y2). (4.108) 
Let <i>{Y2) = l-YiXtX2-Y? + X2Y2. Then J £ = - 2 F 2 + .Y 2 . Since p = char k ^ 
2, the equation = 0 can be written as X2 — 2Y2 = 0. So V ^ 1 is etale over A 
everywhere except at those points where X2 — 2Y2 = 0. To have the points on the 
special fibre of V 2°°\ we need Y*XfX2 - Y?X*X3 = 0. Considering the system 
4>{Y2) = = Y*X4X2 - Y f X f X 3 = 0, we can check that ( V ^ f " 5 C S C 
{V20u )ir where S contains points of the form (a i ,&i ,a 2 ,6 2 ) G (V^ 1 ) , , . satisfying 
one of the following conditions: 
(1) al = a2 - 2b2 = 4 + a\ = 0; 
(2) bx = a2 - 2b2 = 4 + a\ = 0. 
Let Qi = (0, &i, a2, b2) G 5 such that a2 = 2bi and 4 + a\ = 0. Then 
M o j e ( g 1 , / 1 ) = p2T2 + (a2 - 2(32)S2 (4.109) 
and Moje(Qi, f2) = — 7T, ze, 
£ ) ( Q ) r i = ( 0 0 0 h a2-2b2). (4.110) 
So Qi is singular if b2 = a 2 — 262 = 4 + a 2 = 0 which is impossible. Hence Q\ is 
a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (d!, 0, a2, b2) G 5 such that a2 — 2b2 = 4 + a 2 = 0. Then 
Moje(Q 2 , / 0 = - a 2 a 2 w l 7 r - a\a2Sx + (32T2 + (a 2 - 2/32)S2 (4.111) 
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and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = - T T , ie, 
D(Q2)ri={-a2la2vl 0 -a\a2 b2 a2-2b2). (4.112) 
So Q2 is singular if a\a2 — b2 = a2 — 2b2 — 4 - f a\ = 0 which is impossible. Hence 
Q2 is a regular point and as a result V ^ 1 is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3.1.3 
V ™ 2 ° = Spec R[XU YX,X2, Y2}/(Y2 - X2X\ - Y22 + Y2 , X*X*Y? - X^Xf - n). 
(4.113) 
From the first equation we get Y 2 — X2X2 = Y 2 — Y2. By using it in the other 
equation we can write 
V™ = S p e c i f , , Y U X 2 , Y2]/(Y2 - X2X2 - Y 2 + Y2 , X 2 X f ( Y 2 - Y2) - n). 
(4.114) 
Now suppose that A = R[Xi,X2, Y2]/(X^X^{Y22 - Y2) - T T ) . We can check that 
A is a regular ring (by using theorem (2.14)). We can write 
V™ = Spec A[K 1 ] / (V 1 2 - X2X2 - Y 2 + Y2). (4.115) 
Let <ftyx) = Y 2 - X2X2 - Y 2 + Y2. Then = 2YX. Since p = char k / 2, the 
equation J^j- = 0 can be written as 2Y\ = 0. So is etale over A everywhere 
except at those points where Y\ — 0. To have the points on the special fibre of 
l/°°2°, we need X*XfY? - X^X* = 0. Considering <f>{Yx) = = X*X*Y? -
X$Xf = 0, we get (y 2 T 2 ° ) S i n 8 C S C ( V ^ ) , where S contains points of the form 
(01,61,02,62) G (^ /2i2 ))ir satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) 61 = a2 = 6 2 = 0 j 
(2) 61 = o 2 = 6 2 - 1 = 0 
(3) 61 = ax = 6 2 = 0 j 
(4) 6, = ai = 6 2 - l = 0 
Let Qx = (ai,0,0,0) G 5. Then 
M o j e ( g 1 , / 1 ) = ( r 2 - alu2)ir - a2T2 + S2 and M o j e ^ ! , / , ) = - T T , (4.116) 
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te, 
D{Ql)rx = {(v2~a\u2) 0 0 - a 2 1). (4.117) 
So D(Qy) has rank two. Hence Q\ is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (a l t 0,0,1) € S. Then 
Moje (Q 2 , / 1 ) = - a 2 u 2 7 r - a 2 T 2 + ( l -2 /? 2 )5 2 (4.118) 
where /32 = l(mod.7r) and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = —TT, ie, 
£>(<22) r i = ( - « 2 « 2 0 0 - a 2 - 1 ) . (4.119) 
So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point. 
Let Q3 = (0,0,a 2,0) € 5. Then 
M o j e ( g 3 , / i ) = ^ + 5 2 and Moje(Q 3 , /2 ) = - T T , (4.120) 
ie, 
0 ( < ? 3 ) R I = ( " 2 0 0 0 1 ). (4.121) 
So D(Q3) has rank two. Hence Q 3 is a regular point. 
Let Q 4 = (0 ,0 ,a 2 , l ) G S. Then 
Moje (Q 4 , / i ) = (1 - 2fc)S2 and Moje(g 4 , /a) = (4.122) 
ie, 
£ > ( Q 4 ) r i = ( 0 0 0 0 - 1 ). (4.123) 
So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point and as a result V2°^ is a 
regular scheme. 
Chart 3.1.4 
V™ =Spec R[XUYUX2,Y2\I 
(Y? - Y2X\X2 - 1 + X2 , j f A ^ Y f - V 2 9 XfA' 2 3 - TT). (4.124) 
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From the first equation we get Y 2 — Y 2 X 2 X 2 — 1 — X2. By using it in the other 
equation we get 
V2°i2 = Spec R[XU Y U X 2 , Y2]/(Y2 - Y 2 X 2 X 2 - 1 + X2 , Y2sXtX2(l - X2) - TT). 
(4.125) 
Let A = R[XUX2, Y2}/(Y2SX*X2(1 - X2) - TT). By using theorem (2.14) we can 
check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V™1 = SpecA[r 1]/(r i 2 - Y2X\X2 - 1 + X2). (4.126) 
Let </>(Vi) = Y 2 - Y 2 X 2 X 2 - 1 + X2. Then = 2Yx. Since p = char k ± 
2, the system J^j- = 0 can be written as 2Y\ = 0. So V^" 1 is etale over A 
everywhere except at those points where Y\ = 0. To have the points on the 
special fibre of V™2\ we need Y*X*X%Y* - Y f X f X * = 0. Considering <t>{Yx) = 
J £ = Y*X*X2Y? - Y°X°X} = 0, we can check that (V™lfn* CSC (V™\ 
where S contains points of the form (01,61,02,62) £ (V2U)K satisfying one of the 
following conditions: 
(1) 61 = o 2 - 1 = 6 2 = 0; 
(2) O! = bi = a2 - 1 = 0. 
Let Qi = (o i ,0 , l , 0 ) G S. Then 
Moje (Qi , / i ) = -ala2v2ir + T 2 - a\a2S2 (4.127) 
where a2 = l(mod7r) and Moje (Qi , / 2 ) = —TT, ie, 
D(Q1)ri=(-a2v2 0 0 1 - o 2 ) . (4.128) 
SO D(Qi) has rank two. Hence Q\ is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (0,0,1,62) G S. Then 
M o j e ( g 2 , / i ) = T2 and M o j e ( g 2 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.129) 
ie, 
D(Q2)ri=(0 0 0 1 0) . (4.130) 
So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point and as a result V ^ 1 is a 
regular scheme. 
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Recall that 
i / O O O _ 
^211 — 
Spec R[Xi,Yi,X2, Y2}/(Y2 - XyX2 - Y22 + X2Y2 , X? X2Y2 - A?X 2 3 - T T ) 
(4.131) 
is singular and Po is its singular point. Now we blow-up PQ. By using the 
procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for the covering of V ^ 0 as follows: 
Chart 3.1.1.1 
T/0000 _ 
^2111 — 
Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2}/(Y2 - X2 - Y 2 + X2Y2, Xi2X22Y2 - X\2Xl - T T ) . 
(4.132) 
Let A = R[XuYuX2]/(Xl2X2Y2 - X\2X% - T T ) . By using theorem (2.14) we 
can check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
CiT = Spec A[Y2\I(Y2 - X 2 - Y 2 + X2Y2). (4.133) 
Let 4>(Y2) = Yx2 - X2 - Y 2 + X2Y2. Then §fc = -2Y2 + X2. Since p = char k ^ 2, 
the equation = 0 can be written as X2 — 2Y2 = 0. So VjJn" is etale over A 
everywhere except at those points where X2 — 2Y2 — 0. To have the points on 
the special fibre of V 2 0 ^ , we need X\2Xl{Y2 - X2) = 0. Considering <j>{Y2) = 
j | = X\2X2{Y2 - X2) = 0, we can check that (V2°™fn* C S C {V™»)W 
where S contains points of the form (eti, 6i, a2, b2) £ (V 2 ( ui 0 ) f f satisfying one of the 
following conditions: 
(1) at = a 2 - 262 = 462 - 4a 2 + a2. = 0; 
(2) 6j = a 2 = 62 = 0. 
Let Qi = (0,61, a2, 62) £ 5 such that a2 - 2b2 = 46? - 4o2 + a\ = 0. Then 
M o j e ( g 1 , / l ) = 2 f t S t + ( 0 2 - l)T2 + (a2 - 2(32)S2 (4.134) 
and M o j e ^ ! , / 2 ) = — TC, ie, 
D ( Q i ) r i = ( 0 0 26i 6 2 - l a 2 - 2 6 2 ) . (4.135) 
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So Qx is singular if 2bx — b2 — 1 = 4b\ — 4a2 + a\ = 0 which is impossible. Hence 
Qi is a regular point. 
Let Q 2 = (ai ,0,0,0) € 5'. Then 
Moje(Q 2 , / , ) = - u27r - T 2 and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.136) 
ie, 
0 ( Q 2 ) r i = ( - « 2 0 0 - 1 0) . (4.137) 
So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point and as a result V ^ " 0 is a 
regular scheme. 
Chart 3.1.1.2 
V™ 1 = Spec R[XUYUX2,Y2}/ 
(1 - XXX2 - Y22 + X2Y2, Y^X^X2 - Y?X\Xl - T T ) . (4.138) 
Suppose that A = R\XuYuX2\f{Y^X\X\^\ - XXX2) - n). Considering theo-
rem (2.14) we can check that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
= Spec A[Y2]/(l - XXX2 - Y22 + X2Y2). (4.139) 
Let 4 > ( Y 2 ) = 1-XXX2-Y22 + X2Y2. Then §^ = -2Y2 + X2. Since p = char k ± 2, 
the equation = 0 can be written as X2 — 2F2 = 0. So V2XXX is etale over A 
everywhere except at those points where X2 — 2Y2 = 0. To have the points on the 
special fibre of V"™1, we need Y ^ X f X ^ l - XXX2) = 0. Considering <f>(Y2) = 
= Y ^ X f X ^ l - X1X2) = 0, we can check that { V ^ f " 6 C S C {V^h 
where S contains points of the form (ax, bx, a2, b2) € (y2°nX)w satisfying one of the 
following conditions: 
(1) bx - a2 - 2b2 = 4axa2 - 4 - a?, = 0; 
(2) ai = a2 - 2b2 = a2 + 4 = 0. 
Let Qi = (ai , 0, a2, b2) € 5 such that a2 — 2b2 = 4axa2 — 4 — a\ = 0. Then 
M o j e ( g 1 , / 1 ) = -a2Tx + ( f t - ax)T2 + (a 2 - 2/32)S2, (4.140) 
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and Moje(Q! , / 2 ) = - I T , ie, 
D{Qi)ri={0 -a2 0 b 2 - Q l 0) . (4.141) 
So Q\ is singular if —a2 = b2 — ax = a 2 — 262 = 4a t a 2 — 4 — a\ = 0 which is 
impossible. Hence is a regular point. 
Let Q2 — (0, 6i, a2, b2) € S such that a2 — 2b2 = a2, + 4 — 0. Then 
Moje(Q 2 , / 0 = -a2U!7r - a 2 7 i + /? 2r 2 + (a 2 - 2/?2)S2 (4.142) 
and Moje(Q 2 , f2) = -7r, ie, 
0(<? 2 ) r i = ( - < » 2 « i - « 2 0 f>2 0) . (4.143) 
So Q 2 is singular if — a2 = b2 = a 2 — 262 = a2, -f 4 = 0 which is impossible. Hence 
Q 2 is a regular point and as a result V^ 0 /} 1 is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3.1.1.3 
V™» = SpecR[Xl,Yl,X2,Y2]/ 
{Y2 - X, - Y22 + Y2, X\2X*Y* - X\2X* - T T ) . (4.144) 
Suppose that A = R[XX, Y u X2]/(X2l2Xf (Y? - Xi) - n). We can use theorem 
(2.14) to prove that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
Vm? = Spec A[Y2)/(Y2 - Xx - Y 2 + Y2). (4.145) 
Let <f>(Y2) = Y? - X x - Y22 + Y2. Then §fe = -2Y2 + 1. Since p = chark £ 2, 
the equation J^ r- = 0 can be written as 2Y2 — 1 = 0 . So V^™0 is etale over A 
everywhere except at those points where 2Y2 — 1 = 0. To have the points on 
the special fibre of V2°°°20, we need X 2 1 2 X f ( y 2 - Xi) = 0. Considering <j>{Y2) = 
§-2 = X\2X*(Y2 - Xx) = 0, we can check that (V 2°™°) S i n s C S C ( V g f f ) , 
where 5 contains points of the form (<zi, &i, a 2, b2) €E (V2c^)7v satisfying one of the 
following conditions: 
(1) a 2 = 6 2 - i = a x - 6 2 - i = 0; 
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(2) ax = b2 - \ = \b\ + 1 = 0. 
Let Qx = {aubu 0, b2) € S such that b2 - \ = ax - b\ - \ = 0. Then 
MojefQx,/!) = - 7 \ + 2 A 5 i + (1 - 2/?2)S2 (4.146) 
and Moje (Qi , / 2 ) = — 7r, ie, 
D{Q,)rx = ( 0 - 1 26t 0 0) . (4.147) 
So rank D(Qi) = 2. Hence is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (0, bua2, f ) € S such that 62 — f = 46f + 1 = 0. Then 
MojefQa,/!) = -u^ - 7\ + 201Sl + (1 - 2/?2)5'2 (4.148) 
where i?2 = |(mod7r) and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = —IT, ie, 
D(Q2)n={-ui - 1 26i 0 0 ) . (4.149) 
So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q 2 is a regular point and as a result V2°^2° is a 
regular scheme. 
Chart 3.1.1.4 
= SpeeR[Xl,Y1,XihY2]/ 
(Y? - XXX2 - 1 + X2, Y?X\XlYt - Y?X\X\ - T T ) . (4.150) 
From the first equation we get Y^ — X\X2 — 1 — X2. By using it in the other 
equation we get 
V ™ 1 = Spec R[XUYUX2, r 2 ] / (y 1 2 - XyX2 - l + X2, Y2l2X*X*(l - X2) - ir). 
(4.151) 
Let A = R[Xi,X2, Y2]/(Y2i2X*Xl(l - X2) - T T ) . By using theorem (2.14) we can 
check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V f f i = Spec A[Yy\l(Y? - XXX2 - 1 + X2). (4.152) 
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Let 4>(YX) = Y 2 - XXX2 - 1 + X2. Then ^ = 2YX. Since p = c/mrfc ^ 2, the 
equation Jpj- = 0 can be written as 2Y\ = 0. So V^™"1 is etale over A everywhere 
except at those points where Y\ = 0. To have the points on the special fibre 
of V™$, we need Y 2 1 2 X f X 2 Y 2 - Y2l2X\X3 = 0. Considering 4>{YX) = = 
Y 2 l 2 X f X 2 Y 2 - Y2l2X»X% = 0, we can check that (V2°1°1°2 1)S i n g C 5' C {V2°™% 
where S contains points of the form (cti, bx, a2, b2) G (V^na1)* satisfying one of the 
following conditions: 
(1) b\ = b2 = ai«2 + 1 — «2 = 0; 
(2) ai = W = a2 - 1 = 0. 
Let Qi = (di,0, a 2 ,0) G 5' such that aia2 + 1 — a2 = 0. Then Moje((5i , / i ) = 
- a 2 7 \ + (1 - o i )T 2 and Moje(<2i,/ 2) = - 7 r , <e, 
Z ) ( Q ) r i = ( 0 - a 2 0 1 - a i 0) . (4.153) 
So Qi is singular if — a2 = 1 — a\ = a\a2 + 1 — a2 = 0 which is impossible. Hence 
<5i is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (0,0,1,6 2) € 5". Then Moje(<3 2 , /i) = —a2uiir — a2Tx + T2 where 
a2 = l(mod7r) and Moje(Q 2 , /2) = — T , «e, 
£>(Q 2 ) r i = ( - a 2 « i - a 2 0 1 0) . (4.154) 
So rank D(Q2) = 2. Hence Q2 is a regular point and as a result V^2 is a regular 
scheme. The gluing of the regular schemes which we have had so far, gives us the 
regular scheme X. • 
Lemma 4.9 Let p = char k ^ 2 , 3 and Vi = Spec R[x, y]/(y2 — x3 — n) and 
V2 = Spec R[x, y]/(x2y — xy2 — IT). Then X = ViXspecfiV^ is singular and after 
some blowings-up we get a regular scheme X. 
Proof: We have 
X = Spec R[xuyi, x2,y2}/(yl - - x\y2 + x2y\ , y \ - x \ - T T ) . (4.155) 
By using corollary (2.11) we can check that PQ £ Xv is the only singular point of 
X. Now we blow-up P0. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for 
the covering of X as follows: 
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Chart 1 
V° = Spec R [ X u Y u X 2 l Y2]/(Yl2 - X , - XXX2Y2 + X,X2Y2, A ' ^ 2 - X\ - T T ) . 
Assume that A = R[XX, Yi]/(X2(Y2 — Xi) — TT). We can check that A is a regular 
ring (by using theorem (2.14)). Note that 
Let 4>{X2, Y2) = Y 2 - Xl - XXX22Y2 + X X X 2 Y 2 . Then gfc = -2XXX2Y2 + XXY2 
and §fe = -XiX2 + 2XXX2Y2. Since p = char k ± 2, the system = ^ = 0 
can be written as XXY2(Y2-2X2) = XXX2(2Y2-X2) = 0. So V° is smooth over A 
everywhere except at the points where X\Y2(Y2—2X2) = XiX2(2Y2 — X2) = 0. To 
have the points on the special fibre of V®, we need X f ( Y 2 — Xx) = 0. Considering 
<p(X2, Y2) = 1£ = M. = X2(Y2 - Xy) = 0 we get ( V ° ) b , n s C S C (1?) . where 5 
contains points of the form (01,61,021^2) £ ( K 0 ) ^ satisfying one of the following 
conditions: 
(1) a i = 6 i = 0 ; 
(2) a2 = 62 = ai - b\ = 0. 
Let Qx = (0,0,02,62) G 5. Then 
Moje(Qi, /1 ) = (a 2/? 2 - a2/?2 - 1)UXTT + (a2/?2 - a2/?2 - \)TX (4.158) 
and Moje (Q 1 , / 2 ) = - T T , ie, 
D(Qi)n = ( (a 2 6 2 - a 26 2 - l)ux (a 26 2 - a 26 2 - 1) 0 0 0 ). (4.159) 
Let Q 2 = (ai,6i,0,0) e S such that ax - b\ = 0. Then Moje (Q 2 , / i ) = 
- T i + 2 f t S i and 
(4.156) 
V? = Spec A[X2, Y2}/((Y2 - X, - XXX22Y2 + XXX2Y2). (4.157) 
So Qi is singular if 026, aib \ 2 - 1 = 0. 
M o j e ( Q 2 , h) = (2ai/32 - 3a 2 )Ti + 2a2/3iSx - T T , (4.160) 
26 0 0 0 1 1 
D(Q2) 
3af 2af6, 0 0 1 2a, 6 i " i i " i 1 
(4.161) 
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So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point. This means that 
(^i°) S ' , n g = { ( a i A , a 2 , 6 2 ) € ( ^ 0 ) J a x = 6, = a 26 2 - ^ _ 1 = 0 } . 
Now we blow-up ( V l ° f n e . By using the procedure of Mahtab we get three pieces 
for the covering of V® as follows: 
Chart 1.1 
i/oo c or Vi ^2V2 ' x?2y2 - I y i ( x2y22 - x\y2 - \ V n = SpecR[xl,—,x2,y2, ]/(( — ) +( ), 
Xi X \ X \ X \ 
x\{^-) - x? - TT) = Spec ft[X,, Yi, X 2 , Y2, Z]/(Y2 + Z , XfY? - X? - TT , 
x x z - X 2 Y 2 2 + X 2 Y 2 + 1 ) = Spec R[XU YU X 2 , Y 2 ] / 
( Y 2 - x 2 y 2 2 + x 2 Y 2 + I , x? Y 2 - x x 3 - n). (4.162) 
Let A = # [ X 1 ? ^ / ( X ^ X ^ 2 - 1) - T T ) . By using theorem (2.14) we can check 
that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V° 0 = Spec A [ X 2 , YMi-XiY? - X2Y22 + X22Y2 + 1). (4.163) 
Let <£(X2, Y2) = -XtY2 - X 2 Y 2 2 + X2Y2 + 1. Then ^ = - Y 2 2 + 2X 2 Y 2 and 
H = - 2 X 2 Y 2 + X 2 . Since p = char k / 2, the system ^ = j f e = 0 can be 
written as Y 2 (2X 2 - Y2) = X 2 ( X 2 - 2Y 2) = 0. So V f f is smooth over A every-
where except at the points where Y 2 (2X 2 — Y2) = X 2 ( X 2 — 2Y2) = 0. To have 
the points on the special fibre of V f f , we need X f ( X t Y t 2 — 1) = 0. Considering 
<p{X2, Y2) = §£-2 = §-= Xl{XxY? - 1) = 0, we can check that (V™fn% c S c 
(VIDTT W ^ E R E S contains points of the form (a 1 ? bx, a2, b2) G {V^)n satisfying the 
following condition: 
a2 = b2 = axb\ — 1 = 0. 
Let Q = (oi,6i,0,0) e S such that axb\ = 0. Then Moje(Q, / 1 ) = - f f i T i -
2QI /3I5I and 
Moje((?,/ 2) = ( 4 a ^ 2 - S a 2 ) ^ + 2aJ/?x5, - T T , (4.164) 
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k2 / 0 -6? 
D(Q)=\ . (4.165) 
V - l (4a 36 2 - 3a 2) 
So Q is singular if — b\ = —2aj6i = ai&2 —1 = 0 which is impossible. Hence Q is 
a regular point and as a result V f f is a regular scheme. 
Chart 1.2 
l/oi c or^i ^2y\- x\y2-\ , xy x2y2 - x\y2 - I 
Mi = Spec/2 —.yi ,ar 2 ,y 2 , J/ 1 + — ) , 
2/i 2/1 2/i 2/1 
2 / ? ( - ) 2 - 2 / i ( - ) 3 - ff) = Spec , n , X 2 , y 2, Z ] / ( l + X T Z , 
yi 2/1 
Y i 4 X 2 - y 3 X 3 - 7 T , n Z - X2Y2 + X2Y2 + 1). (4.166) 
Suppose that A = R[Xy, Yy}/(X2Yl3(Yi - X j - T T ) . By using theorem (2.14) we 
can check that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
= Spec A [ Z , x 2 , y 2]/(i + X x Z , YyZ - X2Y22 + x 2 y 2 +1) = 
Spec A[X;l]{X2,Y2\l{Yy + X i X 2 y 2 2 - XyX2Y2 - Xy). (4.167) 
Note that B = A f X r 1 ] = A[Z]/(1 + X ^ ) and Spec B is etale over A. So A f X f 1 ] 
is a regular ring. 
Let <j>{X2, Y2) = Yi + XyX2Y2 - XyX2Y2 - 1 , . Then ^ = X ^ 2 - 2 X ^ 2 ^ 
and Jpr- = 2 X i X 2 y 2 — X i X ^ . Since p = char k ^ 2, and X x / 0, the system 
M- = ^ = 0 can be written as Y2-2X2Y2 = 2X 2 y 2 - X 2 2 = 0. So Vft 1 is smooth 
over A f X ^ 1 ] every where except at the points where Y2—2X2Y2 — 2X2Y2 — X% = 0. 
To have the points on the special fibre of V^ 1 , we need X2Y13(Yl — Xy) = 0. 
Considering cf>{X2,Y2) = = = X2Y?(Yy - Xy) = XyZ + 1 = 0, we 
can check that ( l / / } 1 ) 3 ' " 8 C S C {Vyy)v where S contains points of the form 
(ay, by, a2, b2, c) 6 {Vl°ll)n satisfying the following condition: 
«i — by = a2 = b2 = aye +1 = 0. 
Let Q = {ai,bu0,0,c) G S. Then Moje(Q, / x ) = ayW +-yTy and 
Moje(g, f2) = (2ay^ - W^Ty + (4a 2/? 3 - Za^Sx - TT (4.168) 
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and Moje(Q, / 3 ) = 7S1 + (3XW, ie, 
( 0 
D(Q) = - 1 
0 0 0 a i \ 
a5, 0 0 0 (4.169) 
\ 0 0 c 0 0 6 1 / 
The determinant consisting of the first three columns of D(Q) is equal to c2 = 
a~2 ^ 0. So rankD(Q) = 2. Hence Q is a regular point and as a result V^ 1 is a 
regular scheme. 
Chart 1.5 
Let Z = 222/2 — xly? ~ 1- Then 
V 1 0 = Spec / ? [—,— , 2 2 , y 2 ,Z ] / ( (—) + — , Z ( — ) (—) - Z (—) - TT , 
Z - x2y22 + x 2 y 2 + 1) = Spec R[XX,YX,X2, Y2, Z]/(Y2 + A ' t , ZAX\Y2-
Z*X\ - ir, Z - X2Y22 + X\Y2 + 1) = Spec R[YX,X2, Y2, Z}/ 
(Z - X2Y2 + X 2 F 2 2 + 1, Z%6 - Z 3 Y? - TT) = Spec R[YX,X2, Y2]/ 
{{X2Y2 - X2Y2 - 1)3Y?(X2Y* - X2Y2 - 2) - T T ) . 
(4.170) 
Since X2K,2 - X2Y2 - 1 = 0 and X 2F 2 2 - X 2 y 2 - 2 = 0 in A j | define non-singular 
fc-varieties (by Jacobian criterion), by using theorem (2.14) we conclude that Vxg 
is a regular scheme. 
Chart 2 
Vi = Specfl — , y x , — , — / ( l - y i — ) - y i ( — ) —) + Vi ~ ~ ) » 
yi yi yi y\ y\ y\ yi yi 
y\ ~ y\{~) - T ) = Spec R[XX, Y U X 2 , Y2y 
J/1 
(1 - Y x x \ - riA-22r2 + Y X X 2 Y 2 , Y 2 - Y?X\ - *). (4.171) 
Now let A = R[XX,YX]/(Y2(l - YXX*) - T T ) . We can use theorem (2.14) to show 
that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
V/ = Spec A[X2, Y2]/(l - YXX* - Y X X 2 Y 2 + Y X X 2 Y 2 ) . (4.172) 
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Let <f>(X2,Y2) = l - Y x X f - Y x X 2 Y 2 + Y x X 2 Y 2 . Then ^ = -2YXX2Y2 + YXY2 and 
•g$r — —Y\X\ + 2YXX2Y2. Since p = char k / 2, we can write the system = 
$r = 0 as -2YXX2Y2 + YXY22 = - Y X X 2 + 2^*2*2 = 0. So V? is smooth over A 
everywhere except at the points where -2YXX2Y2 + Y{Y2 = —YiX% + 2Y\XiYi — 
0. To have the points on the special fibre of V / , we need Y2(l — Y x X f ) = 0. 
Considering <f>{X2,Y2) = gfc = = ^ ( 1 - YiX?) = 0, we can check that 
( V / ) S i n g C S C (Vi 1)^ where 5 contains points of the form (eti,61,a 2,6 2) € (Vj 1 ) 7 r 
satisfying the following condition: 
a2 — b2 — a\hx - 1 = 0. 
Let Q = (a l ? 6V, 0,0) <E S such that a3bx-l = 0. Then Moje(Q, f x ) = -3a2pxTx-
a3S\ and 
Moje(Q, f 2 ) = -3al(33Tx + ft(2 - 3a?/?! ^  - rr, (4.173) 
/ 0 -3a2bx -a\ 0 0 \ 
0 (G) = • (4.174) 
V - l -3a?6? 6 x(2-3a?6!) 0 0 / 
So Q is singular if 3ax6i = = 6a1&i(a'j1&i — 1) = a\bx — 1 = 0 which is impossible. 
Hence Q is a regular point and as a result Vx is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3 
Kj = Spec R[—, — , x 2 , — ] / ( ( — ) - x 2 ( — ) - x 2 ( — ) + x 2 ( — ) , x 2 x 2 x 2 x2 x2 x2 x2 
- - ff) = SpecR{X1,Y1,X2,Y2]/ x2 x2 
{Y2 - X2Xl - X2Y2 + X2Y2, X2Y2 - X 3 X S - T T ) . (4.175) 
From the first equation we get Y 2 — X2Xf = X2Y2(1 — Y2). By using it in the 
other equation, we can write 
V2° = S p e c i f , YX,X2, Y2)I(Y2 - X2X\ - X2Y2 + X2Y2 , X*Y2(1 - Y2) - T T ) . 
(4.176) 
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Now assume that A = R[X2, Y2]/(X^Y2(1 - Y2) - TT). Considering theorem (2.14) 
we can check that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
V2° = Spec A[XU Vi] / (Vi 2 - X2X\ - X2Y2 + X2Y2). (4.177) 
Let <f>(XuYx) = Y 2 - X2X\ - X2Y2 + X2Y2. Then ^ = -3X2X2 and | £ = 
2YX. Since p = char k ^ 2 , 3 , the system = Jpr- = 0 can be written as 
—3X2Xf = 2Y\ = 0. So V2 is smooth over A everywhere except at the points 
where — 3X2X2 = 2Yi = 0. To have the points on the special fibre of V 2 , we need 
X2Y2 - X\X\ = 0. Considering 4>{XX,YX) = = = X2Y2 - X*X? = 0, 
we can check that ( V 2 ° ) S l n g C S C {V2)v where S contains points of the form 
(01,61,02,62) £ (^2°)* satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) 61 = a 2 = 0; 
(2) ax = 6j = 6 2 = 0; 
(3) a, = 6X = 6 2 - 1 = 0. 
Let Q = ( a i , 0 , 0 , 6 2 ) € S. Then 
Moje(Q l 7 / , ) = ( f t -(32- a\)u2TT + ( # - ft - a f ) T 2 (4.178) 
and Moje (Q 1 , / 2 ) = - T T , ie, 
D{Qx)ri = ( ( 6 2 - 6 2 - a\)u2 0 0 6 2 - 6 2 - a\ 0) . (4.179) 
So Qi is singular if 6 2 — 6 2 — af = 0. 
Let Q 2 = (0,0,a 2,0) € S. Then 
Moje(Q 2 , / i ) = -a2v2TT - a2S2 and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = - I T , (4.180) 
ie, 
D(Q2)n=(-a2v2 0 0 0 - a 2 ) . (4.181) 
So D(Q2) is singular if a2 = 0 ie Q2 = Po- Note that Po satisfies the conditions 
b\ = a2 = b\ — b2 — a\ = 0. 
Finally let Q3 = (0,0, a2,1) <E 5. Then 
Moje (Q 3 , / i ) = ft(ft - l)T2 + a 2 ( 2 f t - 1)5 2 (4.182) 
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and Moje(Q3,/2) = ie, 
D{Qz)ri={0 0 0 0 o 2 ) . (4.183) 
So Q3 is singular if a2 = 0, ie, Qz = (0,0,0,1). Note that Q3 also satisfies the 
conditions bx — a 2 = b\ — b2 — a 3 = 0. Hence 
(V 2 °) S i " s = { ( a l 5 6 t, a 2 ,6 2) G (V?), | bx = a 2 = a 3 + fe2 - b\ = 0}. (4.184) 
Now we blow-up ( V 2 ° r n g . By using the procedure of Mahtab we get three pieces 
for the covering of V2 as follows: 
Chart 3.2 
i/oi G or -r2 x 3 . + V 2 - y i u n x2 x* + y2-y% V2l = SpecR[xi,yi,—, ] / ( l ( ) , 
yi yi yi yi 
y\{-) - yi(—)3*3 - *) = fl[A\, n , x 2 , Y2, z)/(i - x 2 z , 
yi yi 
Y?X\ - Y?XlX\ - 7 T , YXZ - X\ - Y2 + Y 2 ) . (4.185) 
Suppose that A = R[XX, Yx, X2)/{YX3X2(YX - X 2 X 3 ) - T T ) . We can check that A 
is a regular ring (by using theorem (2.14)). We can write 
V* 1 = Spec A[Z, Y2}/(1 - X 2 Z , Y X Z - X\ - Y 2 + Y22) = 
Spec A[X2l}[Y2]/(Yx - XlX2 - X2Y2 + X2Y2). (4.186) 
Note that B = A[X2l] = A[Z]/{1 - X2Z)\ and Spec B is etale over A. So A[X21} 
is a regular ring. 
Now let cj)(Y2) = Yx - X?X2 - X 2 r 2 + X 2K> 2. Then ^ = - X 2 + 2X 2 K 2 . Since 
p = c/iarA; / 2 and X 2 ^ 0 we get 2K2 - 1 = 0. So V^ 1 is etale over A[X21} 
everywhere except at the points where 2V2 — 1 = 0 . To have the points on the 
special fibre of V2°xl, we need Y?X2(YX - X2X3) = 0. Considering 4>(Y2) = ^ = 
Y3X2{YX - X2X3X) = 1 - X2Z = 0, we can check that (V™)Sia* C S C ( V ^ 1 ) , 
where 5 contains points of the form (ax,bx,a2,b2,c) G ( V ^ 1 ^ satisfying the fol-
lowing condition: 
1 i bx = b2 - - = 1 + 4a 3 = ca2 - 1 = 0. 
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LetQ = (au0,a2,^c) € 5. Then Moje(Q, / i ) = - 7 r 2 - a 2 ^ and Moje(Q, f 2 ) = 
—ir and 
Moje(Q, f3) = 7 ^ I T T - 3a 2 Ti + 7S1 + ( - 1 + 202)S2 (4.187) 
where /?2 = |(mod7r), i e i 
/ o 0 0 - c 0 - a 2 \ 
(4.188) - 1 0 0 0 0 0 
\cvx - 3a 2 c 0 0 0 / 
The 3 x 3 matrix consisting of the first, second and fourth columns of D(Q) has 
determinant —3a2c / 0 (note that ca2 — 1 = 0 and 1 + 4a 3 = 0). So D(Q) has 
rank three. Hence Q is a regular point and as a result V^ 1 is a regular scheme. 
Chart 3.3 
K 2 2 = Spec iZa i ,—,x 2 ,y 2 , ]/(( — ) - ( ) , 
x 2 x2 x2 x2 
4 ( ~ ) 2 - £x\ - TT) = S p e c i ^ ^ X , , ^ ] / ^ 2 - Z , 
^2 
X*Y? - X 3 X f - T T , X2Z - X f - Y 2 + Y22) = S p e c n , X 2 , y 2 ] / 
( x , ^ 2 - x f - Y 2 + Y 2 , X$Y? - x 2 3 x f - I T ) . (4.189) 
From the first equation we get X ^ 2 — X f = Y2 — F 2 2 . By using it in the other 
equation we get 
V£° = Spec^Xx, r l 5 X 2 , Y2]/(X2Y2 - X 3 - Y2 + Y 2 , X 2 3 F 2 (1 - Y2) - n). 
(4.190) 
Assume that A = R[X2, Y2]/(X$Y2(l - Y2) - I T ) . By using theorem (2.14) we can 
check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V2°2° = Spec A [ X i , V i l A X ^ 2 - X f - Y2 + Y 2 ) . (4.191) 
Let 0 ( X i , r O = X2Y2 - X 3 - Y2 + Y 2 . Then ^ = - 3 X 2 and ^ - = 2 X 2 y i . 
Since p = char k / 2, 3, the system = Jpj- = 0 can be written as —3Xf = 
2X 2 Fi = 0. So V2°2° is smooth over A everywhere except at the points where 
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—3Xj = 2X2YX = 0. To have the points on the special fibre of V^ 0 , we need 
X*Y? - X*X* = 0. Considering cj>(Xx, Yx) = = = X*Y* - X\X\ = 0, 
we can check that ( V 2 < 2 0 ) S i n g C S C (V^,0)^. where 5* contains points of the form 
(01,61,02,62) € (V^°°)ff satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) ax = a2 = 6 2 = 0; 
(2) ax = bi = b2 = 0; 
(3) ax = 6, = b2 - 1 = 0; 
(4) ax = a2 = 6 2 - 1 = 0. 
Let Qx = (0,6j,0,0) e S. Then 
M o j e ( g 1 , / 1 ) = ( f t 2 t l 2 - V 2 ) K + P f c - S2 and M o j e ( Q 1 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.192) 
ie, 
D(Qx)ri = ((b\u2-v2) 0 0 b\ - 1 ) . (4.193) 
So D(QX) has rank two. Hence Qx is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (0,0,a 2 ,0) £ S. Then 
Moje(g 2 , fx) = -v2n - S2 and Moje (Q 2 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.194) 
ie, 
D(Q2)ri={-v2 0 0 0 - 1 ) . (4.195) 
So D(Q2) has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point. 
Let Q 3 = (0 ,0 ,a 2 , l ) G 5". Then Moje(Q 3 , / i ) = (2/?2 - l)S2 where (32 = 
1 (mod7r) and Moje(Q3,/2) = — T T , ie, 
J D(g 3 ) = (0 0 0 0 1 ) (4.196) 
which means that D(Qz) has rank two. Hence Q% is a regular point. 
Let Q4 = (O.ftx,0,1) € 5. Then M o j e ( g 4 , / i ) = P f w + P2XT2 + (2/?2 - 1)5 2 
where /?2 = l(mod7r) and M o j e ( Q 4 , / 2 ) = — 7r, ie, 
£>(Q 4 ) r i = ( 6 2 u 2 0 0 6 2 1 ). (4.197) 
So D(Q4) has rank two. Hence Q 4 is a regular point and as a result V2C2° is a 
regular scheme. 
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Chart 3.5 
Let Z — x\ + y2 ~ y\- Then 
= Specfl[x,,—, — , y 2 , Z ] / ( ( — ) - ( ^ " J ( " j ) - ^ ( Y ^ i - ^ ' 
2 - a? - y 2 + y2 2) = Spec fl[Xx, Yi, X2, Y 2, Z}/(Y2 - X 2 , Z - X3, - Y2 + Y 2 , 
Z4Y2X2 - Z 3 X 3 X 3 - TT) = Spec R[XUYUY2, Z]/(Z - X3 - Y2 + Y 2 , Y?Z4 
-X3XZ3 - TT) = Spec R[XU Y u Y2}/((Y2 - Y 2 + Xf)3Y*(Y2 - Y 2 ) - TT) 
(4.198) 
Since Y2 — Y 2 + X f = 0 and Y2 — Y22 = 0 in A f define non-singular /c-varieties, 
by using the theorem (2.14) we conclude that V2°/ is a regular scheme. 
Chart 4 
V* = Spec * , ^ , y 2 ] / ( ( ^ ) 2 - y 2 ( ^ f - y2(^) + y2(^), 
V2 V2 V2 J/2 2/2 V2 J/2 
y\{-) ~ 2 / 2 3 ( - ) 3 - = Spec R[XX, YX,X2, Y2}/ 
J/2 J/2 
{Y2 - Y 2 X 3 - Y2X2 + Y2X2 , Y 2 Y 2 - Y 2 X 3 - TT). (4.199) 
Recall that 
V2° = Spec R[XX, Y U X 2 , Y2]/(Y2 - X2X3 - X2Y2 + X 2 Y 2 , X2Y2 - X 3 X 3 - IT). 
(4.200) 
The ring homomorphism 
a : Y{V20,Ov»)-^Y{V2\Ovi) 
Xx t—y - X x 
Y , ^ Y X 
X2 i—> —Y2 
Y 2 ^ X 2 
is an isomorphism and induces V2 = V 2 . Hence V2 = V^0. The gluing of the 
regular schemes which we have had so far, gives us the regular scheme X. • 
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4A One component is I3 
In this section our arithmetic three-folds are the products of two arithmetic sur-
faces such that one of them is of the form 1$ and apart from the cases discussed 
before. 
L e m m a 4.10 Let p = char k ^ 2 , 3 and V\ = V2 — Spec R[x, y}/(y2 — yx2 — T T ) . 
Then X = ViXspecRV2 i S singular and after some blowings-up we get a regular 
scheme X. 
Proof : We have 
X = Spec R[xx,yx,x2,y2\l{y\ - vl - Vixl + yix\ •> V\ ~ V\A ~ (4.201) 
By using corollary (2.11) we can check that P 0 = (0,0,0,0) € X^ is the only 
singular point of X. We blow-up P0. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get 
four pieces for the covering of Xx as follows: 
Chart 1 
V? = Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2\liY2 - Y 2 - XXYX + XXY2X2, X2Y2 - X f a - T T ) . 
(4.202) 
Suppose that A = R[XX, YX]/(X^YX(YX - Xx) - ir). We can use theorem (2.14) 
to show that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
Vf = Spec R[X2l Y2}/(Y2 - Y 2 - XXYX + XXY2X2). (4.203) 
Let 4>{X2,Y2) = Y 2 - Y 2 - XXYX + XXY2X2. Then = 2XXY2X2 and | £ = 
—2Y2 + X X X 2 . Since p = chark ^ 2, the system -J^ = J^r = 0 can be written 
as 2X\Y2X2 = — 2Y2 + X X X 2 = 0. So V^0 is smooth over A everywhere except 
at the points where 2XXY2X2 = —2Y2 + XXX% = 0. To have the points on the 
special fibre of V°, we need X2YX(YX - Xx) = 0. Considering <f>(X2, Y2) = gfc = 
§fe = X2YX(YX - X x ) = 0, we get ( V ° ) S I N 6 C S C (V?)„, where S contains points 
of the form (01,61,02,62) £ i^x)^ satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) a 1 = 6 1 = 6 2 = 0; 
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(2) bx = a 2 = b2 = 0; 
(3) ax - b\ = a 2 = b2 — 0. 
Let Qj = (0,0,a 2 ,0) € S. Then Moje (Q 1 , / 1 ) = 0 and Moje(QiJ2) = So 
D(Qi) has rank one hence $ i is a singular point. 
Let Q2 = (a 1 ? 0,0,0) € 5. Then Moje(Q 2 , / i ) = —ait ;^ — and 
M o j e ( Q 2 , f 2 ) = - ( a i v , + 1)TT - a ^ , (4.204) 
ie, 
/ -ayvx 0 -ax 0 0 \ 
D(Q2) = . (4.205) 
\ - ( a ? u 1 + l ) 0 -a\ 0 0 / 
So Q2 is singular if (a 1i; 1)(a|) — (a\vi + l)ax = 0 ie a, = 0 which means that 
Q 2 = Po-
Let Q 3 = (ai,6t 50,0) € 5 such that ai — 6i = 0. Then Moje(Q 3 , / t ) = 
-/? 1 T 1 + (2f t - a x ) 5 i and 
M o j e ( £ 3 , / 2 ) = - 7 T + 0,(2/3? - 3^ /30^ + a 2 ( 2 f t - (4.206) 
ie. 
/ 0 - 6 t 2bx-ax 0 0 \ 
£>(Q3) = • (4.207) 
\ - l ai(262 - 3ai6i) a\(2bx - ax) 0 0 / 
Since ai = 6i we get 
/ 0 - a i ax 0 0 \ 
£ > ( Q 3 ) = • (4.208) 
\ - l -a? a? 0 0 / 
So Qz is singular if ax = 0, ie, Q3 = P0. Hence 
( v , 0 ) S i n 6 = { { a i b u a 2 b 2 ) e ( V 0 ) j a i = 6 l = fr, = 0}. 
Now we blow-up ( V ° ) S i n g . By using the procedure of Mahtab we get three pieces 
for the covering of Vj° as follows: 
Chart 1.1 
C = Spec R[XX, Yx, X2, Y2\/{Y? - Y22 - Yx + Y 2 X 2 , X*Y? - X4XYX - T T ) . 
(4.209) 
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Now let A = fi[X1,y1]/(X14y1(r1 - l ) - T T ) . By using theorem (2.14) we can 
check that A is a regular ring. We can write 
V*° = Spec A[X2, Y2]/(Y2 - Y 2 - Y, + Y 2 X 2 ) . (4.210) 
Let cf>(X2, Y2) = Y 2 - Y 2 - Y y + Y 2 X 2 . Then $L = 2X2Y2 and §r = -2Y2 + X2. 
Since p = char k ^ 2, the system = Jpr- = 0 can be written as 2X2V2 = 
—2^ 2 + X% = 0. So is smooth everywhere except at those points where 
2X2Y2 = —2Y2 + X | = 0. To have the points on the special fibre of V^P, we need 
XfYiY - 1) = 0. Considering ^ 2 , ^ ) = ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ( ^ - 1) = 0, we 
get ( V / j 0 ) 5 ' " 6 C S C (Vj 0] 0)^, where S1 contains points of the form (01,61,02,62) € 
(Vj 0] 0)^ satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) 61 = a 2 = 6 2 = 0; 
(2) bi - 1 = a 2 = 6 2 = 0. 
Let Qi = 0,0,0) e S . Then Moje(Qi, /1) = -vxir - Sx and 
Moje (Qi , / 2 ) = -{a\Vl + 1)TT - a\Su (4.211) 
ie, 
/ - u i 0 - 1 0 0 \ 
D(Q1)=[ . (4.212) 
\ - ( o ^ i + l ) 0 - o f 0 0 / 
Since a\r>i — (o xSi + 1) = — 1 ^ 0, D(Qi) has rank two. Hence Q x is a regular 
point. 
Let Q2 = (oi , 1,0,0) € 5. Then Moje (Q 2 , / i ) = (2/?i - l)5"i and 
M o j e ( g 2 , / 2 ) = 4a 3/3,(A - l)Ty + a<(2ft - l ) S t - TT (4.213) 
where (3\ = l(mod7r), ie, 
I 0 0 1 0 0 \ 
£>(Q2) = a (4.214) 
V - l 0 a\ 0 0 / 
which has rank two. Hence Q2 is a regular point and as a result V™ is a regular 
scheme. 
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Char t 1.2 
. C - Spec R[XX,YUX2, Y2)l{\ - Y 2 - Xx + XXY2X22 , Y?X\ - Y?X\ - TT). 
(4.215) 
Now suppose that A = R[Xx,Yx\l(Y*Xl{l - Xx) - TT). By using theorem (2.14), 
we can check that A is a regular ring. Notice that 
V™ = Spec A[X2, Y2]/(l - Y22 - Xx + XXY2X2). (4.216) 
Let cf>(X2,Y2) = 1 - Y22 - Xx + XXY2X2. Then ^ = 2XXX2Y2 and $ = 
—2Y2 + Since p = char k ^ 2, the system = Jy- = 0 can be 
written as 2XXX2Y2 = -2Y2 + XXX\ = 0. So V f t is smooth over A every-
where except at the points where 2XXX2Y2 = —2Y2 + XXX2 = 0. To have the 
points on the special fibre of V°i, we need Y*Xl(l — Xx) = 0. Considering 
<K**>Y*) = fflfe = 1^ = - * 0 = 0, we get ( V ^ f " 6 C S C ( V " 1 ) , , 
where 5 contains points of the form (ax, bx, a2, b2) G (Vxx)n satisfying the follow-
ing condition: 
ax — 1 = a2 = b2 = 0 
Let Q = (l,fe,,0,0) € S. Then Moje(Q, / 1 ) = -Tx and 
Moje(Q, / 2 ) = - 7 r + a 1 / ? f ( 2 - 3 a 1 ) T 1 + 4 a X 3 ( l - <*i)Si (4.217) 
where a i = l(mod7r), ie, 
/ 0 - 1 0 0 0 \ 
W ) = • (4.218) 
\ - l - 6 f 0 0 0 / 
So £>((5) has rank two. Hence Q is a regular point and as a result V®x is a regular 
scheme. 
Chart 1.4 
V" 1 = SoecR{Xx,YuX2,Y2\l{Yx2 - 1 - XXYX + X X X 2 , Y24X2Y2 - Y 2 4 X f Y x - TT). 
(4.219) 
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Now suppose that A = fl[XL, F l 5 y 2 ] / ( r 2 4 A r 1 2 y 1 ( r 1 - Xi) - ir). Considering theo-
rem (2.14), we can check that A is a regular ring. Note that 
V" 1 = Spec A[X2]/(Y? - 1 - XyYi + XXX22). (4.220) 
Let <f>{X2) = Y? - 1 - XtYi + X x X l Then ^ = 2XXX2. Since p = chark / 2, 
the equation = 0 can be written as 2XXX2 = 0. So V^ 1 is etale over A 
everywhere except at the points where 2X\X2 = 0. To have the points on the 
special fibre of V # , we need Y^XfY^Yy - Xx) = 0. Considering <f>(X2) = $L = 
Y^XfYiiY, - X^ = 0, we get (V$)Sia* C S C ( V ^ 1 ) , , where S contains points 
of the form (oti, 6i, a2, b2) 6 (V'1° l)7r satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) ax=bx- 1 = 0 ; 
(2) ax = bx + 1 = 0; 
(3) a2 = b2 = axbx - 6? + 1 = 0. 
Let Qi = (0,1, a2, ^2) £ 5. Then 
Moje(Q 1 ? / 0 = (a 2 - ft)ul7r + {a\ - (3X)TX + 2 f t Si (4.221) 
where ft = l(mod7r) and Moje(<3i, /2) = —n, ie, 
D(Qi)ri = ( ( a ^ - l ) u ! a ^ - l 2 0 0). (4.222) 
So D(Qi) has rank two. Hence Qi is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (0,-1,03,62) € 5. Then 
Moje (g 2 , / i ) = K 2 - A ) « I T T + (a2. - ft)T; + 2ftSi (4.223) 
where ft = — l(mod7r) and Moje(Q 2 , /2) = — ^ 
£>(<2 2) n = ( ( a ^ + l ) u ! a 2 + l - 2 0 0) . (4.224) 
So rank D(Q2) = 2. Hence Q2 is a regular point. 
Let Q3 = (ai,6i,0,0) 6 5" such that cti&i - b'\ + 1 = 0. Then 
Moje (Q 3 , / i ) = - f t T i + (2f t - a x )5! and M o j e ( Q 3 , / 2 ) = - T T , (4.225) 
/e. 
0 ( Q 3 ) r i = (O -61 (26i - f l l ) 0 0). (4.226) 
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So Q3 is singular if ai = 61 = a\b\ — b\ + 1 = 0, which is impossible. Hence Q3 is 
a regular point and as a result Vx°2 is a regular scheme. 
Char t 2 
V/ = Spec R[XUYUX2, y 2 ] / ( l - Y 2 - Y X X 2 + YXY2X2 , Y 2 - Y?X\ - TT). 
(4.227) 
Let A = R[Xx,Yx]l(Y?{\ - Y x X l ) - TT). We can check that A is a regular ring 
(by using theorem (2.14)). Notice that 
Vxl = Spec A[X2, Y2]/(l - Y22 - YXX\ + YXY2X2). (4.228) 
Now suppose that 6{X2,Y2) = 1 - Y22 - YXX\ + YiY2X%. Then ^ = 2^1^X3 
and = -2Y2 + Y x X l Since p = char k ^ 2, the system ^ = §fe = 0 
can be written as 2Y{Y2X2 = —2Y2 + Y\X2 = 0. So Vxl is smooth over A ev-
erywhere except at the points where 2YiY2X2 — —2Y2 + Y\X\ = 0. To have 
the points on the special fibre of VJ1, we need V ^ l — Y\X^) = 0. Considering 
<j>(X2, F 2) = ^ = J | = - YXXD = 0, we get ( V / f " 8 CSC ( V x \ , where 
S contains points of the form (01,61,02,62) £ (^i)w satisfying the following con-
dition: 
a2 = 6iOi - 1 = 62 = 0 
Let Q = (ai ,6i,0,0) € S such that bxa\ - 1 = 0. Then Moje(Q, / i ) = 
—2ax(3xTx — ajS1! and 
Moje(g, f 2 ) = -2ax(3\Tx + ft(2 - 3a?/?i)Si - IT, (4.229) 
ie. 
/ 0 -2axbx -a{ 0 0 \ 
£>(Q) = . (4.230) 
\ - l -2oi6? 6 1 (2-3a?6 1 ) 0 0 / 
So Q is singular i f —2ai&i = — a\ = 6i<Z| — 1 = 0 which is impossible. So Q is a 
regular point and as a result Vx is a regular scheme. 
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Chart 3 
V2° = Spec R[XX,YUX2, Y2}/(Y2 - Y 2 - X2YXX2 + X2Y2 , X2Y2 - X32YXX2 - TT). 
(4.231) 
Recall that 
vf = sPeci2[x1,r1,x2,y2]/ 
(Y2 - Y 2 -XXYX + XXY2X2, X2Y2 - X3XYX - n) = 
Spec R[XUYX, X2, Y2]/(Y2 - Y 2 - XXYX + X X Y 2 X 2 , X2Y2 - X\Y2X22 - TT), 
(4.232) 
(we used Y 2 - XXYX = Y22 - XXY2X2). We can write 
V2° = Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2]/(Y2 - Y 2 - X2Y2 + X 2 Y X X 2 , X2Y2 - XfaX* - TT). 
(4.233) 
The ring homomrphism 
a : Y(V?,Ovo)-+r(V2°,Ovo) 
Xx —• x2 
Yi 
i—> Xi 
Y 2 ^ Y X 
is an isomorphism and induces V2 = Vi°. 
Chart 4 
V,1 = SpecR[XuYuX2,Y2}/ 
(Y2 - 1 - Y2YXX2 + F 2 X 2 2 , Y 2 Y 2 - K ^ X 2 - TT). (4.234) 
Recall that 
V/ = SpecR[XuYx,X2l Y2)/(l - Y 2 - Y X X 2 + YXY2X2 , Y 2 - Y 3 X 2 - TT) = 
Spec R[Xl,YuX2, Y2)/(l - Y 2 - Y X X 2 + YXY2X2, Y 2 Y 2 - Y 3 Y 2 X 2 - TT), 
(4.235) 
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(we used 1 - Y X X 2 = Y2 - YXY2X%). Note that V2 can be written as 
V2l = Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2}/(1 - Y 2 - Y 2 X 2 + Y2YXX2 , Y 2 Y 2 - Y23YXX2 - I T ) . 
(4,236) 
The ring homomorphism 
xx —• x2 
Y X ^ Y 2 
X2 ,—• Xx 
Y 2 ^ Y X 
is an isomorphism and induces V2 = Vx . The gluing of the regular schemes which 
we have had so far gives us the regular scheme X. • 
4.5 One component is I4 
In this section our arithmetic three-folds are the products of two arithmetic sur-
faces such that one of them is of the form I4 and apart from the cases discussed 
before. 
Lemma 4.11 Let p = charfc / 3 and Vx = V2 = Spec R[x, y}/(x2y — xy2 — TT). 
Then A' = V i X s p e c # V 2 is singular and after one blowing-up we get a regular 
scheme X. 
Proof : By using corollary (2.11) we can check that P0 is the only singular point 
of 
X = SpecR[xx,yx,x2,y2]/(x2yx - xxy\ - x\y2 + x2y\ , x\yx - xxy\ - TT). 
(4.237) 
Now we blow-up PQ. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for 
the covering of X as follows: 
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Char t 1 
Vl° = SpecR[XuYuX2,Y2}/ 
(Yi - Y{ - Xl2Y2 + X2Y2l, X f Y x - XiYf - TT). (4.238) 
Now let A = R[XX, Yx}/(Xf Yx - XfY? - TT). Considering theorem (2.14), we can 
check that A is a regular ring. We can write 
V° = Spec A[X2, Y2}/(YX - Y 2 - X2Y2 + X2Y22). (4.239) 
Let <b(X2, Y2) = Y X - Y? - X\Y2 + X2Y22. Then 
d ( i > = -2X2Y2 + Y22 and ^~ = -X22 + 2X2Y2. (4.240) dX2 1 1 1 3Y2 
Since p = chark ^ 3, the system = = 0 can be written as — 2X2Y2-\- Y2 = 
— X2 + 2X2Y2 = 0. So Vx is smooth over A everywhere except at the points 
where — 2X2Y2 + Y2 = —X2+ 2X2Y2 = 0. To have these points on the special 
fibre of V°, we need X*(l - YX)YX = 0. Considering 4>(X2,Y2) = $L = §± = 
- YX)YX = 0, we get ( V ° ) S i n s C S C {Vx°)v, where S contains points of the 
form (01,61,02,62) £ (^i°) T satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) bx = a2 = b2 = 0; 
(2) 61 - 1 = a2 = 6 2 = 0. 
Let Qx = (01,0,0,0) 6 S. Then 
Moje(Qi, /1) = V X T X + Si and Moje(<3i, f 2 ) = a\vxir + a\Sx - TT, (4.241) 
ie, 
I vx 0 1 0 0\ 
D(QX)=[ , (4.242) 
\ ( a f u 1 - l ) 0 a? 0 0 / 
which has rank 2. So Qx is a regular point. 
Let Q2 = (o i , l , 0 ,0 ) € S. Then Moje (Q 2 , / i ) = (1 - 2 f t )S i where ft = 
l ( m o d 7 r ) and 
Moje(Q 2 , / 2 ) = 3 a * f t ( l - (3X)TX + a*(l - 20X)SX - TT, (4.243) 
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ie1 
/ 0 0 - 1 0 0 \ 
D(Q2)=[ , (4.244) 
\ - l 0 -a? 0 0 / 
which has rank two. So Q 2 is a regular point. This means that V® is a regular 
scheme. 
Chart 2 
V\ = Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2]/(X2 - X, - X2Y2 + X2Y2, 5? A? - Y?Xy - TT) 
= Spec R[XU Y U X 2 , Y2}I{X, - X* - Y22X2 + Y 2 X 2 , -Y^X, + Y*X\ - n). 
(4.245) 
The homomorphism 
^ _ • - r t 
x2 H-> r 2 
V21—> x2 
is an isomorphism of rings which induces 
yl ^ 
Chart 3 
V? = S?ecR[Xl,Yl,X2,Y2]/ 
(X2Y, - X X - Y 2 + Y 2 , X*XlYx - XlX,Y2 - n). (4.246) 
In r(K 1°, Ovo) from the first equation we get Y{ - Y 2 = X2Y2 - X2Y22. So in the 
other equation of V2 we can use 
XfiYi - Y 2 ) = X\{X\Y2 - X2Y2) = X*X*Y2 - X f X 2 Y 2 2 , 
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le. 
V° - S p e c i f , Y u X i , Y2}/(X2Y2 - X2Y2 - Y, + Y 2 , X3X22Y2 - X3X2Y2 - TT). 
(4.247) 
The homomorphism 
a : Y(V^Ovo)-^nV^Ovo) 
->x2 
^ Y 2 
Y2 —• Y, 
is an isomorphism of rings and induces 
V2 S Vf. 
Chart 4 
V? = Spec R[XU Y u X2, y 2 ] / ( X 1 2 F 1 - X,Y2 - X2 + X 2 , Y 3 X 2 Y , - Y 3 X X Y 2 - n). 
(4.248) 
Considering V® in the form which was used in chart 3, we can write 
V?^ Spec R[XUYUX2,Y2}/ 
(Y2X2 - Y2X22 - Y 2 + V I , - X 3 X 2 Y 2 + X3X2Y2 - TT). (4.249) 
The homomorphism 
a : Y(V?,Ov?)^Y(V2\OvA 
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is an isomorphism and induces 
1 V V, l 
The gluing of V^,VX, V2 and V2l gives us the regular scheme X. • 
4 o © One c o m p o e e e t is I5 
In this section we will discuss about some arithmetic three-folds and then about 
those arithmetic three-folds which are the products of two arithmetic surfaces 
such that one of them is of the form 1$. 
Convention 4.12 For non-negative integers a, 6, m and n, let 
Then the fibre product of two arithmetic surfaces of the forms I\ and h is Vmin,m,n-
Remark 4.13 We will try to find a desingularisation for Va,6,m,n and finally we 
consider the case a = m and b = n. 
Lemma 4.14 The three-fold Vi.i.m,,, is singular and just after one blowing-up 
we can resolve its singularity. 
Proof : Let Y = Ki,i,m,„ = Spec R[xu yu x2, y 2 ] / ( z i y i - x2y2,x2nyl2l - TT). By 
using the procedure of Mojgan we can check that Po £ y S i n s Now we blow-up 
PQ. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get four pieces for the covering of Y 
as follows: 
K.6,m,n = Spec R[xx,yi,x2,y2)l (xxyx - x\y\,x2y2 - T T ) . (4.250) 
Chart 1 
Vl = Spec R[xu —,—,—]/( (—)(—), 
Xi X\ X\ X\ X\ X\ 
,m+n n X2 m V2 ( - ( - ) T T ) 
Xx X, 
SVecR[XuX2,Y2]/(Xr+nX?Y2n -TT) (4.251) 
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which is a regular scheme (by lemma (2.12)). By using similar calculation we can 
check that Vy1, V2° and V2l are regular schemes. The gluing of Vf3, V,1, V2 and V2 
gives us the regular scheme Y. • 
Lemma 4.15 There exists a desingularisation for K,o,m,n-
Proof : We discuss it in three different possible cases as follows: 
Case 1 I f a = 0, then 
Vo,o,m,n = SpecR[xi,yi,x2,y2}/(xly1 - \,x2y2 - TT). (4.252) 
Let A = R[x2,y2]l (x™y2 — I T ) . Then A is a regular ring. We can write 
Vo,o,m,n = SpecA[x l ,?/ 1]/(x 1j/i - 1). (4.253) 
By using the Jacobian criterion we can check that V^o^n is smooth over A and 
so it is regular. 
Case 2 I f a = 1, then 
Vi,o,m,n = SpecR[xi,yux2,y2]/{xiyi - x2,x2y2 - TT) = 
SVecR[xuyl,y2]/(x2nyZ-TT) (4.254) 
which is a regular scheme (by lemma (2.12)). 
Case 3 If a > 1, then 
y Vafl,m,n = Spec R[xx, y 1 ? x2, y2]j{x\y\ - x2,x2y2 - TT). (4.255) 
By using the procedure of Mojgan we can check that 
y S i n g D {{aubua2,b2) £Yn\al=bl=a2 = 0} := S (4.256) 
Now we find the blowing-up of Y with centre S. By using the procedure of 
Mahtab we get three pieces for the covering of Y as follows: 
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Char t 1 
Vl = S p e c i f , — , — , y 2 ] / ( xx { — ),xl( — ) y2 - TT) = 
X\ X\ X\ X\ X\ 
SpecR[XuYuX2, Y2]I{YX - X\'2Xa2,X^X^Y2n - TT) = 
Spec R[XUX2, Y2]l(X™X™Y2n - w) (4.257) 
which is a regular scheme. 
Char t 2 
VI = Spec/2 — , y 2 / ( yi ( — ) , y t (—) y 2 - TT) = 
yi yi y\ yi y r 
Spec /2[yi, X 2 , y 2 ] / ( y i m ^ 2 m ^ 2 " - = V?. (4-258) 
Char t 3 
K ? = S p e c f y i j X 2 t w ] / ( ( f i ) ( y i } _ ^ - 2 ^ l 3 , » _ ff) = 
X 2 ^2 ^2 #2 
s P e c J R [ X i , r i , x 2 , y 2 ] / ( x 1 y 1 - x 2 - 2 , * 2 " % n - = v o_ 2, 0, r o,„.(4.259) 
If a = 2, then 
Ki-2,0,m,n — Vo,0,m,n = 
Spec i2[xi, y i , Xi, y2]/(a?iyi - 1, x2y2 - TT) (4.260) 
which is regular (we discussed it in the case one). 
If a = 3 then 
K,-2,0,m,n = Vi.o.m.n = Spec R[xU Vu Vl\I (x™ y™y2 ~ 7r) (4.261) 
which is a regular scheme. 
If a > 3 then we continue the process of blowings-up of V a i 0 , m ,„ . Each blowing-
up reduces a by two. So finally we get Vo,o,m,ra o r V\,o,m,n which were discussed in 
cases 1 and 2. Hence there exists a desingularisation for Va,o,m,n- • 
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Remark 4.16 For the three-fold Vo,6,m,n we can change the variables x2 and y 2 
with each other and use lemma (4.15) for V&,o,n,m-
Lemma 4.17 There exists a desingularisation for 
Va,i,m,n = Spec R[x x, yx, x 2 , y 2 l /(a;iyi - x2y2,x2y2 - TT). 
Proof: We consider the following cases: 
Case 1 If a = 0. then 
Ku,m,n = Spec R[xuyi,x2, y 2 ] / ( z i y i - y2, x2 y2) = 
SpecR{xuy1,x2]/(x2nxnly^ - TT) (4.262) 
which is regular. 
Case 2 If a = 1, then 
V\,i,m,n = SpecR[xuy1,x2,y2]/(xly1 - * 2 y 2 , x2y2 - TT) (4.263) 
which was discussed in lemma (4.14). 
Case 3 If a > 1, then we can check that 
K S ^ , n D {{aubua2,b2) G ( V a , i , m , J J « i = bi = «2 = 0} := 5. (4.264) 
Now we blow-up S. By using the procedure of Mahtab we get three pieces for 
the covering of K , i , m , n as follows: 
Chart 1 
V1 = Spec/2a:i, — , — , y 2 / ( xx (—) y 2 , x 1 ( — ) y 2 - 7rJ = 
X t X! XX 
Spec i?LY x , X 2 , r 2 ] / ( X 1 m X 2 m V 2 " - TT) (4.265) 
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which is a regular scheme. 
Chart 2 
V{ = Vx°. (4.266) 
Chart 3 
V2° = Spec R[^, x 2 , t / 2 ] / ( ( - ) ( - ) - 4 ~ 2 y 2 , x j y ? - ir) = x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 
s P e c i i [ x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ] / ( x 1 y 1 - x 2 ° - 2 y 2 , x 2 m y 2 " - = v „ _ 2 f l , m , n . (4.267) 
For a = 2, K - 2 , i , m , n = Vo,i,m,n which is regular (see case one). For a — 3, 
K - 2 , i , m , n = Vi,i,m,n which was discussed in lemma (4.14). I f a > 3 the process of 
blowings-up decreases a by two after each blowing-up. So after some blowings-up 
and gluing the regular pieces of the covering we get a regular scheme Va,i,m.,n- D 
Remark 4.18 For Vi,&,m, n we change Xi and yx with each other and use lemma 
(4.17) for H 4 , m , n . 
Theorem 4.19 There exists a desingularisation for 
K,6,m,n = Spec i2 [x i , y i , x 2 , y 2 ] / ( i i i / i - xa2yb2,x2y2 - TT). 
Proof: Without loss of generality let b > a. I f a > 2 then by using the procedure 
of Mojgan we can check that 
K S S , „ => { (« i ,6 i , a 2 , 6 2 ) G {Va,b,m,n)T | ax = bx = a2b2 = 0} := S. (4.268) 
Now we find the blowing-up of K , t , m , n with centre S. By using the procedure of 
Mahtab we get three pieces for the covering of Vaji,,m,n as follows: 
Chart 1 
V° = Speci?^, ^ x 2 , y 2 l ^ ] / ( * - x r ^ U t 1 1 , ^ - TT) = 
Xi Xi X! Xi 
Spec R[Xt, Y1,X2, Y2,Z]/(YX - Xax~2 ZaY2h-a , XXZ - X2Y2,X?Y2n - TT) = 
SpecR[Xx,X2,Y2,Z]/(XxZ - X2Y2, X?Y2n - TT) 2 V M , m , n . (4.269) 
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which was discussed in lemma (4.14). 
Char t 2 
i / i c D[XI x2y2 xx a_2,x2y2 «- b_ 
Vx = SpecR — ,y1:x2,y2, / yx ( ) y2 , x2 y2 - TT = 
yi yi yi yi 
Spec R[XUYUX2, Y2, Z ] / ( X t - Yr2ZaY2b~a , Y , Z - X2Y2, X?Y2n - TT) = 
Spec J R[F 1 ,X 2 ,y 2 ,Z]/(Z 1 K 1 - X 2 y 2 , X™Y2n - TT) = K , l i m , n . (4.270) 
Chart 5 
Let Z = x 2 y 2 . Then 
V/ = Spec R [ ^ 1 x 2 ' 2/2, Z j / 
i ( X l \ i y i \ 7 a - 2 ( x 2 y 2 ^ b_a m n , 
Spec flLXx, y , X 2 , V 2, ^ / ( X ^ - Z a - 2 K ? - a , Z - X2Y2 , X 2 m y 2 " - TT) = 
s p e C jR[x 1,r 1,x 2,y 2]/(x 1y 1 - xa2~2vr2Yta, x2 my2" - *) = 
s Pec/?[x 1,y 1,x 2,y 2]/(Xiy 1 - x r 2 y 2 6 - 2 , x2my2" - T T ) 
= V a _ 2 , 6 _ 2 , m , n . (4.271) 
By continuing the process of blowings-up with centre S after each blowing-up a 
and b reduce by two. We continue the process of blowings-up until getting V a ^ ) m , n 
such that j3 ~ Oor 1. So it is enough to discuss about Va,o,m,n and K , , i , m , n . But 
the first one is discussed in lemma (4.15) and the second one is discussed in lemma 
(4.17). • 
Corollary 4.20 Let V\ = Spec / ? [ x 1 , y 1 ] / ( x i t / i — n) and V2 = Spec R[x2, y2]/ 
(zjTy? ~ 7 r ) - Then X = VtXspec/?^ is singular and after some blowings-up we 
can resolve its singularities. 
Proof : In theorem (4.19) put a = m and 6 = n. • 
Open problem 4.21 There exists a desingularisation for X = ViXspecfiV^ where 
V\ is of the form /, and V2 is of the form Ij in the following cases: 
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(a) i = j = 2; 
(b) i = 3 and j = 4; 
(c) i = 5 and j = 2,3,4,5. 
Chapter 5 
BesiegMlarisatioini of tlhe fibre 
product of mieimal regular 
models of Tate 
5 o l I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Any non-singular cubic with a K-rational point can be transformed into Weier-
strass normal form. The affine equation of a Weierstrass normal form is 
For more details about 62, b4,68, c4, A and j see page 36 in [25]. Recall that for 
a UFD, R with K = Q(R), p € R irreducible and k(p) = Q(R/pR), the function 
r p : P„( f l ) — • Pn(k{p)) 
[y0,y1,...,yn] >—> [y0,2/1, yn] 
(where y, £ R with no common factor), is called reduced map (modp)-function. 
The representation [y 0 , V\, yn] for [y0, y i , y „ ] is called reduced. Note that the 
E = Spec K[x, y]j(y2 + axxy + a3y — x3 - a 2 z 2 - a 4x - a 6). (5.1) 
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reduction E of E is 
E = vSpec k(p)[x, y]/(y2 + a,\xy + a3y — x3 — a2x2 — a4x — a 6). (5.2) 
If R is a discrete valuation ring with Q(R) — K, then k(£)=Q(R/(ir))=k, and 
we write 
E = Spec k[x,y}/(y2 + a\xy + a 3y — x 3 — a2x2 — a4x — d 6 ) . (5-3) 
If for some choice of Weierstrass model (5.1) with a, 6 R, E is non-singular, it is 
said that E over k has good reduction, otherwise E has bad reduction. 
5.2 Neron model and Tate's algorithm 
Let R be a Dedekind domain with K = Q(R) and E/K be an elliptic curve. A 
Neron model for E/K is a smooth group scheme £/R whose generic fibre is E/K 
and satisfies the following universal property: 
If H/K is a smooth A-scheme (ie, % is smooth over R) with generic fibre 
X/K and </>K : X/K —> E/K is a rational map defined over K, then there 
exists a unique /2-morphism <j)R : H/R —> S/R extending <f>K-
The algorithm of Tate computes the reduction type of an elliptic curve given 
by Weierstrass equation. He discusses about C/k which is the special fibre of C 
( C is a minimal proper regular model of E over R), ie, C = Cxs p ecflSpeck and 
would be one of the types IQ, /„, / / , / / / , IV, 1$, I*, IV*, I IF and / /* , see page 46 
in [25] or page 365 in [23]. 
In this algorithm Tate starts with the given Weierstrass equation and uses a 
sequence of blowings-up to produce a minimal regular model for E. 
Convention 5.1 We classify the minimal regular models of Tate as follows: 
J\ : E is of the form /„ (n > 0); 
J-i : E is of the form / / ; 
J3 : E is of the form 
J 4 : E is of the form IV: 
J 5 : E has one of the forms /„, /* for n > 0, IV, III" and II*. 
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Remark 5 . 2 Let X and Y be noetherian schemes (over R) and / : X —• Y 
be a morphism of finite type, x G X, y G Y and y = /(a?), such that k(x) = 
fc(y). By theorem 3 , page 249 in [17], Ox,x — Oy,y if and only if / is etale in a 
neighbourhood of x. If X and Y are regular schemes, to check that Ox,x — Oy,y, 
it is enough to show it for tangent spaces, ie, to show that 
/ 2 ~ / 2 
m x / r n T = my/my. 
For more details see pages 249-254 in [17] and page 116 in [1]. 
Definition 5 . 3 Let X and Y be schemes over R, x G X and y G V. We say 
(X, x) is an etale neighbourhood of (Y, y) if there exists a morphism / : X —> Y 
such that f(x) = y and / is etale at x. 
The smallest equivalence relation on pairs (V, y) such that if (X, x) is an 
etale neighbourhood of (Y,y) then (X,x) ~ (V, y), is called etale equivalence or 
sometimes is called local isomorphism for etale topology. 
Remark 5 . 4 With the notation as in definition ( 5 . 3 ) let (X, x) ~ {Y,y). Then 
X is regular at x if and only if Y is regular at y. 
In fact by using remark ( 5 . 2 ) we get Ox,x — Oy,y But a noetherian local ring 
is regular i f and only if its completion is regular (see [3], page 124, prop. 1 1 . 2 4 ) . 
Remark 5 . 5 In this section we want to show that 
(a) Every minimal regular model of Tate at each singular point of its special 
fibre is etale equivalent to one Vj, j — 1 , 2 , 5 . 
(b) The same chain of blowings-up used for resolution of singularities of the 
fibre products of Vj's (used in chapter 4 ) does the same on the fibre products of 
the Tate's minimal regular models. 
Theorem 5 . 6 Let JR be a dvr and p=charA; 7^  2 , 3 , of (where d = (m,n) for the 
case i = 5 ) and W, be a minimal regular model of Tate of the form J, for (E/K) 
and Q G {Wi)n be a singular point of (W,-)^. Then (Wi,Q) is etale equivalent to 
(Vi, P), for a singular point P G ( K ) f f (where K is an affine scheme of the form 
/.-)• 
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Proof: Recall that k = ^ is algebraically closed. We prove the theorem in five 
possible cases as follows: 
CASE O N E (i = 1) 
We can choose an affine neighbourhood Z\ = Spec Ax of the singular point 
Q € (Wi)w such that A\ is a finitely generated /2-algebra and Zx f l (Wi) is the 
divisor generated by uv = 0, where u, v £ A\. This means that it\uv, ie uv = 7re 
for a unit element e £ Ai and we get u(uc - 1 ) = 7r. 
Now let / : Z\ —> V\ = Spec R[x, y]/(xy — 7r) be the morphism induced by 
the ring homomorphism 
f : R [ x , y ] / ( x y - n ) ^ A 1 
x i—>• u 
Then / is of finite type and f(Q) — PQ. We can check that k{Q) = k(PQ). 
Not ice that Z\ and Vi are two-dimensional regular schemes. So Tzltq = 7Vi,p0 
(we can also use definition (2.5) to check that tangent spaces are isomorphic), 
which means that mp 0 /mp o = mg/rriQ. This implies that Ovx,pa = OzltQ, which 
in turn implies that / is etale at Q (see corollary (4.5), page 116 in [1]). So i t is 
etale in a neighbourhood of Q (see prop. (4.6), page 116 in [1]). Now we get the 
following diagram: 
Z\ = SpecBi 
Vi wx 
where Z\ —> W\ is the inclusion. Note that if k is not algebraically closed, 
we can not assume that the components of the special fibres and singular points 
are defined over k. They are defined over a finite separable extension k'/k and 
there exists a discrete valuation ring R', etale over R with residue field kf. But 
by making the base change R —y R! we are reduced to the case k = k'. 
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CASE T W O (i = 2) 
In this case the special fibre has a cusp at Q £ (W2)v. As it is shown in Tate's 
algorithm (see [25] or [23]), the minimal regular model W2 has the following affine 
equation 
v2 — u3 — 7r(a2 in2 — a i j u v + a4,iii — a^^v + <Z6,i) = 0. (5-4) 
Let w = a2Au2 — a\^uv + a4^u — a3tlv + a6,i and A = R[u, v]/(v2 — u3 — irw). 
Since 7r 2 [a 6 we get nfa^i, w is invertible in an open set U2 — SpecA[w~ l] 
containing the singular point Q. Let B — A[w~l, a}/(a6 — w) and Z2 = Spec B. 
Then Z2 —> Spec A[w"1] = U2 is etale (by Jacobian criterion). So locally for the 
etale topology {U2,Q) = (Spec 5, Q') where Q' is the singular point of [Z2)^. Re-
call that B = R[u, v, w'1, w*]/(v2 — u3 — TTW) and let C = R[x,y]/(y2 — x3 — TT). 
Then the morphism / : Z2 = Spec B —> Spec C = V2 induced by the ring 
homomorphism 
f : R[x,y]/{y2 - x3 - T T ) —> R[u, v, w~\w«}/{v2 - u3 - TT) 
- i 
X I—> w 3 u 
- 1 
y i—> w 2 v 
is etale at Q' (just compare the tangent spaces), so singularities are locally iso-
morphic for the etale topology, ie, (Spec 5, Q') ~ (Spec C, Po). Now we have 
Z2 = Spec B 
V2 = Spec C U2 
where both morphisms are etale. So we get (V2 , Po) ~ {Z2, Q') and (Z2, Q') ~ 
(U2,Q) which implies that ( V 2 , / o ) ~ (U2iQ), ze, ( W ^ Q ) is etale equivalent to 
(V2,Po). 
C A S E T H R E E ( i = 3) 
We can choose an affine neighborhood U3 = Spec/l3 (where .4 3 is a finitely 
generated fl-algebra) of Q such that f / 3 f l (M^)^ is the divisor generated by 
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y'(y' — x'2), where x' and y' are reductions (mod7r) of some u and v, so v(v — u2) = 
O(mod^), ie, v(v — u2) = 7re, e G A3" and we get 
7T = - u ) = —{— - ( —) ). 
Now let Z3 = Spec.43[e4] and / : Z3 —>• V3 = Spec y]/(y(y — x2) — n) 
be the morphism induced by the ring homomorphism 
/" : R[x, y]/(y(y - x2) - ix) —y A3[e^} ( 5 . 5 ) 
u 
v 
y1—• — • 
£2 
Then / is of finite type and f{Q') = PQ where Q' is the singular point of 
{ Z 3 ) V . Now we can check that k(Q') — k(Po) and by doing the same conclusion 
as it was done in case one, TZ3,Q> = Tv3,p0- Since Z3 and V 3 are both regular, 
we get Ov3,p0 = OZ3,Q>- This implies that / is etale at Q' and so it is etale in a 
neighbourhood of Q'. We can check that Z3 — Specv4.3[£4] —y Spec A3 = U3 is 
etale (by Jacobian criterion). So we get 
Z3 
v3 u3 
where both morphisms are etale. Now we get (V3, PQ) ~ (Z3L Q1) and (Z 3 , Q') ~ 
{U3,Q), which implies that (V3,P0) ~ (U3,Q), ie, (W3,Q) is etale equivalent to 
(V3,Po). 
CASE F O U R (i = 4) 
Here the special fibre consists of three rational curves passing through a point 
Q € ( W ^ . We can choose an affine scheme U4 = Spec At (where A4 is a 
finitely generated fi-algebra) such that (U4) Pi (VKj)^ is the divisor generated 
by x'y'(x' — y'), where x' and y' are reductions (mod7r) of some u and v. So 
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uv(u — v) -- 0(mod7r), ie, uv(u — v) — ire, e 6 A4" and we get ir = ^uv(u — v) = 
( - T ) ( - T ) ( ( - T ) - ( - T ) ) - N O W let A'4 = A 4 [ ^ ] , Z4 = Spec4'4 and 
C 3 f 3 e 3 e 3 
/ : Z4 —> V4 = Spec R[x, y}/(xy(x - y) - T T ) 
be the morphism induced by the ring homomorphism 
/» : R[x, y}/(xy(x - y) - n) —+ 
a; 1—>• — 
y 
y 1 — • —• 
Then / is of finite type and f{Q') = Po7 where Q' is the singular point of (Z^^. 
As we showed in case 3, we can check that / is etale in a neighbourhood of Q'. 
We can also check that Z4 = Spec Ajje?] —> Spec/Lt = U4 is etale (by Jacobian 
criterion). So we get 
Z4 
v4 u4 
where both morphisms are etale. By using the same discussion as we did in 
case 3, we can show that (W4, Q) is etale equivalent to (V4, PQ). 
C A S E F I V E [i = 5) 
Here the special fibre is the union of some rational curves with multiplicities 
which is a normal crossing as a divisor. Let Q £ (Ws),,. be the intersection of two 
of these rational curves. We can choose an affine scheme U$ = Specks (where 
A5 is a finitely generated fi-algebra) of Q such that U$ D (H^)^ is the divisor 
generated by x'my'n, where x' and y' are reductions (mod7r) of some u and v. So 
umvn = 0(mod7r), ie, umvn = 7re, e 6 A5*. Let d=gcd(m, n) = am + bn (which is 
a unit, by our assumption). Then we get umvn = (e<<)37r = e7r which implies that 
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Let A'5 = A5[t*], Z 5 = Spec A'5 and / : Z 5 — • V5 = Spec R[x, y]/{xmyn - n) be 
the morphism induced by the ring homomorphism 
f : fl^yJ/^'V-Tr)—• A 5 [ e* ] 
if 
y 
we can do the same conclusion as we did in cases 3 and 4, to show that / is etale 
in a neighbourhood of Q' (Q' is the corresponding singular point of {Z^)v). We 
can also check that Z^ = SpecA5[c^] —> Spec A$ = U$ is is etale (by Jacobian 
criterion). So we get 
Z5 
v5 us 
where both morphisms are etale. As we discussed in cases 3 and 4, this 
diagram shows that (Ws,Q) is etale equivalent to (V 5 , P0). • 
Remark 5.7 The above discussion tells us that each minimal regular model 
of Tate at each singular point of its special fibre is etale equivalent to one Vj, 
j = 1,2,.... 5. In the following theorem Wa shows a minimal regular model of 
Tate of the form J a , Va is an arithmetic surface of the form Ia and Za is as it 
was used in theorem (5.6). We also use W = Wa xS pecflW/?, V = VaXspecRVp 
and Z = Za xSpecRZp, for a, /3 £ { 1 , 2 , 5 } . 
Recall that so far Xn was used for the n-th blowing-up of X with the centre 
XSin* or a subscheme of X S i n s . Here we use X( n ) = Xn , n > 0 (where X(Q) = X ) 
and 0 n : X(n) —> AT(n_1) to show that Xn is the blowing-up of X ( n _ i ) with the 
centre A ^ " ^ . 
Theorem 5.8 Let p = char k ^ 2,3, d (d the same as in theorem (5.6)). If we are 
not in the cases W2xSpecRW7, W ^ X ^ R W ^ and W ^ X S ^ R W J (for j = 2,3,4,5), 
then there exists a desingularisation for W = Wa XspecRWp, (1 < a , /? < 5). 
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Proof: Let W = = Xspec.fiW/3 and consider tf>n : W(n) —> W^n-i) as the 
blowing-up of W^n-i) with centre W^'" 5^. Since the product of etale morphisms 
is etale, by using the results of the theorem (5.6), for each Q (E H ^ S i n s we get the 
following diagram: 
Z 
V W 
where / : Z —> V and g : Z —> W are etale and Q £ g(Z). We define Z( n ), 
hn and also V(n)i <f)n in the similar way that we defined W(n) and ibn. Inductively 
we find /(„) and g^n) by base change and surely they are etale (note that the 
blow-ups commute with flat basechange, so the squares are cartesian and we can 
deduce that the top arrows are etale from the knowledge that the bottom ones 
are). For n = 1 we get the following diagram: 
Z(i) 
h (i 
V, i 
9 
W 
V 
Since and g{i) are etale, we get f ^ V ^ ) = Z ^ 8 = g ^ U f f i ) . If V{1) 
is regular we get V^1"6 = (j>, so g^iW^"*) = <t>, which means that W f f i = <j>, ie, 
W(i) is regular at points P such that i>i{P) G g(Z). 
Now we do the same for other Z's so that g(Z) covers W. If in all of such 
cases W^ 1" 8 = 4>i w e are done and the gluing of these regular schemes is the 
answer. Otherwise we continue the process of blowings-up and inductively we 
get the following diagram: 
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n) 
9ln) /(») 
h W, In) n 
V in) 
•lb ( n - l ) n d> 9 ( n - l ) n 
/ (n - l ) 
w, ( n - l ) 
Vi ( n - l ) 
Suppose that V(„_i) is not regular. Since products and base extensions pre-
serve the etale property of morphisms, so / ( n ) and <7(n) are etale and the above 
diagram is commutative. Hence 
By doing similar discussion with what we did about W^) we can conclude that if 
V(n) is regular, then W(n) is regular at points P such that iftioib20...oibn_loibn(P) £ 
g(Z). 
If is not regular we continue the process of blowings-up. Recall that 
in chapter 4 we have proved the existence of a desingularisation for V (in the 
involving cases). So there exists k0 £ N such that for n > k0, V^ '" g = <f>. By 
using the same discussion as above we conclude that for n > ko, W(n) is regular 
at any point whose image in W lies in g(Z). Now we do it for other Z's so that 
g(Z) covers W. Hence for sufficiently large n, W(n) is regular. This means that 
there exists a desingularisation for W. • 
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